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Abstract
Due to the limited regenerative capacity of the central nervous system (CNS)
upon injury, regenerative medicine and tissue engineering strategies show great
promise for treatment. These aim to restore tissue functions by combining principles of cell biology and engineering, using biomaterial scaffolds which can help
in recapitulating the 3D environment of the brain and improving cell survival
after grafting.
Stroke and TBI are severe forms of disruptions of brain architecture, and
two of the leading causes of mortality and morbidity worldwide, as no effective
treatments are available. Several studies report how neural stem cells (NSCs) are
able to improve functional recovery upon transplantation. However, the efficacy
of these treatments is limited because of the mortality these cells are subject to
after transplantation. In this context, the transplantation of mesenchymal cells
(MSCs) has shown beneficial effects by secreting molecules and factors that help
in the healing process.
In this study, we tested alginate-based hydrogels as candidates to support
human NSCs and MSCs transplantation into the brain, in the view of exploiting
the beneficial effects of both and analyzing whether their combined use could
have a synergistic effect.
In the first part, we studied the suitability of alginate-based scaffolds for the
three-dimensional encapsulation and culture of hNSCs and hMSCs. We analyzed their ability to support cell survival, and we evaluated whether changes
in their concentration or modifications with ECM molecules could influence cell
viability. We showed that the best survival conditions are found when using an
RGDs-functionalized alginate scaffold at a low concentration (0.5% w/v). We
then worked on the identification of the best conditions for MSCs culture and
11

the definition of coculture conditions. Since serum is necessary for MSCs, but
it is reported to induce glial differentiation of NSCs, we explored two different
experimental setups. On one hand, we investigated the feasibility to exploit
biomaterials to create "compartmentalized" cocultures that would at least partially retain serum. In parallel, we positively observed that MSCs can survive,
proliferate and maintain their stemness even in absence of serum, supporting
the hypothesis that the use of “compartmentalized” coculture systems would
likely be exploitable for MSCs culture.
Finally, we tested the reported beneficial effects of MSCs in our 3D culture
system, in which NSCs do not show a great viability. Encapsulated NSCs were
cultured on an MSCs monolayer, and we analyzed cell survival, proliferation, differentiation and stemness retention. Gene expression analyses highlighted that
NSCs maintain stemness characteristics, but we were not able to observe any
improvement in NSCs survival in coculture, with respect to standard culture.
In the last part of the project we decided to test our system for tissue engineering approaches, exploiting axotomized brain organotypic slices (OSCs). We
evaluated the presence of cells 7 days after transplantation, their integration
in the OSCs and glial response. Preliminary results suggest that the biomaterial does not cause activation of glial cells, although stem cells do not seem to
migrate out of scaffold and integrate into the brain slice.
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Chapter 1

Central Nervous System
1.1

Structure of the Central Nervous System

The brain is not only the most complex, interesting and mysterious organ of the
human body, it also is the organ that makes us human, giving us artistic and
language capabilities, moral judgments and rational thought. It is part of the
nervous system (NS) which allows us to perceive, elaborate, comprehend, and
respond to the world around us. The nervous system collects information from
inside and outside the body, processes and integrates them, and finally sends
off instructions to elicit an appropriate response.
Structurally, it is divided into two major components: the central nervous system (CNS) and the peripheral nervous system (PNS). The CNS represents the
primary command center of the body, and it is composed of the brain, optic,
olfactory and auditory systems, and more posteriorly the spinal cord. The PNS,
on the other hand, has the role of connecting the CNS to the rest of the body,
and it consists of cranial and spinal nerves.
All the tasks and functions the NS performs are possible thanks to complex
networks of specialized cells: neurons and glia. Neurons are the basic functional
units of the system, they are electrically excitable cells that receive and transmit impulses (action potentials) to the connecting cells. Although neurons vary
according to the specific function they perform, they follow the same general
structural plan. A typical neuron possesses a cell body (soma), from which the
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afferent branching projections (dendrites) and the single efferent long projection (axon) originates. Signals (electrochemical waves) travel along the axon of
one neuron, and are then transmitted to the dendrites of the connecting neurons through neurotransmitters released at the synapse. The NS also contains
non-neuronal cells (glial cells) that are in charge of homeostasis maintenance,
forming myelin, and providing support and protection to neurons. Glial cells are
the most abundant cells in the adult human brain, and they differ morphologically and functionally between the central and peripheral nervous system. Glia
population is essentially subdivided in macro and microglia. Whereas microglia
are present only in the CNS, where they are involved in neuronal protection
through immune response and regulating inflammation, macroglia are mainly
of three kinds (Fig. 1.1):
∙ astrocytes (CNS): homeostatic, trophic and structural functions; they
build up the Blood-Brain Barrier (BBB) [1, 2].
∙ oligodendrocytes and Schwann cells (respectively CNS and PNS): they
facilitate the conduction and prevent the dissipation of the impulse by the
production of the insulating sheath of myelin [3].
∙ ependymal cells (CNS): line the ventricular system of the CNS and are
involved in the secretion of Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF) [4].

Figure 1.1: the cellular unities of the CNS. At the cellular level, the nervous system is
composed of neuronal and glial cells. The glial population includes the macro- and microglial
cells. The latter can further be subdivided in oligodendrocytes, astrocytes, and ependymal
cells. Modified from [5].
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1.2

CNS development and embryonic neurogenesis

During the gastrulation phase of embryogenesis, the blastomeres reorganize
themselves into a trilaminar gastrula, characterized by a fine-layered concentric
structure. The three germ layers resulting from these cellular rearrangements
are known as: endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm. From each layer specific
organs will be formed. In particular, the ectoderm will give rise to the future
epidermis, pigment cells, neural crest cells and neural tube, which will form the
nervous system.
Once the three-germ-layers embryo is formed, the next major developmental
phase taking place is organogenesis. In vertebrates, the first organ system to
be developed is the central nervous system, whose induction was initially described by Spemann in 1924 [6]. At this stage, and according to its position,
the ectoderm will be instructed to give rise to outer ectoderm, neural crest and
neuroectoderm. Induction of the neuroectoderm (also called neural induction)
is driven by the mesodermal cells of the organizer region which secrete protein
inhibitors of the BMP-pathway (specifically Noggin and Chordin) and, in the
most anterior region, Wnt-pathway (specifically Frzb, Dickkopf, and Cerberus).
These, together with FGF, induce and regulate the processes that lead to neurogenesis [7].
During primary neurulation, the neuroectoderm thickens and forms the neural plate which, driven by the underlying notochord, folds forming the neural groove. At this stage, the edges of the neural plate (known as the neural folds) come together, closing the neural plate in a cylindrical hollow structure (called neural tube) covered by the ectoderm: the anlage of the CNS [8]
(Fig. 1.2). During neural tube closure, cells on the borders of neural folds detach
forming the neural crest cells, which will migrate through the embryo contributing to the formation of the peripheral nervous system, along with several other
cell lineages such as melanocytes, craniofacial cartilage and bone, and smooth
muscle [9].
Once the neural tube is completely closed, the process of neurogenesis can
take place [11].
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Figure 1.2: primary neurulation. During neurulation, the neural folds elevate at edges
of the neural plate causing the closure of the neural plate into the neural tube: the anlage
of the central nervous system. From the neural folds, neural crest cells (green) delaminate
contributing among the other organs to the formation of the peripheral nervous system [10].

The early embryonic neural tube is primarily composed of a monostratified layer
of neuroepithelial cells (or neural stem cells) which span the entire thickness of
the epithelium. They are characterized by a periodic movement of the nuclei related to cell cycle progression (defined as interkinetic nuclear movement, INM):
they localize close to the apical side (ventricular surface) during mitosis and
they move toward the outside as the cell cycle proceeds [12] (Fig. 1.3).
As these early multipotent stem cells during later developmental phases acquire an elongated radial morphology, they become radial glial cells (RGCs).
Following an initial proliferative period in which neuroepithelial cells divisions
are symmetrical, in order to achieve a sufficient pool of undifferentiated stem
cells, neurogenesis takes place with the occurrence of asymmetric divisions.
22

Figure 1.3: Neuroepithelial cells in the germinal epithelium during the interkinetic nuclear
migration. A) SEM image of the chick neural tube; B) Scheme of the INM in the neural
tube [8].

These latter force the daughter cell, which loses the luminal connection, to
become an intermediate neuronal precursor (INP) and further differentiate either in neurons or in glial cells. Subsequently, the newborn neurons migrate
radially (thanks to the support of the radial glia) to their final destination
where they mature and generate neural circuits. Thus, the cellular architecture
becomes stratified with the neuroepithelial stem cells found in the ventricular
zone, whereas early post-mitotic cells migrate radially to form for example the
cortical plate. The initial population of neuroepithelial progenitors expresses
various pan-neural genes, which are switched off after the closure of the neural
tube as they receive signals from the adjacent structures (such as the notochord)
to acquire specific neuronal identity [13]. Both a combination of epigenetic and
genetic mechanisms come to play to generate the distinct cell types and to specify regional fate. A comparative analysis of the development and molecular
characteristics of NSC can be found in Table 1.1.
Stage

Specific markers

NPs

Sox1, Pax6 [14, 15]

RGCs

Sox2, Nestin, Pax6, GFAP [15, 16]

early neuron

𝛽-III-tubulin [17, 18]

late neuron

NCAM [19], MAP2 [20, 21], NeuN [22]

Table 1.1: Comparative analysis of the development and molecular characteristics of NSC.
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1.3

Adult neurogenesis

Neurogenesis is intense during embryonic development, as all the various types
of neurons which will disseminate the entire organism have to be produced.
However, it is now well established that neurogenesis continues throughout life
in most of the analyzed species [23], although the pioneering study about adult
neurogenesis, by Joseph Altman (in 1962) [24, 25], was for a long time disregarded in favor of the idea of a fixed nervous system incapable of regeneration.
Indeed, once a neuron is born, it becomes post-mitotic, and clinical experience
suggested that cells lost in the CNS could not be repaired. Moreover, the addition of new cells to the brain was believed to affect its functions negatively [26].
Finally, in the late 1990s, adult neurogenesis was ascertained [27, 28], becoming
one of the major areas of neurobiological studies nowadays.
After the initial embryonic and early post-natal differentiation waves, the few remaining radial glia cells that have not differentiated become a neural stem cell
subpopulation, generating additional progenitor cells in the ventricular zone.
While the ventricular zone stem cell niche will disappear, RGCs persist during adulthood in specific neurogenic niches where they are involved in brain
tissue homeostasis, promoting brain plasticity, improving memory and learning
and increasing the synaptic contacts of the pre-existing circuits [29–32]. Adult
neurogenesis has been demonstrated to occur (although limited) in two major
neurogenic niches: the subventricular zone (SVZ) (also known as the subependymal zone, SEZ) of the lateral ventricles in the forebrain, and the subgranular
zone (SGZ) in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus [33] (Fig. 1.4).

Figure 1.4: schematic representation of the neurogenic regions of the adult mice brain
compared with humans. Neurogenesis has been confirmed in two regions of the adult brain:
the subventricular zone and the subgranular zone (SGZ) of the hippocampal dentate gyrus.
Modified from [34].
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Adult neural stem cells in these niches are stimulated to produce new neural
cell types responding to many stimuli, which can be environmental (e.g physical
exercise, stress, drug use), physiological (homeostatic function) or pathological (reparative function), [35, 36]. Many factors (e.g sports, mental challenges,
stress, and antidepressants) can enhance or reduce neurogenesis, and alterations
in its rate have been reported to be associated with neurodevelopmental and
neurodegenerative diseases, and psychiatric conditions [37–39].
However, despite the ascertainment of adult neurogenesis and the discovery
of these regenerative niches, the brain is still incapable of self-repair and regeneration after injuries [40]. This is mainly due to the low survival of the
newly generated neurons after injury, because of both intrinsic (low amount
of spontaneously generated neuroblasts, of which only a small part will differentiate) and environmental factors (this latter is no more permissive as during
development), the aging-dependent decrease of neurogenic potential, and the inhibitory environment characterized by the presence of glial scar and inhibitory
molecules [41–44]. Thus, even though at their early discovery these neural stem
cells were regarded as the regenerative and reparative source for brain injuries,
nowadays their role has been resized to promoters of brain plasticity, but the
improvement of their function is still a crucial goal in the field.

1.4

Brain extracellular matrix

Besides the functional network made up of glial and neuronal cells, CNS is also
constituted by a non-cellular macromolecular meshwork, which represents by itself 10%-20% of brain volume, known as the extracellular matrix (ECM) [45]. As
for the other tissues, the ECM is a dense three-dimensional network composed
of collagens, proteoglycans, glycosaminoglycans, elastins, fibronectin, laminins
and enzymes whose role is to provide structural and biochemical support to
the surrounding cells [46]. These components are produced by resident cells
and then secreted into the extracellular space, determining a diversification and
heterogeneity of ECM among the different tissues (e.g mineral-dense, stiff bone
matrix differs from loose matrix distinctive of other connective tissues). Despite the specific tissue composition of the ECM, extracellular matrixes share
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the same common functions (such as cell adhesion, support, cellular communication and differentiation, and not least growth and wound healing) as well as a
general structure. The animal extracellular matrix is generally composed of an
interstitial matrix, which occupies the space between the resident cells and acts
as a compression buffer, and the basement membrane, a sheet-like deposition of
macromolecules where epithelial cells usually lay.
The brain ECM is composed by proteoglycans (e.g neurocan, brevican, versican, aggrecan, and chondroitin sulfate), glycosaminoglycans (e.g hyaluronan),
glycoproteins (e.g tenascin and laminin), and fibrous proteins (such as collagen,
fibronectin, and vitronectin) [47], structurally forming a physical net able to
retain soluble factors and cells through the provision of anchorage points and
molecular signaling, that regulates migration and differentiation [48]. It follows
that ECM plays a fundamental role in brain development and proper physiological functioning, and not least it is implicated in pathological conditions and
injury-related plasticity [49]. As the ECM components modulate and influence
several aspects of neural system physiology, their expression is dynamically regulated during the whole lifespan of the organism, reflecting the different functions
ECM has to perform (e.g pathfinding or synapses stabilization and plasticity).
For example, the composition of CNS matrix changes during embryonic development, when it has to be highly permissive to allow neuronal connectivity
and regionalization and the formation of the brain blood barrier (BBB); and
again it is subject to changes during postnatal development, when it gradually
matures stabilizing neuronal circuits with an associated increase in inhibitory
cues [50, 51].
In the adult brain, the ECM is arranged into three main compartments: the
basal lamina, a mesh-like layer (rich in fibrous proteins and laminin) that borders CNS parenchyma; the perineuronal nets (PNN), nets (rich in hyaluronic
acid, chondroitin sulfate, and tenascin) that surround neural cells; and the interstitial matrix (composed of parenchyma molecules not associated to basal
membrane or PNN) [48] (Fig. 1.5). PNN serve multiple functions such as regulation of synaptic plasticity, synapses stabilization and neuronal protection from
oxidative stress and neurotoxins. Because of these roles, they are involved in
brain plasticity, cognition and memory [52]. In animal models, the manipula-
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tion of PNN has been shown to promote neuroplasticity, suggesting a potential
therapeutic target for cognitive decline and CNS injuries [53, 54].

Figure 1.5: principal compartments of adult brain ECM: basal lamina, perineuronal nets
and interstitial matrix from [48].

Changes in the ECM composition of these three compartments have been
associated to the appearance of pathological conditions such as cerebral ischemia (in case of an increase of metalloproteinases in the basal lamina) [55] and
Alzheimer (in case of a decrease in heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG)) [56].
In turn, also insults to the CNS result in the alteration of the molecular composition of the brain ECM, with associated drastic consequences. These alterations
are mainly influenced by the cells that localize in the lesion site, which might be
reactive astrocytes and microglia (if the insult does not destroy the BBB), or
might also be influenced by the copenetration of macrophages and fibroblasts in
case of penetrating trauma (disrupted meninges). These cells all contribute to
the formation of the glial scar and the emergence of a growth-impermissive environment (see 2.3 Neuroinflammation and glial scar). One of the major changes
is an overall upregulation of CSPGs (chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans), which
are well known for their inhibitory action in CNS regeneration not only after
CNS insults, but also in aging and neurodegeneration [57–60]. For these reasons,
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treatments aiming to reduce the level of CSPGs, and in general to manipulate
ECM have been evaluated to promote repair following CNS injuries [48, 60].
For example, treatments with chondroitinase have been shown to promote CNS
recovery, enhancing axonal sprouting and regrowth [61].
Last but not least, ECM is also involved into the shaping of the stem cell niches,
modulating, together with resident cells, NSCs maintenance, differentiation and
migration. This function of the ECM is possible thanks to its ability to trap
factors and transmit physical stimuli to the cells, influencing their behavior by
acting on their cytoskeleton. The best-described neural stem cell niche in the
adult CNS is the subventricular zone (SVZ or SEZ) [62–65] (Fig. 1.6).

Figure 1.6: organization of the human versus rodent subventricular zone (SVZ). (A and
C) Immunohistochemistry depicting the human and the rodent SVZ, respectively. (B and D)
Drawings depicting the cellular composition and cytoarchitecture of the human and rodent
SVZ. Unlike rodents, which do not show any distinctive layers, human SVZ is characterized
by a layered structure and the presence of the hypocellular gap [65].

Here, cells are found tightly associated to ependymal cells (which line the
ventricular system of the CNS) and blood vessels, which, representing the borders of brain parenchyma are characterized by the presence of the basal lamina [65, 66]. Because of this tight relation between stem cell and basal lamina,
the best described family of molecular components in the niche is laminin (see
5.4.1 Laminin (RGDs)) [67, 68]. Other important identified ECM components
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comprise tenascin [69, 70], chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPG) [71] and
heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) [67,72]. These latter play pivotal roles in
the storage and regulation of growth factors (FGF, IGF, TGF, Hb-EGF, BMP),
cytokines and chemokines (SHH, interferons, interleukins, LIF), and seem to be
implicated in the presentation and facilitation of these molecules to the target cellular receptors and in preventing their enzymatic degradation [67,73–76].
For example, CSF circulating heparin-binding factors, such as FGF-2 (a potent
neurogenic factor) and BMP-4 and 7 (inhibitors of NSCs proliferation) diffuse
from the ventricles to the niche, where they are bound by HSPG and presented
to the neural stem cells, regulating fate decisions and the alternance between
quiescent and proliferative states.
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Chapter 2

CNS injuries
2.1

Brain injuries and their consequences

The nervous system is subjected to several types of insults such as infections,
hypoxia, stroke, trauma (traumatic brain injury), cancer and neurodegenerative diseases (Alzheimer, Parkinson, Huntington, multiple sclerosis), with dire
consequences and important social/economical burdens, as the CNS is limited
in its ability of replacing lost neurons.
TBI (Traumatic Brain Injury). TBI is one of the leading causes of
mortality and morbidity worldwide, and it is predicted to overtake many other
diseases as a major cause of death and disability by 2020 [77]. It indistinctly affects both young people (under the age of 35), because of motor vehicle crashes,
assaults and wars, and elderly and pediatric people because of falls, and males
are more affected than females [78]. In 2014 in the United States, according to
the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, approximately 2.53 million people suffered from TBI, with 56.800 deaths and 288.000 hospitalizations, with an
increase by 53% from 2006 [79]. These values do not change in Europe, where
1.445.526 hospitalizations and 56.946 deaths have been estimated [80]. These
numbers are expected to increase due to the increasing aging and numerosity of
the worldwide population, as consequence of car incidences and increased falls
in older people. Traumatic brain injury is defined as an acquired brain damage
(it means that it occurs after birth), occurring as a consequence of an external
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force that traumatically injures the brain, such as rapid acceleration, impact,
or blast waves. Brain injuries are divided into closed and penetrating head injury, according to whether the brain is not exposed or skull and dura mater are
breached, and are classified, based on the severity, in mild, moderate and severe according to the Glasgow Coma Scale [81]. Due to the anatomical features
of the injury and the causative mechanism, TBI is a heterogeneous disorder
that is macroscopically characterized by contusions, hematoma, hypoxia and
ischemia, diffuse axonal injury and swelling. These usually act synergistically
to determine a secondary brain injury, that is a process which takes place in
hours, days or even months after the primary insult, exacerbating the condition
(see 2.2 Molecular responses to an acute brain injury). In the end, depending
on its severity, TBI can result into: coma or vegetative state, physical, cognitive, social, emotional, and behavioral disability or death; and not the last
an increased risk of Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases [82]. Sadly, despite this
significant medical need, no pharmacotherapy is currently available to relieve or
improve the quality of life of TBI patients.
Stroke. Stroke is the fifth leading cause of death in the United States, with
more than 140.000 deaths per year and 795.000 cases per year [83]. Although
the actual number of stroke deaths declined in the last decades, mainly because
of preventive measures such as pressure and cholesterol control, it still remains a
social issue due to the increasing aging and obesity of the population. Stroke is a
non-traumatic brain injury due to an interruption of the blood supply by a rupture of a blood vessel (aneurysm or hemorrhagic stroke), or its occlusion due to
a thrombotic clot or embolus (ischemic stroke). Preventive measures are available to reduce stroke risks and they rely on blood thinners (e.g. Anti-platelet
drugs, Anticoagulants), as Coumadin and aspirin, surgery and healthy lifestyle.
However, once the stroke has occurred no long-term effective clinical treatments
are available, and the majority of the patients depend on physiotherapy and
cognitive rehabilitation.
Neurodegenerative diseases. Neurodegenerative diseases is an umbrella
term used for a wide range of conditions (acute or chronic, endogenous and acquired) that affect neurons and glia causing their death. Chronic cases are rep32

resented by the loss of specific cell populations as in the case of Alzheimer’s and
Parkinson’s Disease (AD and PD), Multiple Sclerosis (MS) and Amyotrophic
Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). PD and AD are the most frequent type of neurodegenerative disease affecting around 1-2% of the adult population over the age of
65. In PD, symptoms are triggered by the loss of dopaminergic neurons located
in the substantia nigra and VTA (ventral tegmental area) areas of the midbrain. Alzheimer (AD) is instead characterized by the widespread degeneration
of many types of neurons associated to the appearance of 𝛽-amyloid plaques
and neurofibrillary tangles, initially affecting the capacity to create short term
memory. Current treatments rely on the administration of L-DOPA, deep brain
stimulation, and immunotherapy respectively for Parkinson and Alzheimer, and
lifestyle habits. However, these treatments have a symptomatic effect and they
cannot alter the disease but only slow down its progression [84, 85].
In MS and ALS muscles and the ability to move are affected, although in different manners. MS is an autoimmune disease that causes demyelination of nerve
cells impairing their ability to communicate and transmit signals. This has a
huge and evident effect on muscles and achievement of physical movement, but
also the cognitive sphere is affected. On the other hand, ALS is caused by the
specific loss of motoneurons with the consequent muscular atrophy. For both
diseases there are no cures or effective therapies. Management focuses on the
treating of symptoms and the provision of supportive care in the view of improving quality of life and prolong survival. Immuno-suppressive and modulatory
drugs exist for the treatment of MS, or drugs to reduce the onset of some specific
disease stages in ALS (e.g Riluzole assumption delays the onset of ventilatordependence or tracheostomy) but they cannot overcome disease progression or
restore the loss function [86, 87]. In the following sections cell transplantation
for neurodegenerative diseases will be just briefly mentioned and not deeply
discussed further because it is out of the scope of this thesis.
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2.2

Molecular responses to an acute brain injury
(TBI and strokes)

TBI and stroke are two types of acquired brain injuries which belong respectively to the traumatic and non-traumatic subset of head injuries. Although if
based on their classification they appear as different diseases, they share common features and superimposed characteristics. This is not only because TBI
usually leads to blood vessels rupture and hypoxic conditions (characteristics
of stroke), but also because of the processes which take place after the insults.
Indeed, TBI and stroke are characterized by the occurrence of two injury processes known as primary and secondary injury.
Cell death resulting from the primary injury is the immediate outcome directly
resulting from the insult. In the case of TBI, this is characterized by: contusion,
damage of blood vessels and axonal shearing, and eventually BBB and meninges
laceration. For stroke instead, primary injury is characterized by impaired brain
perfusion and oxygenation.
Secondary injury is instead an indirect result of the initial damage, and it occurs
in the next hours and days, contributing to and increasing the harmed area. The
secondary neurological damage includes a cascade of events such as: cerebral
edema, neurotransmitter release, free-radical formation, calcium-mediated damage, impaired metabolism, excitotoxicity and inflammatory responses [88, 89].
Unlike the core region (the primarily affected region), where the damage, once
occurred is irreversible, in the penumbra region (the transition area between
affected and healthy tissues) the damage has the potential to be reversible, if
the appropriate treatment is administered within the therapeutic window. However, as time elapses this potentiality decreases as well as the possibility to save
the tissue [90].
Therefore, the structural damage and the following functional deficits are not
due to a single pathophysiological event, but are the consequence of a set of biochemical and metabolic cascades, occurring at the cellular and molecular level,
which ultimately lead to neuronal and glial cells loss. All these mechanisms can
be attributed to and are triggered by altered calcium (𝐶𝑎2+ ) homeostasis [91].
As a consequence of the altered blood flow that follows a stroke or trauma,
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brain tissue is insufficiently perfused, with resultant impaired glucose and oxygen delivery to neural cells. Hypoxia and hypoglycemia cause an energetic shift
in cellular metabolism (from aerobic to anaerobic glycolysis), which starts to
consume all the available cellular ATP without replenishing it. ATP depletion
disrupts ions homeostasis with consequent intracellular accumulation of 𝐶𝑎2+
and removal of potassium, causing plasma membrane depolarization. The intracellular influx of calcium is further worsened by mechanoporation of the cell
membrane and excitotoxicity events. At the pre-synaptic level, neuronal depolarization causes the release of the excitatory neurotransmitter glutamate,
which binds to post-synaptic receptors inducing a massive influx of 𝐶𝑎2+ , and
further depolarization, amplifying the initial damage. Moreover, because of impaired energy-dependent pre-synaptic re-uptake of glutamate, this accumulates
in the synaptic cleft, ultimately resulting in excitotoxicity [92,93]. Excessive activation of glutamate receptors leads to excitotoxicity, which triggers neuronal
death through the involvement of impaired calcium homeostasis, generation of
free radicals and activation of programmed cell death [94] (Fig. 2.1).

Figure 2.1: cascade of molecular events which leads to cerebral damage. Hypoxia and
hypoglycemia cause energy failure which leads to the arrest of 𝑁 𝑎+ /𝐾 + ATPase, impairing
the cell capacity to maintain resting potential. In the context of these impaired homeostatic
mechanisms, increased levels of intracellular calcium trigger a series of events which lead to
neuronal cell death [93, 95].

Calcium is an important second messenger in cell biology and thus, when not
in use, it is usually confined in specific subcellular compartments to maintain
a low intracellular 𝐶𝑎2+ concentration and allow temporal and spatial control upon release. During excitotoxicity, the excessive influx of 𝐶𝑎2+ (together
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with its release from intracellular compartments) leads to the presence of high
levels of free intracellular calcium that activates several cellular reactions, in
the end resulting in cytotoxic injury or cell death. Indeed, calcium activates
calcium-dependent phospholipases, proteases, and endonucleases and caspases,
which initiate lipids, proteins and nucleic acids degradation, and apoptosis and
necrosis [96–98]. The release of toxic concentrations of calcium can also be
due to physical damage or malfunction of membrane receptors and channels
of intracellular compartments (e.g. mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum).
Mitochondria are key players in neurodegeneration because of their role as regulators of calcium signals, and ATP and ROS producers. The mitochondria
are the powerhouse of the cell, producing most of the cellular energy through
oxidative phosphorylation, but as side effect they are also the major generators
of endogenous reactive oxygen species (ROS). ROS disrupt cellular functions
and organelles by damaging proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and nucleic acids,
contributing to cell death. Free radicals (ROS) are also formed in response to
enhanced enzymatic activity. ROS activate enzymes that participate to cellular
and BBB degradation [93]. Finally, when exposed to excessive levels of excitatory amino acids (glutamate) or oxidative stress, both necrotic and apoptotic
forms of cell death can be activated. In addition to all these processes, hypoxia and anaerobic glycolysis determine the accumulation of lactate (which is
not cleaned away because of the impaired blood flow), resulting in a drop in
pH [99]. Cerebral acidosis directly impacts on cell survival, causing cell death
and contributing to in vivo damage.

2.3

Neuroinflammation and glial scar

As consequence of injury, endogenous and exogenous neuroinflammatory responses are activated [89, 100]. Of course, the first cell types to be recruited
and activated in response to CNS damage, are the endogenous microglia, the
resident immune system of the brain, and the exogenous macrophages. Activated microglia change their morphology, turning into phagocytes, and start
to get rid of cellular debris while secreting both pro-inflammatory (IL-1, IL-6,
TNF𝛼) and anti-inflammatory (IL-10, TGF𝛽) cytokines, and ROS [101, 102].
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But they also stimulate neuroprotection producing molecules such as BDNF
and IGF-1. Microglia exist in two different states known as: proinflammatory
(or classic activation state M1), and anti-inflammatory state (or alternate state
activation M2; pro-regenerative and immunoregulatory), which are respectively
determined by the level of the corresponding cytokines. While M1 state is responsible for phagocytic and cytotoxic activity, necessary to clean the lesioned
area, M2 state is indispensable to promote repair and suppress the M1 response,
which otherwise would enhance tissue destruction and spread of the injury [103].
In response to neuronal insults (production of cytokines, growth factors, and
ROS), also astrocytes proliferate and change their morphology, function, and
gene expression, in a process known as astrogliosis. Around the damaged area,
astrocytes become hypertrophic and hyperfilamentous forming a dense mesh,
enriched in sulfated proteoglycans (such as CSPG) [104], which fills the vacant
space left by neuronal death, resulting in the end in the formation of a glial
scar [105]. Reactive astrocytes play an important role to restore tissue homeostasis and protect CNS cells after injury, as they secrete many factors which
act against oxidative stress (e.g glutathione) and excitotoxicity (e.g adenosine
release and glutamate uptake), and crosstalk with microglia [106, 107]. Papers
from Robel et al., Roll and Faissen, and Buffo et al. reported that in case of
severe injury they can also re-enter the cell cycle and de-differentiate [108–110].
However, it is their role in the formation of the glial scar which mainly impacts
on the final outcome in the damaged region, as it acts on the organization and
composition of the ECM [111]. The main task of the glial scar is to delimit the
injured site, seal the BBB avoiding further tissue loss and infiltration of immune
cells. Negative outcomes (such as increased neuronal loss, tissue damage and
lesion size) have been observed blocking scar synthesis or depleting reactive astrocytes [44, 112–115]. However, besides the beneficial effects of the glial scar,
it is also associated with the failure of regenerative processes. The scar indeed
acts both as a physical and a chemical barrier inhibiting axonal migration and
re-myelination. The main inhibitory components found in this ECM are CSPGs,
whose secretion from astrocytes seems to be mediated by fibrinogen and TGF release from the disrupted BBB [116, 117]. BBB disruption allows NS invasion by
cells that are not normally present within the CNS (such as fibroblasts), which
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contribute to the formation of a fibrotic scar by secreting collagen, fibronectin
and laminin [118] (Fig. 2.2). Although the generation of the fibrotic scar is a
common feature in damaged organs (see 3.2 Novel therapeutic approaches), it
has to be resolved in a short lapse of time. Prolonged scar permanence has in
fact been associated with negative outcomes [107]. Finally, also neural stem
cells are recruited in brain lesions, as suggested by the upregulation of some
ECM components of the stem cell niche and neurogenesis inducing pathways
(such as EGF, FGF and VEGF) [119]. Eventually, the SVZ newly generated
neuroblasts migrate toward the lesions following the gradient produced by glial
and inflammatory cells [120, 121]. However, their role and effects remain to be
elucidated, since their differentiation in mature neurons is still controversial.

Figure 2.2: glial scar formation after CNS injury. Following the injury, resident or exogenous
immune cells invade the lesion. Astrocytes undergo morphological changes and delimit the
lesion core damage to avoid spreading in the surrounding tissue. This results in the formation
of a fibrotic scar characterized by the presence of collagen, fibronectin and laminin molecules,
and inhibitory chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans (CSPGs) [49].

2.4

Animal models

Over the past forty years, a variety of animal models have been developed both
for TBI and stroke, with the aim of studying the underlying pathophysiological
mechanisms and identifying new potential therapeutical interventions. In the
context of preclinical research, due to the close resemblance of rodents cerebrovascular anatomy and physiology with humans, rats and mice are the most
commonly used models.
In vivo stroke models. Because of the complex pathophysiology of stroke,
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the choice of the appropriate animal model is indispensable for a trustworthy
prediction. Of all the strokes, about 88% are ischemic, while the remaining 12%
are hemorrhagic, and both are modeled.
Concerning ischemic models, either global or focal ischemia can be induced.
However, because of human relevance, focal cerebral ischemia is preferred (since,
except in the case of a heart attack, global ischemia is not a feature of stroke).
Focal ischemia models are divided in transient or permanent, according to
whether a reperfusion of the tissue is performed or not. One of the most
used models is the occlusion of the middle cerebral artery (MCAO) as it most
closely mimics human ischemic stroke [122]. Artery occlusion can be achieved
by: introducing an endovascular filament until it occludes the middle cerebral artery [123, 124], injecting particles (natural clots or artificial spheres) or
clotting/vasoconstrictive/photothrombotic agents (e.g thrombin, endothelin-1,
rose-bengal) [125–129], ligating or cauterizing the vase [130]. Finally, also spontaneous infarction models have been generated using hypertensive rodents [131].
On the other hand, to model hemorrhagic stroke the most commonly used methods involve the injection (in the desired brain area) of autologous blood or proteolytic enzymes which lead to the disruption of vessels basal lamina (e.g bacterial
collagenase) [132, 133].
In vivo TBI models. TBI models have been developed to shed light in the
complex molecular cascades which are started by head trauma, and they consist
in four major models commonly used: fluid percussion injury (FPI), controlled
cortical impact injury (CCI), weight drop-impact acceleration injury and blast
injury [134–138]. According to the applied force and whether the skull is broken
and the brain penetrated, either closed- or open-brain injuries can be achieved.
The FPI model involves the use of a piston which impacts on the intact dura
thanks to a pressure pulse, causing a brief deformation of the brain tissue and
intracranial hemorrhage [139].
The CCI model uses a rigid impactor (driven by a pneumatic or electromagnetic
impact device) to penetrate the dura and the brain, mimicking concussion,
cortical loss, and BBB breakdown [135, 136, 140].
In weight drop-impact acceleration injury, the skull is exposed (with or without
a craniotomy) to a free-falling weight, modeling concussion [141,142]. Finally, in
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the blast model, the effects of a blast wave without external injuries (like those
that can happen to soldiers) are modeled [143], using a compression-driven shock
tube.
However, due to the complex pathophysiology of these conditions and their
heterogeneity, the translational success rate of the preclinical studies is still low.
This might be due to the model of choice: therapeutic window in rodents is
four times longer than human (12h versus 3h), allowing a longer time of action,
and the usual presence of comorbidities in humans (especially for stroke in the
elderly) which is instead absent in animal models [122, 144].

2.5

In vitro models

Although animal models are undoubtedly essential to study the cellular, molecular and chemical aspects of brain injuries that cannot be addressed in clinical
settings, in the context of the guiding principle of the 3Rs (Replacement, Reduction, and Refinement), also in vitro models are adopted to study the pathological processes taking place at cellular level after head injuries. Moreover,
in vitro models give the possibility to perform repeatable, well-controlled and
environmentally isolated experiments, avoiding the biological animal-to-animal
variability and drastically reducing confounding factors (e.g inflammation, hypoxia, and ischemia) [145].
In vitro stroke models. In vitro stroke models have been very helpful in
shedding light onto the pathophysiology of the BBB during a stroke and the
effect on neural cells, as well as for drugs screening [146].
Ischemia-like conditions are commonly induced in culture using oxygen-glucose
deprivation (OGD). Although anoxia and hypoglycemia can be used separately,
they are usually in combination because more closely mimicking the physiological event. To achieve hypoxia, cell cultures are maintained in a hypoxic chamber
in 𝑁2 /𝐶𝑂2 equilibrated medium; while aglycemia/hypoglycemia is obtained by
simply removing or decreasing the glucose in the medium [147, 148].
Alternatively, the ischemic condition can be modeled either using chemical
(e.g rotenone, antimycin, sodium azide) or enzymatical (GOX/CAT system)
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inhibitors of metabolism, or inducing excitotoxicity (e.g administration of glutamate or an NMDA-agonist) [149, 150].
Since BBB plays an important role in the pathological process of stroke, also
BBB models have been developed to assess the effect of the damage and screen
for potential interventions to contrast the BBB breakdown [151]. Blood brain
barrier or BBB is the term used to describe the highly selective semipermeable
border that separates the bloodstream from the extracellular space of CNS. Because of the extreme importance of the brain for live activities, the passage of
pathogens and toxic compounds has to be limited and avoided. This is achieved
by the blood vessels of CNS that are characterized by tight endothelial cells
which limit and control the flux of molecules between the blood and the brain.
This barrier is a complex formed by endothelial cells, the end-feet astrocytes
(ensheathing the capillary), and pericytes. Because BBB formation and maintenance are based on multiple cell interactions, these models usually consist of
coculture of brain endothelial cells (BEC) with the other players of the neurovascular unit such as astrocytes, pericytes, microglia, as well as neurons and ECM
components. These systems (e.g transwell, 3D coculture or microfluidic models) [152–155], are used for the assessment of the BBB integrity after treatment,
exploiting methods such as sucrose permeability or electrical resistance.
In vitro TBI models. TBI models have been developed to recapitulate the
distinct components of the mechanical stimuli and allow high-throughput screening of neuroprotective drugs. Penetrating injuries can be re-created macroscopically (on multiple cells) or microscopically (on a single cell or specific cellular region) via transection. Macro-transection is modeled scratching adherent
cultured neuronal cells with a plastic stylet, rotating scribe or blade [156–158]
starting secondary injury pathways in the surrounding cells. Microlesions at the
single-cell level can also be performed exploiting laser microbeams [159, 160].
In vitro compression is instead used to substitute animal models of weight-drop
and CCI. As its in vivo analogs, it involves the use of a weight drop or impactor
that falls on the culture [161].
The last class of in vitro TBI models relies on cellular deformation by: fluid
shear-, shear strain-, and stretch-stress [162–166], and it models the in vivo
brain deformation. In the hydrodynamic models, cells are grown on monolayer
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on a rotating disk, which is then spun causing a shearing stress [162]. Alternatively, single axon strain can be achieved by gently blowing air or medium on it
with a micropipette [163]. Shear deformation is modeled applying a simple shear
(e.g sliding plate) on 3D cell cultures (e.g hydrogel constructs) [164]. Nowadays,
cell stretch strategies are the gold standard for investigating the secondary injury processes of TBI [167]. Cell stretching can be achieved by deforming the
substrate on which cells are cultured by compressed gas, vacuum, hollow indenters or pressure pulses [165, 166, 168, 169].
In addition to these mechanical models of injury, neuronal damage can also
be induced by the use of neurotoxins, such as extracellular glutamate or free
radicals (hydrogen peroxide administration) [170, 171].

2.6

Organotypic slice models

Organotypic slice cultures (OSCs) or brain slice models can also be used as
surrogates (ex vivo) of the in vivo CNS to investigate brain injury. They consist in thin slices taken from the chosen CNS region (250-400𝜇m thick), which
can be maintained in culture for extended period (several weeks), offering the
advantages of an in vitro culture (e.g. easy experimental access and precise
control of the environment), while replicating many aspects of the in vivo context, preserving tissue architecture and neuronal activities [172]. Particularly,
OSCs proved to be a useful tool in the context of cellular transplantation, where
multiple parallel effects occur and it is impossible to simultaneously test several conditions in the same animal. With no need for lengthy animal surgery
or laborious monitoring of multiple physiological parameters (characteristic of
the in vivo manipulation), brain organotypic slices represent a remarkable tool
to rapidly and simply test and develop novel successful therapeutic strategies,
partially reducing ethical issues associated with animal use.
Since the first establishment of organotypic cultures in the 50s [173], a series of
pathologically relevant slice models have been developed, ranging from neurodegenerative diseases (such as Parkinson and Huntington) [174, 175] to cerebral
ischemia [176] and traumatic brain injury [177]. Although several methods are
available to maintain brain slices in culture, they can be led back to two major
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techniques: the “roller tube” (developed by Gahwiler et al. in 1981) [178] and
the membrane interface culture method (MICM) by Stoppini et al. (1991) [179]
(Fig. 2.3). In the method described by Gahwiler et al. single slices are laid
in the flat wall of a plastic culture tube, containing few milliliters of medium.
Due to a continuous slow rotation of the tube, the alternation between feeding
(medium tissue bath for half of a cycle) and aeration in the second half, provides the conditions for cell survival. In Stoppini’s method, instead, the brain
slice is placed on a semi-porous membrane, at the interface between the culture
medium and air. In this way, it can absorb nutrients from the bottom side while
remaining exposed to air on the upper side. In the view of testing the potential
effect of stem cells, the interface method is more strategic, since it allows easier
access and avoids possible washing, although slices are thicker with respect to
“roller tube techniques” [180]. Cells can be grafted onto the slice using a needle
and stereotactic injection, or by simple cell-matrix deposition, and graft–host
interactions as well as grafted cell behavior can be analyzed. Also, potential
therapeutical drugs can be tested by simply adding the agent into the medium
or injecting it.

Figure 2.3: Brain organotypic slices preparation. Representation of the two major techniques for the maintenance of brain organotypic slices: the “roller tube” and the interface
method [180]

A variety of brain areas have been explanted and used for OSCs (e.g. striatm, substantia nigra, thalamus and cortex) [181–185], but the most used and
explored is the hippocampus. In the context of cerebral ischemia and brain
trauma, ex vivo organotypic models can be generated by exposure to OGD or
weight drop on specific areas of the OSCs, respectively [177,186]. Alternatively,
as for cell culture in vitro models, neural damage can be induced through axo43

tomy or neurotoxic drugs [187, 188]. These models have been used to elucidate
the mechanisms related to degeneration, endogenous regeneration, and the effects of cell therapies. Transplantation of MSCs and NSCs have been reported
to graft, migrate, exert neuroprotection and limit inflammation inside the damaged area, even in the case of xenotransplantation [186, 189–193].
Stem cell therapy is a promising treatment for neurological disorders (stroke
and TBI) and neurodegenerative diseases (e.g. PD and HD). However, the
major drawback associated with this type of therapies, along with the limited
cell availability, is the reported poor engraftment of these cells because of the
presence of a non permissive environment. To enhance cell transplantation,
organotypic slices have also been studied for the transplantation of stem cells
with scaffolds that offer physical and stress protection. In the work of Jurga et
al. the presence of a scaffold not only seemed not to induce inflammation, but
it also prevented astrocytic scar formation. Moreover, the presence of laminin
on the scaffold seems to induce cellular infiltration, making tissue engineering
an interesting tool for brain regeneration [194].
Ultimately, cell death occurring in stroke and TBI can be mimicked by axotomy,
that is the cutting or denervation of an axon [195]. The entorhino-hippocampal
organotypic slices have been widely explored in the attempt to regenerate connections in dishes. Indeed, in anatomical terms, the entorhinal-hippocampal
connection (EHC) is the main afferent connection to the hippocampus and dentate gyrus, a well known neurogenic niche.
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Chapter 3

Current and future
treatments following brain
injury
3.1

Existing drugs

Depending on the location, size and severity of the damage, injury to the CNS
can lead to important clinical consequences, often without the prospect of complete recovery, as no long-term effective treatments are currently available for
brain damage. Usually, patients have access to immediate neurointensive care
management, where, during the acute stage they are stabilized and treated to
prevent further brain damage and provide the best conditions for natural brain
recovery. Because of the dramatic and dynamic alterations to which brain undergoes after injury, the time and mode of administration of the therapeutic
measures are of critical relevance. Since nothing can be done to reverse the
primary injury, these measures involve the use of surgery to decompress brain,
mechanically remove the embolus (if thrombolytic therapy with tissue plasminogen activator, t-Pa, did not work) or suture the busted blood vessels; then the
use of osmotherapy, optimal brain oxygenation and reperfusion, glycemic control. Antiseizure prophylaxis, sedation and artificial ventilation are indicated as
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they have been demonstrated to be in some extent beneficial [88].
Thanks to the huge effort of basic research toward the identification of new
therapeutic agents, numerous promising treatments have emerged, based on
neuroprotective, neurorestorative and anti-inflammatory properties [196, 197].
Several clinical trials (summarized in Table 3.1) have been evaluated in the last
years. Unfortunately, none of the trials has convincingly shown overall efficacy
in all the population, resulting in lack of a certain prophylaxis to follow. Failure
in translation to clinical practice may be due to several factors (poor trial design,
imperfect models, etc), not lastly the short time window for drug administration
(Fig. 3.1).

Figure 3.1: time window of intervention. The x-axis represents the evolution of the cascades
after brain injury over time, whereas the y-axis illustrates the impact of the destructive (top)
and protective (bottom) agents on the final outcome. The red and the green line represent
the pathophysiological entities of tissue destruction or protective responses. [198].

Recently, a lot of expectations have been placed into progesterone which
seems to have a more important role than a simple reproductive hormone and
that it can act as a neurosteroid. When administered in the first hours/days,
it is reported to significantly limit the brain damage, reduce the loss of neural
tissue, and improve functional recovery [199]. Other approaches to promote
repair, under investigation, are based on the manipulation of the ECM and
modulation of glial scar [200]. However, we are still far away from their routine
use in clinical practices. Therefore, in the end, the only available treatments
to relieve the outcomes of CNS injuries rely on rehabilitation, physiotherapy,
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physical therapy, exercise, and cognitive therapy, but still with poor or limited
improvements [201].
Drugs/therapy
Calcium blocker (nimodimide, ziconotide) [202, 203]
Corticosteroids [204, 205]
Inhibitors of NMDA receptor (amantadine, dexanabinol) [206, 207]
Free radical scavengers (superoxide dismutase) [208]
cytokines (erythropoietin) [209, 210]
Anti-inflammatory agents (Aspirin) [90]
Progesteron [199, 211]
Manipulation of ECM and glial scar [200, 212–214]

Table 3.1: summary of the main clinical trials.

3.2

Novel therapeutic approaches

Before encountering organ failure, the human body usually attempts to recover
the healthy conditions restoring tissue architecture and functions, in a process
known as tissue repair [215]. This event can take two main paths: regeneration
or repair (or replacement). While in regeneration the damaged tissue undergoes a complete healing by the formation of newly grown tissue which fully
recapitulates the physiological conditions of the former tissue (as in the case
of superficial skin damage), the repair is a process of scar formation, by which
the body substitutes the former tissue with a connective one, failing to properly repair it (such as in the case of CNS). Which kind of path is undertaken
depends both on the size and severity of the lesion, as well as on the concerned
tissue. Indeed, tissue regeneration strictly depends on the efficient mobilization
and maturation of tissue-specific stem cells, whose proliferative capacity and
activity varies among organs.
Nowadays, several types of medical devices are in use to restore the lesioned
organ’s structure and function, ultimately enhancing patient’s life expectancy
(e.g. articular prosthesis, synthetic cardiac valves, etc). However, these items
do not resemble the tissue in which they are implanted, and are designed to
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last as long as the wearing does not require their substitution. The idea for the
future is to avoid the use of synthetic prosthesis, instructing the body to heal
itself and achieve real healing, through the use of cell therapies or stimulation
of regeneration.
Due to the above mentioned poor efficiency of CNS to regenerate following
injuries, these result in the formation of scar tissue which often worsens the
situation, impairing the restoration of normal tissue function. Therefore, in
order to promote nervous system regeneration and functional recovery, cell replacement therapy is one of the most promising and cutting edge approaches.
As for the other types of organ/tissue transplantations, a critical point is the
cell source. Indeed, depending on the donor, three types of transplants can be
performed: autograft, allograft, and xenograft, according to whether the cells
derive from the patient itself, from a healthy person, or another species (e.g pig)
(Table 3.2).
Autografts, also known as autologous tissue grafts, consist in the extraction of cells or a tissue from the patient, and its graft into another position in
the same individual (e.g skin transplant in case of burn) [215]. In the context
of autologous stem cell transplantation for brain regeneration, patient-specific
induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-derived neurons represent a potential clinical approach to provide a therapeutical approach and overcome the issue of
poor availability of harvestable brain tissue. However, practically speaking, it
is quite unlikely that autologous transplantation will become a standard therapy into the clinic, because of the high cost and long preparation per patient
that has to be met. Fortunately, this problem can be relatively easily overcome
by the establishment of iPSCs biobanks, where iPSCs with highly represented
histocompatibility profiles are stored [216, 217] (Fig. 3.2). Therefore, iPSCs
allogeneic transplantation is a preferred option.
Allografts. In case autografts are not an available solution because of
morbidity or limited disposition of harvestable cells, allograft represents a valid
alternative. In allografts (or allogeneic tissue graft), the tissue comes from
another individual of the same species, whom having a different genotype avoid
the relapse of the disease in case of genetic defects [215,218]. Unfortunately, the
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Figure 3.2: strategy for iPSCs therapy. In autologous transplantation, the patient’s cells
are reprogrammed into iPSCs, differentiated in neurons and then transplanted back as donor
cells. In allogeneic transplantation, a variety of HLA-compatible iPSCs are stoked and readily
available in the biobanks. The patient HLA-matched iPSCs are then selected, differentiated
into the specific cell type and then transplanted back as donor [217].

allogenicity is also at the bases of tissues/organs rejection, which is the major
drawback for allotransplantation. To avoid this, allograft procedures are always
followed by immunosuppressive therapies [218].
In the specific case of brain allografts, the allogeneic tissue is represented by
fetal tissue, spontaneously or therapeutically aborted.
Other types of allotransplantation are related to the use of embryonic NSCs and
the use of HLA-matched iPS derived from a different donor than the patient.
Xenografts (or xenogeneic tissue graft) consist in the use of tissues obtained from another species than the final host (e.g from animal to human).
It is currently used in the clinic when the component to be replaced is small
and the transplant could decide the life of the patient (e.g porcine heart valve).
The major concern about this approach is the immune compatibility (due to
inter-species transplant) and the potential transmission of zoonotic diseases and
prions infections [219].
Due to the difficulty of obtaining human fetal tissue for therapeutic neuronal
transplantation in patients with neurodegenerative diseases, transplantation of
non-human donor cells has been evaluated as a possible treatment. Several
studies on animal models have demonstrated that these xenogenic neurons are
able to survive and create functional connections with the host brain [220, 221],
prompting the use of swine cells on Parkinson patients. Again, the immune
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response associated with xenotransplantation can be treated with immunosuppressant drugs [222–224].
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Table 3.2: Pros/Cons and possible solutions associated with different donor graft sources.
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Chapter 4

Regenerative medicine
4.1

Tissue engineering

As already said, the brain is subjected to different types of injuries, from tumors
to degenerative diseases, traumas or strokes, with devastating clinical consequences and poor prospects of complete functional recovery. In this scenario,
tissue regeneration is one of the prominent and vital approaches to treat these
kinds of injuries. In the last few years, regenerative medicine gave rise to the
idea of inducing a functional recovery in tissues through the transplantation
of stem cells in the damaged site. However, the major limitation of regenerative medicine is the limited engraftment of these cells, which are reported to
die because of the inflammation ongoing in the injured area, consequently impairing the possible beneficial effects [230]. In this context, a possible glimmer
is provided by tissue engineering. In the tissue engineering approach, a supporting structure (scaffold) and biochemical factors, either with or without a
combination of cells, are used to trigger biological functions and support tissue regeneration. In this extent, TE is defined as “a substance that is able,
or has been engineered, to take a form which, alone or as part of a complex
system, is used to direct, by control of interactions with components of living
systems, the course of any therapeutic or diagnostic procedure” [231]. Therefore, biomaterials play a pivotal role in the success of both tissue engineering
and regenerative medicine, providing: on one hand a matrix, which mimics the
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mechanical and molecular cues of the tissue to be repaired, on which cells can
adhere, spread and differentiate in the compromised tissue (where a small partition of the parenchyma is missing); and on the other hand protecting cells
during transplantation, providing a shield against inflammation, together with
the possibility of in situ release of specific molecules (such as growth factors and
chemokines) which can improve regeneration. The potential of tissue engineering is not limited to this, but providing a scaffold for in vitro tissue and organs
manufacture, in the future biomaterials could probably lead to development or
bioprinting of de novo organs, which can later be implanted into the patient,
replacing the lesioned region without the need of a donor, or helpful for highthroughput drug screening (Fig. 4.1).
In this context, stem cells (SCs) gained increasing interest, representing an useful and powerful tool for their characteristics of self-renewal and potency.

Figure 4.1: principles of tissue engineering: cells isolated from a patient are expanded in
vitro, and later seeded into a scaffold with or without signaling-, adhesion-molecules, and
growth factors and ultimately implanted into the patients’ body, either right after the encapsulation or after the tissue generation. Modified from [232].
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4.2

Stem cells and their application in tissue engineering

A stem cell (SC) is identified as an undifferentiated cell with the unique ability
to develop into the specialized cell types of the body. During development, they
provide new cells for the body as it grows, and during adulthood they can replace specialized cells that have been lost or damaged. They are characterized
by two main features: self-renewal and potency. Stem cells proliferate and renew
themselves through both symmetrical divisions (giving rise to two daughter cells
with the same characteristics), and asymmetrical divisions. The latter allows
the stem cells to commit to differentiation, giving rise to several or all the cell
types of the body, according to their potency. Stem cells are classified based on
their potency and according to the source from which they are obtained. The
broadest potency (totipotency) belongs to the zygote and the morula stages,
when all the blastomeres are still able to generate both the embryo and the
extraembryonic tissues (trophoblast). As development proceeds, the stem cells’
potency is gradually reduced. Totipotency is lost few days after fertilization,
when two layers with two distinct fates are formed: the trophoblast, and the
inner cell mass (ICM) which will give rise to the embryo. Since cells of the ICM
are not able to differentiate in trophoblast anymore, they are called pluripotent
cells. Because of this, pluripotency is typically associated with embryonic stem
cells (ESCs). As pluripotent stem cells continue to divide and specialize, they
continue to reduce their potency until they become multipotent or unipotent
tissue-specific stem cells. These latter are associated to adult (also known as
somatic) stem cells, which reside in specific niches in most tissues of the human
body and are involved in the maintenance of tissue homeostasis and regeneration.
The great enthusiasm about stem cells comes from the possibility to use them
as an in vitro disease models and for drug screening for personalized medicine,
as they can be derived directly from the patient, and for their potential use
in regenerative medicine, since they can be expanded, differentiated and further transplanted back to the patient. Despite the huge clinical potential of
using ESCs for cell replacement therapies, there are several limitations that
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limit their clinical application. They are associated with a high rate of tumor
induction if engrafted when not properly differentiated, and being an allograft
they induce an immune reaction, when differentiation takes place. Moreover,
ethical concerns arise from their use, since in order to isolate them, an embryo
must be destroyed. However, these two latter problems could be theoretically
circumvented by the use of induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSCs).

Figure 4.2: stem cell sources. Stem cells can be obtained from different sources: the blastocyst (a) provides pluripotent embryonic stem cell which can differentiate in any cell type;
reprogramming of somatic cells can give rise to the induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) (b);
resident, tissue-specific stem cells can also be harvested from many (if not all human tissues),
and they are able to differentiate into specialized cell type [233].

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs).

As previously mentioned, ESCs are

pluripotent stem cells derived from the inner cell mass of a blastocyst stage
embryo. They are characterized by their ability to differentiate into any cell
type (except extraembryonic tissues), by their ability to propagate, exhibiting
a long-term proliferative potential, and by the properties of maintaining high
telomerase activity [234] and elevated levels of alkaline phosphatase [235]. In
1981, mouse embryonic stem cells (ES cells) were independently derived by two
groups: Martin Evans and Matthew Kaufman (University of Cambridge) [236]
and Gail R. Martin (University of California) [237], followed by those isolated
from human in vitro fertilized embryo in 1998 by Thomson et al. [238]. Human
and murine ESCs share some common features, such as the expression of three
transcription factors (Oct4, Sox2 and Nanog) and pluripotency both in vivo e in
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vitro, but they differ in other aspects, such as the signaling pathways supporting
self-renewal: FGF and TGF-𝛽 pathway (activin/nodal) are responsible for selfrenewal of hESC [239, 240], whereas mESCs require LIF and BMPs [241, 242].
Adult or somatic stem cells (ASCs). Somatic stem cells are resident
stem cells present in several (if not all) post-developmental tissues and organs,
where they have the role of tissues homeostasis maintenance throughout organism’s life. Although these cells still exhibit the stem cell features of self-renewal
and potency, they are able to give rise to only one or few cell fates which are
commonly tissue-specific.
The discovery of adult stem cells raised a big hype in the cell therapy field,
because of their endogenous origin and the avoidance of ethical issues [243], although they are often limited in number and their collection and expansion is
often difficult [244]. According to the definition of stem cell and their presence
in adult tissues, it is evident that the regenerative potential of each tissue is
directly linked to the proliferative capacity and potency of its stem cells pool.
Organs can be classified according to the homeostatic and reparative capacity
of the resident stem cells in: high cellular turnover and regenerative potential
(e.g. blood cells, epidermis, gut epithelium), low cellular turnover and high regenerative potential (e.g liver, skeletal muscles), and low cellular turnover and
low regenerative potential (e.g central nervous system, heart). For example,
in organs subjected to a high turnover such as the epidermis (where cells are
completely replaced every two weeks), the stem cell pool will be characterized
by high proliferative capacities, with respect to those present in the quiescent
or non-dividing tissues that requires specific stimuli (e.g injury) to rienter the
cell cycle.
As already mentioned in chapter 1.3 Adult neurogenesis, brain also has tissuespecific stem cells, known as neural stem cells. These are self-renewing, multipotent cells that generate neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes [245]. During
development, NSCs have the important role of producing the huge amount
and diversity of neurons and glial cells in the developing CNS, but they are
also present throughout adult life in the SVZ and SGZ, where they contribute
to brain plasticity. Therefore NSCs can be both isolated from embryonic and
adult nervous tissue, but they can also be derived from ESCs by the forma55

tion of three-dimensional aggregates (embryoid body first, neurospheres subsequently) [246, 247] or monolayer cultures [248, 249] on laminin-coated dishes in
serum-free media supplemented with EGF and FGF [250, 251]. As next step,
further differentiation can be achieved by adding or removing specific growth
factors (such as BDNF, GDNF), with the aim of transplanting terminally differentiated neurons (such as dopaminergic neurons).
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). Among somatic stem cells, an extensive interest has been generated by mesenchymal stem cells, because of their
easy obtainment without ethical issues, low risk of teratoma formation and
immunogenicity [252, 253]. MSCs are multipotent adult stem cells that can differentiate into several types of cells, including osteoblasts, chondrocytes and
adipocytes. Since their first description and isolation from rodent bone marrow
by Friedenstein and coworkers in the 60s [254, 255], MSCs have been found and
isolated from many other tissues such as the umbilical cord, placenta, dental
pulp, adipose tissue [256–258]. Despite the root of the name, their origin has
not yet been totally clarified, and both a mesodermal and neuroectodermal origins are taken into consideration, as they can give rise to bone, cartilage and
adipose tissue, as well as head mesenchyme [259, 260]. According to the International Society for Cellular Therapy (ISTC) agreement [261], human MSCs
are defined as such when they adhere to plastic and are capable of self-renewal,
they express the CD73 (ecto-5’-nucleotidase), CD105 (endoglin, a receptor for
TGF𝛽3), CD90 and CD44 antigens (and do not express CD45, CD43, CD14
among others) and they differentiate in vitro into osteoblasts, adipocytes and
chondroblasts. Among this multilineage differentiation, MSCs have been proposed to transdifferentiate in vitro also in other lineages including neurogenic,
but these capacities in vivo are still debated [262, 263].
The most attractive aspect of MSCs relates instead on their paracrine activity
and low immunogenicity. MSCs have indeed been reported to release cytokines/chemokines (IL, INF, TNF), growth factors (BDNF, GDNF, VEGF, NGF,
NT-3), extracellular matrix proteins and tissue remodeling enzymes (matrix
metalloproteinases) [264–270], which all together confer beneficial effects, stimulating regeneration and increasing cell survival and proliferation when used in
cell therapy approaches. As a result of their myriad capabilities, MSCs have
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been widely employed in several therapeutical attempts and several clinical trials, also on behalf of their low or absent expression of HLA molecules [271].
Since bone marrow derived MSCs were the first to be isolated, they are seen as
the genuine and gold standard of mesenchymal stem cells. However, their use
in the clinics can be impaired because of the invasive procedure of obtainment.
Therefore, MSCs obtained from less invasive sources, such as adipose tissue and
umbilical cord blood, are also taken in consideration and used in therapeutical
approaches with comparable results [256, 272–274].
Induced-pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). Recently, thanks to the work
of Dr. Yamanaka, it has been possible to reprogram somatic terminally differentiated cells to the pluripotent stage, and these are therefore known as induced
pluripotent stem cells or iPSCs. iPSCs highly resemble ESCs both as morphology, as well as in the stem cell features: expression of pluripotency markers,
teratoma formation and capacity to differentiate into all three-germ layer lineages. Since the first induction of iPSCs in mice through the expression of Oct4,
Sox2, Klf4 e c-myc by Takahashi and Yamanaka [275], iPSCs have been established from human cells both with the same factors by the same group [275]
and with other factors (Oct4, Sox2, Nanog and Lin28) by Thomson’s lab [276].
Nowadays, they can be obtained from several other cell types such as liver cells,
keratinocytes and B-cell lymphocytes [277–279]. The considerable enthusiasm
elicited by iPSCs breakthrough depends on their potential to be derived from
the patient itself (carrying the individual specific affected gene in the case of
genetic diseases), and upon differentiation, cultured in vitro to study the specific pathological characteristics and identify a possible therapy, or transplanted
back into the patient [280]; plus the possibility to bypass all the ethical issues
concerning embryo destruction. In the specific case of neuronal differentiation,
human iPSCs have been already differentiated into neural precursors, neuronal
subtypes, and glia [280, 281]. In the last decade, transdifferentiation of human
fibroblasts into neuronal cells has also been possible without inducing a pluripotent state [282, 283].
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4.3

Brain tissue engineering

The burgeoning interest in cell replacement therapies and stem cells is explained
by the recognition that they are essential to repair and regenerate tissues that
are unable to self-repair, such as the CNS. Indeed, in these tissues, once a cell
is dead it is permanently lost, and the only way to restore organ function and
integrity is to replace dead cells exogenously. Conceptually, the idea of stem cell
therapy is rather elementary: stem cells are isolated and expanded in culture,
differentiated (or not) into a specific cell type, and transplanted in the recipient host, where the grafted cells may replace damaged or dead cells, or exert a
bystander effect providing a cellular and molecular support to the endogenous
or cotransplanted cells. In the past decades, stem cell-based therapies have
already been tested for the treatment of several neurodegenerative (PD, ALS,
HD, AD) and neurological disorders (stroke and TBI, SCI) [284–289]. Various
cell types have been investigated for their potential to help in tissue healing
and regeneration. Of course in the first place, NSCs have been used, as they
are the tissue-specific stem cells, thus capable of differentiating into neural cell
types and rewiring the CNS. When transplanted, NSCs are able to migrate to
the injury site, where they can differentiate or secrete molecules and factors,
modulating inflammation, providing neuroprotection, neural regeneration and
endogenous neural stem cells recruitment [290,291]. When directly transplanted
into the stroke-damaged rodent brain, hNSCs were able to differentiate into mature neurons as seen by the expression of HuD, calbindin and parvalbumin [292],
neurofilament [293] and NeuN [294], and provide functional recovery when analyzed by motor tests, such as rotarod and foot fault. Cognitive improvement can
also be evaluated using tests such as the open field or the water maze [293–295].
These results are consistent with data obtained by the testing of human iPSCsderived neuroepithelial-like stem cells (lt-NES) [296], or the injection of their
derived cortical progenitors [297], in mouse and rat stroke models. In another
murine model of CNS injury (SCI - spinal cord injury), grafting of hNSCs has
shown differentiation of the grafted cells into neurons and oligodendrocytes and
recovery of motor function [298, 299].
Functional restoration has also been reported using other types of stem cells,
such as mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs). There is very little evidence that these
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cells can serve as source for neuronal replacement, but their potentiality resides
in their bystander and paracrine effects, which act on neuroprotection, induction of endogenous neurogenesis and immunomodulatory properties, increase
in cell survival and proliferation, differentiation and angiogenesis [257, 300]. In
stroke models, intravenously injected hMSCs have been reported to migrate
to the infarcted region, where they promote neuroprotection, angiogenesis, immunomodulation and recruitment of NSCs, increasing the local levels of IL-10
and neurotrophic factors [301–305]. When hBM-MSCs are transplanted in the
ipsilateral brain parenchyma after MCAO, an increase in the levels of BDNF,
VEGF, and NT-3 have been observed, with an augmented proliferation in the
neurogenic niches highlighted by BrdU staining, with respect to the control [301].
Reduction in the ischemic infarction volume and functional improvement were
also observed when MSCs had been transplanted intravenously [305]. These
effects were also confirmed in experiments using MSCs on TBI models. MSCs
infused intravenously improved rats’ motor function, associated with a negligible
neuronal differentiation, suggesting that the primary beneficial effects of MSCs
rely on endogenous neurogenesis and paracrine factors, rather than neuronal
replacement [306]. Indeed, the induction of endogenous neurogenesis by MSCs
administration has been confirmed by the upregulation of the expression of doublecortin and increased proliferation rate in the SVZ of traumatized treated mice
with respect to the control [307,308]. Moreover, MSCs have been found to regulate immune response by down- and up-regulating respectively the expression of
pro-inflammatory (IL-6/17; TNF and INF𝛾) and anti-inflammatory (IL-10 and
TGF𝛽) mediators [309] and regulating the microglial/macrophage activation
states [310–312] and promote angiogenesis and vascular repair [307, 313, 314].
MSCs have also been tested for neurodegenerative diseases such as Parkinson
with promising results related to dopaminergic neurons protection and recovery [315, 316].
Despite these encouraging results and the great potential of SCs use, their use
still represents a pioneering approach and many issues have to be ameliorated
before they can be effectively translated into the clinic. First of all, to be used
in human, stem cells require specific characteristics such as their standardized
production and scalability in GxP (Good Practices, where “x” indicates terms
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Figure 4.3: stem cell sources for brain injury therapies. Neural stem cells from fetal brain,
embryonic stem cells or iPSCs can be expanded and differentiated in vitro to brain-specific
cell types to be implanted into the patient. Jointly, MSCs (derived from different sources
such as bone marrow or umbilical cord) can be used to favor the restorative pathway over
deleterious ones, enhancing the endogenous self-repair capacity [300].

such as manufacturing, medical or clinical), be safe and exhibit reproducible and
predictable results. Secondly, to exert an effect, they need to have the capacity
to integrate in the host tissue differentiating in the desired cell type (in the case
of the nervous system in the desired neuronal subtype). However, our knowledge on how to manipulate these cells and keep them in the proper physiological
state is still not completely adequate, and their incorporation in the impaired
host tissue is not always achieved. This because various concurring factors such
as low in vivo survival, both due to inflammation, immune response, trophic
factors withdrawal, hypoxia and cytotoxicity (due to oxidative stress and excitotoxicity) [317] and incapacity of integration itself because of the complexity
of the pattern connectivity that has to be re-established.
As numerous studies report therapeutic benefits by the use of stem cells (e.g
deficits improvement, lesion size reduction, and pro-regenerative action) against
variable and low levels of cell survival after implantation [292,318,319], the mode
of action of the cell therapy may not depend solely on neuronal replacement but
also on paracrine, systematic secretion of factors (“drug-like” activities) such as
FGF, EGF, VEGF [320, 321]. Besides these points, the immune rejection, the
avoidance of teratoma formation and the identification of the most suitable time
point, route of administration and the amount of cell to implant [201, 300, 322]
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are other points that have to examined and evaluated. In the clinical scenario,
the systematic administration of stem cells within 36h following stroke could
provide neuroprotection and reduce tissue loss, whereas their delivery weeks and
years post-stroke is aimed to restore the deteriorated nervous system through
neurogenesis, angiogenesis, growth factors and cell engraftment [323]. Concerning the implantation site, either the intracerebroventricular and the peri-lesioned
site have been evaluated. Smith et al. [324] report that the presence of ECM and
microvascular blood supply in the peri-infarct site allow a better implantation
efficiency following stroke with respect to intracerebroventricular counterpart.
The use of biomaterials (especially if injectable with minimally invasive surgery),
as well as the use of cells with immunomodulatory and secretory properties,
could provide room for improvement to cell replacement therapies and regenerative medicine, providing a permissive environment and regulatory signals to
the engrafted cells.
A successful story of stem cells treatment for stroke is represented by the
CTX0E03 stem cell drug product by ReNeuron Group. The treatment consists
in genetically modified, allogeneic fetal-derived brain human NSCs. This cell
line has been modified with the c-mycER, a transgene that allows the CTX0E03
cells to proliferate in presence of the 4-hydroxy-tamoxifen drug and growth factors, but they undergo cell arrest and rapid differentiation upon drug withdrawal [323]. After being proven to be safe and well-tolerated in a phase I
clinical trial (PISCES I) (clinicaltrials.gov identifier no. NCT01151124), and
showing positive results on post-stroke disability in a single arm phase II study
(PISCES II) (clinicaltrials.gov identifier no. NCT02117635), this treatment is
now entering the PISCES III (phase IIb clinical trial), where it will be tested in
a randomized placebo-controlled asset.
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Chapter 5

Biomaterials and
biocompatibility: role and
uses
5.1

Biomaterials

Tissue engineering is a promising strategy in regenerative medicine, and it is
based on the idea to bring together cellular and molecular biology with engineering principles, in the view of creating an appropriate context allowing to
mimic the physiological environment and features that cells normally encounter.
Indeed, when transplanted in the damaged tissue, cells lack the mechanical,
chemical and physical stimuli that are usually provided by the healthy tissue,
affecting their ability to promote tissue repair [325]. Tissue engineering fills
this deficiency providing support, three-dimensionality and eventually bioactive
molecules. Customized 3D scaffolds are produced to stimulate selected cells,
through a systematic combination of molecular and mechanical signals, according to the target tissue characteristics (e.g. softness/hardness). The idea is
to create a structure with similar or identical properties to the native body
tissue, in order to exert the appropriate function (Fig. 5.1). Indeed, through
mechanotransduction, cells can sense and respond to the surrounding environ63

ment (ECM), modulating their differentiation, tissue organization, and homeostasis. Therefore, scaffolds usually resemble the composition and structure of
the organ specific ECM to impart the correct mechanical stimuli to the cells.

Figure 5.1: tissue-specific stiffness. The mechanical property of a tissue is described by the
Young’s (or elastic) modulus (E). The physical property of an organ is extremely important
because it defines its structure and function (e.g bones have the strongest E of the body
because they hold the entire organism weight and they must not deform). For the brain, the
elastic modulus is between 0.1 and 1 kPa [326].

Biomaterials and their design play a fundamental role in tissue engineering. Rationally designed scaffolds have to come into contact with the body and
correctly interact with the biological system. Therefore, they must fulfill the
biocompatibility principle. Biocompatibility refers to the ability to perform a
desired function, avoiding or minimizing any undesirable local or systemic effect
in the recipient (no toxic effect on biological systems, no foreign body reactions,
minimal inflammatory response) [327]. Regardless of the type of tissue in which
they will be implanted, these biological substitutes (biomaterials) should allow nutrient and metabolites permeability, and in case temporary implants are
desired, they have to be biodegradable (with the production of no toxic byproducts).
To better mirror the main feature of the target tissue extracellular matrix
(ECM), biomaterials can also be modified by the addition of amino acids, proteins or molecules that help cell adhesion, migration, differentiation or that
stimulate any desired cells behavior. Additionally, they can also be loaded with
cells or with drugs, with the possibility of in situ release of specific molecules,
growth factors, chemokines which can improve the regenerative potential in the
damaged tissue [325].
Scaffolds are not only useful in vivo for organ regeneration upon transplanta64

tion, but they are also showing their relevance in in vitro culture, providing the
commonly missing 3D physiological environment and retaining the extracellular
matrix synthetized by encapsulated cells [328].
Biomaterials can be of natural or synthetic origin, and in the brain tissue engineering field, hydrogels are the most used polymeric networks. They consist
of hydrophilic macromolecular chains, which can polymerize while retaining
high content of 𝐻2 𝑂. This imparts a tissue-like elasticity and allows the transition of many molecules (primarily oxygen, nutrients and toxic waste). Hydrogels are usually crosslinked to obtain an elastic modulus in the range of
0.1-1kPa [329,330] to resemble the soft characteristic of the CNS, and they have
been investigated for drugs and cell delivery [331].
Scaffolds can be a valid tool to improve transplantation efficacy and recruitment or modulation of endogenous cells. Scaffolds have been shown to promote
grafted cells survival, protecting them from the shearing forces (during transplantation) and from the inflammatory environment (once grafted), and enhance
their integration [332–334]. In the works of Cui et al. and Hou et al. [335, 336],
the use of hyaluronic acid hydrogels modified with laminin or its cell-binding
motif RGD (arginine-glycine-aspartic acid), has been reported to support endogenous cell infiltration, neurite extension and reduce glial scar formation in
the treatment of cortical defects in rats.

5.2

Natural-derived biomaterials

Natural biomaterials have the characteristic of resembling the tissue ECM in
terms of bioactivity, biocompatibility and biodegradation, and they are usually
subdivided according to their class of organic compound into: protein-based or
polysaccharide-based biomaterials. Examples of protein-based biomaterials are
represented by collagen and fibroin, whereas chitosan, hyaluronic acid, alginate
belong to the polysaccharide-based ones.
Chitosan is a natural-derived polymer, originated from chitin (poly N-acetylD-Glucosamine), the most abundant polysaccharide in nature, after cellulose.
After its first isolation from fungi and beetles (Coleoptera), nowadays the main
source of chitin is represented by crustaceans wastes of the fishing industry
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[337]. Although chitin is not naturally present in the human body, it has been
shown to induce only a minimal immune response when implanted [338]. The
presence of acetylated residues makes chitosan degradable and excretable by the
kidney [339]. The use of chitosan scaffolds in SCI has been shown to promote
endogenous cell survival and engrafted cell integration [334, 340].
Hyaluronic acid (HA) instead is a copolymer consisting of alternating monomers of glucuronic acid and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. It is one of the major
constituents of the extracellular matrix [341], and it is attractive for various approaches of body repair because of its biodegradability, bioresorbability, wound
healing and drug delivery capability [341, 342]. Hyaluronan can also be used in
combination with other biomaterials. Human ESCs as well as rodent NSCs proliferate and differentiate in HA hydrogels alone or in blended biomaterials (e.g
with collagen) [343–345]. The combination of HA with methylcellulose has been
used as an injectable hydrogel for the delivery of drugs or retinal stem cells, respectively in stroke or SCI models, or in the subretinal space of mice [346–348].
Moreover, its easy modification (even through click reactions of carbodiimides
chemistry) makes it an appealing biomaterial, allowing to better support cell
adhesion and survival [335, 336, 349]. Positive results have also been obtained
with the coinjection of NSCs with collagen in the ischemic brain of rats [350],
or motor neurons progenitors in fibroin scaffolds after SCI [333].

5.2.1

Alginate

Among polysaccharide-based biomaterials, alginate hydrogels have been widely
explored for many biomedical applications such as wound healing, as vehicles for
drugs and proteins delivery, and not least as scaffolds for cells for regeneration
and tissue engineering of various organs in the body [351].
As hyaluronan, alginate is a copolymer consisting of a variable amount of (14)-linked 𝛽-D-mannuronate (M) and 𝛼-L-guluronate (G) residues [352]. It is a
widespread polymer in nature, where it is present as structural component in
marine algae, from which it is normally extracted, and as capsular polysaccharide in some bacteria. The appealing features of alginate reside in its biocompatibility, biodegradability, non-antigenicity, easy processability and modification.
Not lastly, it has already been approved by FDA for pharmaceutical production
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and nutrition supplement as thickening agent and drugs release modulator [351].
The relative content of M and G monomers, as well as the length and distribution of the MG-blocks, varies among the alginate sources, thus imparting
(together with the concentration and the crosslinking procedures) different mechanical properties to the final hydrogel [353].
Alginate hydrogels can be obtained through different crosslinking methods, such
as covalent crosslinking, thermal gelation, cell- and ionic-crosslinking, and free
radical polymerization. However, the most common approach to prepare them
relies on the use of ionic species (ionic crosslink) because of the quickness, efficiency and readiness of the process that does not require any former modification of the polymer and does not give rise to any toxic byproduct. In ionic
crosslinking, gelification is obtained exposing the aqueous solution of alginate
to divalent cations such as 𝐶𝑎2+ , which binding to the G-monomer coordinate
adjacent chains, resulting in a gel structure. The sole involvement of G-blocks
in the crosslinking process, and the variable amount of the two monomers, entail
that gels containing higher amounts of G-blocks are stiffer than those rich in
mannuronate, and the higher the M/G ratio, the bigger the pores’ size is [354]
(Fig. 5.2). Typically, the calcium ions needed for the gelification are provided
by the use of a 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath in which alginate-cell mixture is dropped to achieve
fast solidification. Alternatively, 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 and Glucono-𝛿-lactone (GDL) can be
used if in situ crosslinking is advisable for minimally invasive, in vivo injection.
Slowly acidifying the solution, GDL allows the release of 𝐶𝑎2+ ions from the
insoluble 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 , permitting a delayed crosslinking. After encapsulation, ionic
crosslinking also allows to recover cells from the biomaterial by the simple addition of chelating agents that, seizing calcium, lead to the dissolution of the
biomaterial.
In the chemical structure of alginate, an important role is also played by the
carboxylate group on the polysaccharide chain, as it provides a sites for the
modification of the biomaterial, allowing the attachment by simple chemical
reaction (carbodiimides chemistry) of peptides (RGD-motif) and proteins that
can promote cell attachment [355]. Indeed alginate has been recognized as a
biologically inert biomaterial, meaning that it does not initiate a response or
interact with cells in contact with it, because of its low protein adsorption fea-
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tures and the lack of biorecognition molecules on which mammalian cells could
adhere. Since its potentiality to be used either for 2D and 3D, the use of alginate
as culture system is now routinely and increasingly used. Alginate-supported
in vitro cultures have been used for stem cell growth and differentiation in several lineages, such as osteogenic and chondrogenic, pancreatic, hepatocytic and
neuronal lineages [353, 356–362].

Figure 5.2: macromolecular chemical and gellified structure of alginate. In the upper part
is shown the chemical structure of G- and M-blocks alternating in alginate. In the bottom
part, the representation of ionic crosslinking among G-monomers of adjacent chains [352].

The alginate concentration reported in literature to achieve neuronal differentiation varies from 1% to 2.5% w/v [360–362], however it seems that the most
promising results are obtained using really soft gels in the range of brain elastic
modulus [363, 364].
Also in vivo proliferation and differentiation of endogenous neuronal lineages
upon alginate transplantation for the repair of CNS and PNS have been reported. Alginate implants in spinal cord or sciatic nerve injuries have been
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shown to allow infiltration, axon spreading, and ultimately, regeneration without major inflammatory responses [365–369].
MSCs have also been successfully encapsulated in alginate hydrogels and differentiated into hepatocytes, osteoblasts and chondrocytes [358, 370–372], with
the possibility to implant these latter constructs allowing to repair osteochondral defects [373]. As for neuronal differentiation of ESCs and NSCs, also the
fate decision of MSCs has been shown to be controlled by the elastic modulus
of the hydrogel in which they are encapsulated [374, 375]. Microenvironment
stiffness is indeed perceived by the MSCs which respond to it by differentiating
into neurogenic lineages when soft matrices (1kPa) are used, myogenic lineage
in presence of mild-stiff matrices (10kPa), and into osteogenic lineage when
stiffer-ones (100kPa) are used [376]. Not only, but hMSCs are also reported to
remember past mechanical environments, which can influence their fate decision and subsequently their regenerative capacity when transplanted [377, 378].
Concerning biodegradability, alginate is considered inherently non-degradable
in mammals, since they lack the alginase enzyme. However, the dissolution of
ionically crosslinked alginate gels is attainable in physiological conditions by
the release of the divalent ions into the surrounding medium, and subsequent
kidneys clearance (if the alginate molecular weights are lower than the renal
clearance threshold), or partially oxidizing the alginate chains. For example,
flurbiprofen is rapidly released within 1.5h when entrapped in partially oxidized
alginate gels beads [379]. Because of its appealing characteristics, as biomaterial alginate is suitable for numerous applications in the biomedical field. Although in the past it has been mainly used by pharmaceutical companies for oral
dosage formulation, protein release by alginate gels is currently widely explored
in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. In general, alginate shows low
encapsulation efficiency and fast release rate for many proteins because of the
inherent porosity (ca. 5nm) and its hydrophilic nature. However, this issue
can be addressed by exploiting the various crosslinking methods and encapsulation techniques, enhancing protein-hydrogel interactions or combining alginate
with other biomaterials such as chitosan or fibroin [380]. For example, the use
of chitosan- and fibroin-coated alginate spheres have been used to respectively
protect insulin from degradation and sustain its releases [381], and to reduce
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BSA diffusion [382].

5.3

Synthetic biomaterials

Synthetic polymers, being chemically synthesized, have the advantageous characteristic of being tunable (pore size, density and interconnectivity) and tailored
based on the desired biological function and applications. However, as side effect, during degradation steps usually toxic byproducts are formed, causing inflammation, foreign body reaction or formation of fibrotic tissue all around the
implanted material [383]. The most common synthetic materials are polyesters
such as PCL (poly-𝜖-caprolactone), PLA (poly-L-lactic acid), PLGA (poly-D,Llactic-co-glycolic acid) and PEGs (poly-ethylene glycols) [384].
PCL is prepared starting from the 𝜖-caprolactone ring, which is open with a
catalyst, starting the polymerization reaction. Since its simple degradability in
physiological conditions (by hydrolysis of the ester bond), and its FDA approval,
PCL has been widely investigated in regenerative medicine. In the context of
brain regeneration, the transplantation of PCL constructs in rat adult brains
leads to endogenous neurite infiltration [385]. Similar results have been obtained with the use of PLGA and PGA, which are obtained from the same
ring-opening polymerization process starting from the cycle dimer of glycolic
acid or the copolymerization with lactic acid. Transplantation of neural committed stem cells in PLGA or PGA scaffolds has been shown to improve animal
model recovery both in SCI and ischemic stroke [386, 387]. PLA instead (obtained through ring-opening polymerization of lactide), has been shown to allow
differentiation of mNSCs and support neurite growth, being a promising biomaterial for the regeneration of neurons [388]. Positive results on NPCs survival
have also been observed when PLA is used in combination with other synthetic
biomaterials such as PEG [389].

5.3.1

PEG

Poly-ethylene glycol or PEG is a linear chain polymer consisting of repeating
units of oxygen-carbon-carbon, whose length, in the end, determines the molecular weight (Fig. 5.3).
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Figure 5.3: molecular structure of PEG. In the upper part the repeating unit of oxygencarbon-carbon, and its representative linear chain polymerization.

On the bottom part

representation of the molecular structures for multiarm PEG: a) four-arm and b) six-arm
PEGs [390, 391].

Because of the oxygen molecule within its structure, PEG is highly hydrophilic and its swelling properties make it a perfect material for hydrogels
formulation. PEG is used in several fields: from chemical to biological, cosmetic, medical (e.g as laxative, pharmaceutical excipient; for whole bowel irrigation before colonoscopy or surgery) and industrial. PEG is generally considered biologically inert, safe and non-immunogenic by FDA [392], and it is
non-biodegradable unless copolymerized with degradable moieties [393]. However, its terminal sites are able to react with a variety of functional groups,
which makes it suitable for modifications that can improve hydrogel network
formation, biorecognition by cells and degradability. Since PEG, in the linear
chain form, is rapidly diffused and shows a low mechanical stability [394], for the
formation of 3D hydrogels usually multi-arm PEG derivatives with functional
group modifications at their ends are used, to start the crosslinking reaction
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(e.g. via click chemistry or photopolymerization). Examples of PEG polymerization methods involve free-radical polymerization, using acrylate end-capped
PEG in presence of a photoinitiator (2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone), or
the thiol-ene photoinitiated reaction if PEG-Norbornene is used in presence of
thiol-containing peptides such as dithiol MMP-crosslinker or CRGDS adhesive
peptide (Cysteine-Arginin-Glycin-Aspartate-Serine) [395–397]. This polymerization strategy also has the advantage of adding a biorecognition peptide to
allow cell adhesion to the biomaterial, and a metalloproteinase cleavage site
(KCGPQG↓IWGQCK), which allow biodegradation and clearance of the biomaterial itself by the cells. Alternatively, PEG functionalization with short
peptides or proteolytic cleavable sequences can be achieved by carbodiimide
chemistry if acryloyl-PEG-N-hydroxysuccinimide is used [398], or exploiting the
carboxylic ends of PEG and the amine of the amino acid in presence of dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) [399]. PEG has been copolymerized with various
polymers to create tunable biomaterials, such as PLGA, PLA, PLL (poly-Llysine) [400] and alginate. PEG-PLGA and PEG-alginate hydrogels have been
shown to be biocompatible allowing chondrocytes proliferation and Langerhans
islets survival and insulin secretion [401, 402]. PEG-PLA, besides in vitro culturing of NPCs [389], has also been used for the delivery of neurotrophins in
SCI and into the brain [403, 404], whereas its functionalization with triiodothyronine shows protection against ischemic stroke [405]. MSCs have also been encapsulated or seeded on PEG-based hydrogels with interesting results, allowing
differentiation in adipogenic, chondrogenic and osteogenic lineages [406–409].

5.4

Biochemical modifications: the importance
of cellular adhesion

Cellular adhesion is a critical and decisive point in tissue engineering, as the
biomaterial has to be recognized by cells to exploit its functions and allow regeneration. To repopulate the lost tissue area, cells must proliferate, spread
and differentiate on or in the scaffold, all activities relying on primary adhesion.
Adhesive interactions can occur among cells or between cells and ECM, and in
the case of biomaterials, their surfaces which should mimic the native tissue.
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Therefore, besides bulk properties, control and modification of the surface properties of the biomaterial are key points for the use of biomaterials for medical
applications. In order to biofunctionalize the biomaterial surface, biomolecules
can be grafted by chemical reaction or allowed to be absorbed (e.g immersion of
the scaffold in biological fluids such as serum) by the biomaterial. This latter is
the most simple and least stable method, as the interaction forces that are set
up are weak and environmental conditions (e.g. temperature, pH) can destroy
them [410, 411]. Covalent immobilization of molecules is instead more advantageous since this kind of modification is more environmentally stable and lasts
for longer periods [411]. Among the several routes available to create a covalent
bond between the biomaterial and the molecule of interest, the most commonly
used consist in the use of carbodiimide chemistry, click-chemistry (thiol-ene reaction) and biotin-avidin system [396,398,399,412]. In order to mimic the ECM
environment and to tune cell behavior, several molecules have been investigated
and added to the biomaterials [413]. The usage of natural proteins directly extracted from the ECM is a good approach, but it entails the use of large proteins
which could be challenging. Indeed, both during purification steps and binding to the material, there is the risk to alter the native conformation state of
the protein, or proteins can undergo denaturation and degradation, ultimately
losing their biological activity. Moreover, covalently bound proteins have to
be displayed on the biomaterial’s surface with the proper orientation to allow
cell binding. Since the precise control on protein dynamics can be extremely
difficult, small and stable peptides are preferred to functionalize biomaterials
surfaces. These oligomers reproduce the binding site (which is responsible for
cell biorecognition) of the native protein, allowing interaction with cell surface
receptors. The most well known and largely used peptide sequence to improve
cellular adhesion is the “RGD” peptide which, with its arginine-glycine-aspartate
motif, represents the biorecognition domain of integrin family members (such
as fibroin, vitronectin and laminin) in the ECM.
Growth factors represent a class of proteins that play an important role in tissue
regeneration, mobilizing and recruiting cells along their gradient concentration,
and driving cell differentiation. Therefore growth factors are commonly immobilized or trapped on biomaterials, to improve their stability, preserve their
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functionality and tune their release. Alternatively, growth factors can be constantly delivered by the scaffold using transfected cells which overexpress the
growth factor of interest [414–416].

5.4.1

Laminin (RGDs)

Cells interact with the ECM and with other cells by adhesion receptors that are
present on their surface. The adhesion receptors are classified into three major
classes: integrins, cadherins, and immunoglobulins. Although their functions
might vary, they allow the mechanotransduction of external stimuli providing a
connection between the cytoskeleton and the extracellular space, by the formed
ligand-receptor binding. Generally speaking, cadherins and immunoglobulins
are responsible for cell-to-cell interaction and cell recruitment, whereas integrins are primarily involved in the ECM ligands interaction, where they act as
connectors between the external environment and the cytoskeleton. Because of
the importance of integrin activation for several cellular functions (e.g shape, cell
cycle progression, differentiation and apoptosis) [417], biomaterials are designed
to mimic it. Integrin activation can be controlled tuning the substrate stiffness
(as already demonstrated by osteogenic differentiation of MSCs on stiffer matrices [418]) or engineering biomaterials to contain functional signalings. Among
the most common there are laminins (or the RGDs motif, minimum sequence to
retain cell adhesion properties), which are the best described ECM components.
They are a family of heterotrimeric glycoproteins of ca. 900kDa, widespread in
embryogenesis and in adult tissues ECM, and principally localized in the basal
membrane and in the neural stem cell niche. Laminins are formed by the coiling of 3 subunits -𝛼, 𝛽 and a 𝛾, which are found in 4, 5 and 3 genetic variants
respectively, and which determine the laminin name (e.g laminin-511). In vivo,
the combination of these 3 chains creates a cruciform structure (kept together
by disulfide bonds), which is found in 14 variants [419] (Fig. 5.4). Each laminin
domain binds different cell surface molecules or ECM molecules (e.g integrins,
dystroglycan, heparan sulfate glycoproteins), allowing the correct assembly of
the basal membrane, biological activities or abnormalities in case of genetic
defects [419, 420].
Laminin-111 (or laminin-1 according to the old nomenclature) is the prin74

Figure 5.4: classical structure of laminin in crucifix form [419].
cipal laminin type expressed during early embryonic stages and development,
which does not further proceed in its absence [419]. Laminin substrates are
fundamental in vitro to maintain ESCs and NSCs in an undifferentiated state
and in vivo they have also been implicated in neurite growth and axonal guidance [421–424]. In the PNS, laminins are found enriched at the lesion site,
where they are secreted by the Schwann cells, to promote regeneration [425].
Therefore, soft, laminin-functionalized hydrogels are desirable to promote NSCs
survival.

5.5

Serum

For optimal and effective in vitro cell maintenance, these have to be cultured
in conditions similar to those found in vivo. Since in vivo, animal cells receive
nutrients from blood circulation, biological fluids such as plasma, embryonic extracts and serum have been initially (and still are) used to keep cells in culture,
trying to recapitulate physiological conditions. By virtue of its rich composition
(more than 1000 different components) in amino acids, growth factors, vitamins, proteins, hormones and many undefined elements [426], serum is still a
common supplement in the formulation of basal cell culture media, although
the development and use of defined, serum-free medium is to be preferred (but
still so far not completely accomplished) [427]. Indeed, serum possesses the
inherited risk of zoonoses and endotoxin contaminations, which negatively af75

fect cell cultures and impede their use in human therapies [428]. Regulatory
agencies such as FDA strongly recommend to avoid the use of animal-derived
components for the production of products intended for human use. The most
frequently used type of serum is the fetal bovine serum (FBS) because of its
low immunoglobulin and high growth factor concentrations [429], along with
the versatility to allow the culture of different cell lines (but also calf, horse
and human sera are available). Not surprisingly, FBS is the main component of
MSCs self-renewal medium, whose supplementation concentrations vary from
5 to 20% according to different protocols. The main functions of serum are
to stimulate adhesion, growth, transport of hormones, minerals and lipids and
differentiation [426, 430], but they also depend on the cell type used. In the
case of rodent NSCs and NPCs, and human NPCs, serum has been reported to
be a potent astrocyte-differentiation inducer [431–434], likely mediated by the
presence of BMP (Bone Morphogenetic Protein, specifically BMP-4) [433–435]
and PDGF (platelet-derived growth factor) [251,436]. Other papers report that
the effect of serum on NSCs/NPCs is subordinated to the concentration used.
Lu et al. [437], report that low FBS concentrations (around 1% v/v) promote
adhesion and proliferation, and still allow differentiation in a mixed population of neurons and glial [434], whereas increasing concentrations (between 5%
to 10% v/v) decrease proliferation and favor differentiation toward glial fate.
However, as it can easily be inferred, also the source of serum (bovine vs horse)
affects the effects, as the composition obviously changes. For example, horse
serum is commonly used for the maintenance of brain organotypic slices in culture [187, 193, 438] and for the establishment of primary cell lines from prenatal
mice [439]. Therefore, since serum is an inducer of astrocytic differentiation
and FBS-induced astrocytes express markers characteristic of reactive astrocytes [434], and because the majority of transplanted NSCs/NPs are reported
to differentiate toward astrocytes fate in vivo [440, 441] contributing to glial
scar formation, use of serum for the obtainment of cells intended for human
cell therapy applications has to be avoided. Even more in the context of CNS
injuries (e.g ischemia) when the BBB gets disrupted, and transplanted cells get
in contact with patients serum.
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Aim of the thesis
The disruption of central nervous system (CNS) architecture is devastating, due
to the irreversible process of neuronal death, the limited self-healing capacities
of the nervous system and the current lack of effective treatments. The regeneration of damaged tissues depends on the efficient mobilization and maturation
of their endogenous stem cells and modulation of the inflammatory response.
When this does not take place, or occurs in a too-low extent such as in the case of
the CNS, cell replacement therapies are among the most promising approaches
to treat and cure the injured organ. In this context, stem cells represent an important cell source for tissue regeneration; however many issues still have to be
ameliorated before stem cell therapy can be translated in routine clinical treatments for brain injuries. There is still uncertainty about the optimal cell type
to transplant, and both neural and mesenchymal stem cells (NSCs and MSCs)
have been reported to elicit beneficial effects, by generating new neuronal cells
or helping the healing process.
In the field of regenerative medicine and tissue engineering, biomaterials
have raised increasing interest due to their ability to act as supportive structures in the compromised injured site, recapitulating the three-dimensional (3D)
tissue environment, mimicking the physiological interactions and stimuli, providing a structure on which cells migrate and protecting them during cellular
transplantation. For these reasons, we thought that biomaterials could have
a beneficial effect both in vitro and in vivo, enhancing cell survival, providing
a 3D physiological environment, and, once transplanted, shielding cells from
inflammation. Likewise, also MSCs can have a beneficial effect because of the
plethora of factors present in their secretome, which mainly act on neuroprotection, proliferation, and immunomodulation, both when transplanted and used
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in culture. Considering the potential improvement in cell-based therapies that
could be exerted by the use of both biomaterials and MSCs, in this work we
aimed to test whether the combined use of MSCs and NSCs, embedded in the
appropriate biomaterial, could have more beneficial effects in brain injury, with
respect to the use of the single cell line. Due to the technical complexity of this
project, we approached the challenge from the in vitro aspect, developing and
characterizing a coculture of NSCs and MSCs.
Therefore, the first aim of this study was to evaluate the suitability of several
biomaterials (most of which alginate-based) for the three-dimensional encapsulation and culture of human NSCs and MSCs. We studied their ability to support
cell survival, and we tested whether changes in their concentration or modifications with ECM molecules could influence cell viability. The influence of scaffold
dimension on cell survival has been evaluated as well, since it is reported that
nutrients and molecules diffusion inside scaffolds follows a periphery-to-center
gradient [357].
We then worked on the identification of the best conditions for NSCs and
MSCs coculture, choosing the appropriate coculture medium and investigating
the possibility to exploit biomaterials to create a "compartmentalized" scaffold
that would retain some cell-line specific requirements. We particularly addressed
our attention to the use of serum because of its hazardousness on NSCs. While
it is the major component of the medium used to support MSCs self-renewal,
it is also reported to be a strong inducer of glial fate in NSCs [433, 434], fate
that we want to avoid in the view of transplanting the cells in an environment
characterized by a glial scar. To establish the appropriate coculture conditions
for both cell types and promote mesenchymal well-being, we studied the ability
of alginate hydrogels to retain FBS/BSA, in the view to reduce its release into
the culture medium, thus avoiding misguided differentiation of NSCs. Finally,
we analyzed the potential beneficial effects of MSCs on NSCs survival and proliferation in our 3D culture system. The impact of NSCs on MSCs stemness
and differentiation (and vice versa) have been investigated as well.
Stroke and TBI are two of the leading causes of mortality and permanent
disability worldwide [77, 79, 83]. Neural stem cells represent good candidates
for CNS cell replacement therapies, since they have been shown to migrate
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and integrate, exerting a neuroprotective effect, when transplanted [290–294],
and unlike pluripotent stem cells they have reduced risk of teratoma formation
after in vivo injection [442, 443]. Despite the potentiality of this approach, the
majority of grafted cells die within few weeks after transplantation, limiting the
treatment efficacy and its translation into the clinic. To enhance cell survival
the use of scaffolds and MSCs could be beneficial. In the second part of this
work we started on a different approach, that would get us closer to an in
vivo transplantation. We evaluated the possibility to use an ex vivo entorhinalhippocampal organotypic brain slice model (OSCs) to test whether our model
could effectively allow brain regeneration, and whether the two cell types could
survive upon transplantation and exert a beneficial effect.

A part of the results described in this thesis was obtained in the lab of
Prof. Anseth at the University of Colorado and in the lab of Prof. Del Rio
at IBEC (Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona), where I had the opportunity to
spend a period thanks to collaborations and scholarship award. A more detailed
description of these experiments can be found in the Appendix.
During my Ph.D. I was also involved in another project. A report of the
results can be found attached at the end of the thesis in the Appendix.
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Part II

Materials and Methods
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1.1

Suitability of hydrogels for human cell lines
encapsulation

1.1.1

H9-derived human Neural Stem Cells (hNSCs) culture

The H9-derived human Neural Stem Cell line (GIBCO) was used in this study.
hNSCs were maintained in proliferation (in self renewal state) on 8𝜇g/ml laminin
coated plastic in self-renewal NSC medium, consisting of DMEM/F12 (Life
Technologies; high glucose, w/ glutamine and Hepes), 1% N2 supplement (Life
Technologies), 0.1% B27 (Life Technologies) 20 ng/ml FGF (Peprotech), 20ng/ml
EGF (Peprotech), and 100U/ml Penicillin/Streptomycin (Lonza). Cells were incubated at 37 ∘ C, in a humidified 5% 𝐶𝑂2 environment.
This cell line spontaneously differentiates into neurons upon withdrawal of
bFGF and EGF from culture media [444]. Therefore, according to this protocol,
differentiation is achieved without specific enrichment in a lineage, culturing
hNSCs in absence of growth factors for 10 days.

1.1.2

Human Bone Marrow-derived (hBM-MSCs)

The bone marrow-derived human MSCs (kindly provided by the lab of prof.
Anseth at the University of Colorado at Boulder) have been plated on plastic and kept in culture in DMEM/F12 medium supplemented with 100U/ml
Penicillin/Streptomycin (Lonza), 0.2% Fungizone (Invitrogen) and 10% FBS
(Invitrogen), at 37 ∘ C and 5% 𝐶𝑂2 .

1.1.3

Immortalized human Adipose-derived MSCs (hADiMSCs) culture

The cell culture adapted, hTERT-immortalized Mesenchymal Stem Cells (kindly
provided by the lab of “Chromatin Biology and Epigenetics” held by Dr. Zippo
at the University of Trento) have been cultured on plastic, at 37 ∘ C and 5%
𝐶𝑂2 in self-renewal MSC medium, consisting of 1:1 DMEM/F-12 medium (Life
Technologies) supplemented with 10% inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (Sigma)
and 100U/ml Penicillin/Streptomycin (Lonza).
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1.1.4

Hydrogel solutions and functionalization

Human stem cell lines have been encapsulated in several hydrogels: alginate,
Novamatrix, VitroGel, and PEGNb.

Alginate solutions and functionalizations
Alginate solution was obtained by mixing 1% w/v alginic acid sodium salt
(Sigma) in PBS without calcium and magnesium. The solution was stirred
and heated (ca.50-65 ∘ C) to dissolve the alginate, autoclaved and then filtered
with 0.22 𝜇m filters. In order to provide a biorecognition domain to the inert
alginate, either laminin (Thermofisher) or 1% w/v Novamatirx RGD-coupled
(Dupont) were added to the alginate solution at the final concentrations of 0.1
mg/mL and 1:1, respectively. Novamatrix (https://www.novamatrix.biz
/peptide-coupled-alginate/) is a commercially available peptide-coupled
alginate-based biomaterial that has been designed to promote the interaction
between the cells and the otherwise insert scaffold. In this extent, Novamatrix
has been modified with the RGD peptide sequence by aqueous carbodiimide
chemistry to allow covalent graft of the peptide and its stable presence [355].

VitroGel
VitroGel 3D-RGDTM (TheWell Bioscience https://www.thewellbio.com/p
roduct/vitrogel-3d-rgd/) is a commercially available, ready-to-use and
injectable hydrogel. Although the formulation of the biomaterial is confidential,
it is advertised that it has been modified with the incorporation of the RGD
cell adhesive peptide, in the attempt to promote cell attachment and cell-matrix
interactions during the 3D-culture. This modification plus the easy and harmless
crosslink reaction, which is achieved by exposure to the divalent ions presents
in the culture media, makes it a suitable hydrogel for cell encapsulation.

PEG-Norbornene (PEG-Nb) fabrication
Eight-arm 40 kDa polyethylene glycol (PEG) amide was modified with norbornene end groups as previously described [396].

Briefly, 5-norbornene-2-

carboxylic acid was coupled to eight-arm 40 kDa PEG-amine (Jenkem) in the
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presence of HATU (Sigma; O-7-Azabenzotriazol-1yl N,N,N’,N’-tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate) in DMF (Sigma; N,N- Dimethylformamide) and
methylmorpholine. The reaction (Fig. 1.1) was conducted overnight, at room
temperature, under inert argon atmosphere. After overnight stirring, the resulting PEG-8Nb (norbornene functionalized PEG) was precipitated with ethyl
ether and resuspended in milliQ 𝐻2 𝑂, dialyzed, and lyophilized. The PEG-Nb
functionalization was confirmed with 1 H-NMR.

Figure 1.1: schematic representation of the PEG-Norbornene synthesis. For reasons of
drawing simplification, polyethylene glycol (PEG) is represented as a 4-harms instead of 8.

PEG-Norbornene (PEG-Nb) functionalization and cell encapsulation
hBM-MSCs were encapsulated in PEG-Nb RGD-functionalized hydrogels by
photopolymerization. Polymer precursor solution was prepared by mixing 3%
w/v of 40 kDa synthesized PEG-8NB, dithiol MMP-crosslinker (American Peptide Company, Inc; KCGPQG↓IWGQCK), 0.05% w/v photoinitiator LAP (lithium phenyl-2,4,6- trimethylbenzoylphosphinate), 1mM CRGDS adhesive peptide (Bachem) in PBS at a thiol:ene ratio of 0.724, at 7.2 pH. After vortexing
the solution, hBM-MSCs were added at a density of 1 × 106 cells/ml. 30𝜇l of
the solution were pipetted in a 7𝑚𝑚 × 1𝑚𝑚 circular mold onto a hydrophobic
Sigmacote (Sigma) treated slide and photopolymerized by exposure to 365 nm
UV light at 10 mW/𝑐𝑚2 for 3min (Fig. 1.2). Following polymerization, the mold
was gently removed and the hydrogel discs were removed and incubated at 37
∘

C in their growth media.

Sigmacote-treated slides were made by flaming glass microscope slides, soaking
them in Sigmacote for 30 min, washing thoroughly with distilled water, and air
drying.
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Figure 1.2: schematic representation of the polymer precursor solution (PEG-Nb, LAP,
CRGDs, MMP-crosslinker) and its functionalization and crosslinking after exposure to UV
light.

1.1.5

Cells encapsulation in alginate-based hydrogels

To allow cell encapsulation, cells were pelleted and mixed with the alginate
solution and dropped into a 0.1 M 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 solution, with a 19G needle. Cells
were seeded at the desired final concentration in the hydrogel solutions (2 × 106
cell/ml for NSCs and 1 × 106 cell/ml for hAD-iMSCs) (Fig. 1.3). After 5min
incubation, beads were collected, rinsed with medium, placed in 6-well plate, and
kept at 37 ∘ C and 5% 𝐶𝑂2 in their self-renewal medium for 5 days, with changes
of medium as needed. Alternatively, cells were embedded in Novamatrix alone,
testing different concentrations: 1%, 0.5% and 0.3% w/v; or in 1:1 VitroGel
3D-RGD (TheWell Bioscience):medium, by placing a drop and allowing it to
crosslink for 15min. VitroGel 1:0 encapsulation is achieved by dropping the
hydrogel solution in the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath.

Figure 1.3: schematic representation of the set up for alginate-based beads formation and
stem cell encapsulation.
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1.1.6

Electrojecting

In order to get smaller and more homogenous beads, we used the electrospray
technique. The electrohydrodynamic process (EHD), also known as electrospray,
is able to create high-throughput micro-beads, spraying the polymer thanks to
the presence of an electric field. EHD consists of relatively low-cost equipment
commonly present in the laboratory, such as a programmable syringe pump
(which keeps a constant flow rate), a needle and a ground electrode connected
to a voltage generator. As consequence of the electric field (generated by the
potential difference between the needle and the ground electrode), the liquid jet
breaks into micro-droplets which crosslink as they reach the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath placed
above the ground electrode [445].

Figure 1.4: set up of the electrohydrodynamic process (EHD; also known as electrospray).
Basically, because of the presence of electric field, the solution at the needle
tip accumulates charges (of the opposite sign) on its surface, and the resulting
Columbonic repulsive force creates an electrostatic stress which eventually can
overcome the capillary tension, forming a jet of droplets to expel some portion
of the surface charge [446]. When the ejected polymer solution contains a cell
suspension, the sol-gel transition (in presence of 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 ) determines the formation of gelled drops with cells entrapped within (Fig. 1.4). High-throughput
micro-beads (1-1.25mm ⊘) have been obtained by spraying the cell:polymer so87

lutions at a rate of 50 𝜇l/min in presence of an electric field of ca. 5.6kV in the
0.1 M 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath. As previously described, the beads were recovered and kept
in culture for 5 days.

1.1.7

Cell viability assay

A Live/Dead cell viability kit (Life Technologies) was used to assess cell survival
at day 0, day 1 and day 5 post encapsulation. For the assay, beads or discs
were incubated for 1h in the dark with Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EH-1) and
Calcein (AM) in the culture medium at the final concentration of 4𝜇M and
2𝜇M, respectively. Ethidium Homodimer-1 is a membrane-impermeable dye
which thus stains in red only dead or dying cells, since after cell death the cell
membrane loses integrity and the dye can enter. Calcein, instead, is a nonfluorescent cell-permeable dye, which turns into a green fluorescent dye upon
its hydrolysis by the esterases present in the cytosol, which are active only in
live cells. Results were analyzed using a Nikon Confocal Microscope A1 (for the
beads) and the Operetta High Content Imaging System PerkinElmer (for the
PEG discs).

1.1.8

Cell count assessment

To determine the number of live and dead cells, pictures of live and dead
stained beads were uploaded in the system by means of Columbus Insight (v2.7)
and examined with the Columbus Image Data Storage and Analysis System
(PerkinElmer) (v2.7.1). Results are presented as percentages of the AM-positive
cells, over the total number of items counted. Results are given as mean ± standard deviation of data of independent experiments. Statistical analyses were
carried out using ANOVA analysis with Prism software.

1.1.9

Alginate characterization by FE-SEM (field emission scanning electron microscope)

To characterize the internal microstructure of the alginate scaffolds, 1% w/v
alginate beads, supplemented or not with laminin (100𝜇g/ml), were analyzed
24h after crosslinking. Alginate was crosslinked as previously described (using
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19G needle) and the obtained beads were cut to expose the cross-section surface.
Samples were then frozen in N2, lyophilized at -50 ∘ C for 48h and coated with
gold. Beads were observed and analyzed using the FE-SEM (SUPRA 40/40VP
ZEISS Germany).

1.1.10

Stemness analysis of NSCs

In order to verify the suitability of our human NSC line for further experiments,
we tested its stemness and differentiation characteristics by immunocytochemistry experiments. NSCs were plated in NSC-SR medium on laminin coated
dishes, and analyzed for stemness retention after 3 days. As positive control,
other NSCs were differentiated by growth factors (EGF and FGF) withdrawal
for 10 days. Briefly, cells were fixed in PFA 4% for 20min, washed in PBS
and incubated with blocking solution (Triton X-100 0.1% and 0.5% BSA in
PBS) for 1h at room temperature. Cells were then incubated overnight a 4
∘

C with the primary antibody in blocking solution and washed three times for

5min with PBS. Cells were then incubated for 1h at room temperature with
the secondary antibodies, washed again for 3 times, incubated for 10min with
Hoechst or DAPI and analyzed at the microscope. The primary antibodies used
were: Nestin (1:20; R&D System), Sox2 (1:500; AbCam), 𝛽-III-tubulin (1:500;
Covance), GFAP (1:500, Dako), MAP2 (1:200; BD Bioscience). The secondary
antibodies used were: Alexa Fluor 594 Goat anti-Mouse (1:1000; Life Technologies) and Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit (1:1000; Life Technologies) or Alexa
Fluor 594 goat anti-rabbit (1:1000; Life Technologies) and Alexa Fluor 488 goat
anti-mouse (1:1000; Life Technologies). Images were taken using Nikon Confocal
Microscope A1.

1.1.11

Cell proliferation analysis by EdU staining

Cell proliferation was assessed by EdU staining (5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine) provided in the Click-iT EdU Imaging Kits (Invitrogen). This novel alternative to
BrdU assay (bromodeoxyuridine) allows the detection of cells undergoing active
DNA synthesis through a fast click azide-alkyne reaction, without the need of
a denaturation step nor the use of antibodies. For the assay, encapsulated cells
were incubated for 4h in presence of 20𝜇M EdU by replacing half of the medium.
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After incubation, beads (containing both NSCs or MSCs) were fixed for 45min
in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution diluted in 0.1M sodium cacodylate in
10mM 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 to prevent alginate dissolution. Beads were washed twice with 3%
BSA in PBS, and cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS for 1h
at RT. After two washes with 3% BSA, EdU is detected with the Click-iT reaction cocktail (consisting of Click-iT reaction buffer, 𝐶𝑢𝑆𝑂4 , Alexa Fluor azide,
Reaction buffer additive) according to the protocol provided by the producer.
The plate with the reaction mixture was incubated for 1h at RT protected from
light, and then counterstained with Hoechst (5𝜇g/ml) for 30min. Results were
analyzed using a Nikon Confocal Microscope A1.

1.2

Setting up of in vitro human MSCs and NSCs
coculture

1.2.1

Assessment of hBM-MSCs survival in absence of
serum

The capacity of hBM-MSCs to survive in DMEM/F12 in absence of serum
was assessed by Live/Dead assay (see 1.1.7 Cell viability assay in Materials
and Methods) and immunocytochemistry at day 3 post encapsulation. Briefly,
PEG-Nb gels were fixed in formalin for 30min, permeabilized for 1h at room temperature in PBS-tween 20% and then stained O/N with the primary antibodies
mouse anti-YAP 1:250 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and rabbit anti-CD105 1:250
(Abcam). After one day of washing in PBS, the gel discs were incubated O/N
with the secondary antibody Alexa Fluor 488 1:1000 and counterstain for DAPI
and Rhodamine Phalloidin (1:300). Pictures were acquired at the Operetta High
Content Imaging, and analyzed for CD105 intensity (stemness maker) and YAP
nuclear vs cytoplasmic localization ratio.

1.2.2

Choice of the coculture medium

The capacity of hAD-iMSCs to survive in the coculture medium (namely NSC
self-renewal) in absence of serum (FBS), was assessed by flow cytometry. Four
experimental groups were established, where hMSCs were plated in 2D at 2
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000 cell/𝑐𝑚2 and kept in their self-renewal medium (MSC self-renewal) for 24h
(day -1). The day after (day 0) medium was changed, according to the experimental group into: serum-free MSC self-renewal, NSC self-renewal and NSC
self-renewal supplemented with 10% FBS. MSC self-renewal was maintained as
control. At day 5 cells were recovered and analyzed for stemness markers (CD44
and CD73), or stained for Propidium Iodide (PI) for cell cycle analysis at FACS
CANTO, as described below.
Immunofluorescence
For the assessment of stemness markers maintenance, cells were blocked in 2%
FBS in PBS for 15-20min on ice, incubated with the APC-CD44 and PE-CD73
conjugated primary antibodies for 30min in the dark at 4 ∘ C, fixed with 4%
PFA and analyzed with FACS CANTO. Statistical analyses were carried out
using ANOVA analysis with Prism software.
Cell cycle analysis
For the assessment of cell cycle, cells were fixed in 70% cold ethanol and then
incubated in staining solution (propidium iodide ca. 20𝜇g/ml in PBS with
0.5𝜇g/ml RNase A + Triton 0.1%) in order to have 0.5 − 1 × 106 cell/ml. Cells
were incubated for 30min in the dark at 37 ∘ C and then analyzed with FACS
CANTO. Statistical analyses were carried out using ANOVA analysis with Prism
software.

1.2.3

Hydrogel BSA-protein retention capacity

Alginate and PEG-Nb hydrogels protein retention capacity was assessed using
BSA as proxy of serum. Since Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) is the major
component of FBS supplement (Fetal Bovine Serum) and due to the high serum
heterogeneity, BSA was used as protein model to investigate the possibility to
exploit biomaterials to compartmentalize serum inside the scaffold.
Kinetic release of FITC-BSA in alginate
Initially, FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate) conjugate BSA (FITC-BSA) was
used in order to understand the kinetic release and spread of BSA over 3h.
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Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was added to the 1% w/v alginate solutions
at 15% w/v concentration with 1:200 FITC-BSA. A filament of alginate was
prepared squeezing the solution through a 19G needle syringe in the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2
bath (Fig. 1.5).

Figure 1.5: schematic representation of the formation of FITC-BSA-containing alginate
filament and its inclusion in alginate. The solution of 1% w/v alginate and 15% BSA:FITCBSA was squeezed into 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 to allow the filament formation. Following the crosslink, the
filament is recovered, laid on a gelatin disc, covered with 1% alginate and sandwiched by a
second gelatin disc. After 30min of crosslinking, the surrounding alginate was crosslinked,
and the included FITC-BSA filament analyzed.

The filament was picked up and included in alginate 1% w/v using the
diffusion of 𝐶𝑎2+ ions form a gelatin disc. Briefly, a gelatin disc was prepared
dissolving 10% w/v gelatin (Sigma) in 100mM 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 , and let solidify at 4 ∘ C
for at least 2h. After the deposition of the FITC-BSA-containing filament on
the gelatin disc, alginate was poured on it till completely covered, and a second
gelatin disc was placed on top to allow fast alginate gelation by osmotic diffusion
of 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 (Fig. 1.5). After 30min, the gelatin discs were removed and a sample
section was cut, placed on microscope slide and analyze at microscope Nikon
Confocal Microscope A1. Pictures were acquired every 5min during the first
hour and then every 15min in the next 2 hours.
Protein quantification of BSA released by alginate scaffold
In parallel, the capacity of alginate to retain serum was investigated by protein
quantification of the BSA released by BSA-supplemented alginate in PBS buffer,
at different time points. Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was added to 1% w/v
alginate solutions at 15% w/v concentration, and dropped into a 0.1M 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2
solution with a 19G syringe blunt needle, as previously described. After 5
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minutes of incubation, alginate beads were collected and placed into a plate to
remove the excess of 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 . To create a coating layer, the beads were placed in
a solution of alginate 1% and then back in a 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath, both for 1min. This
latter step was repeated to create a second layer (Fig. 1.6).

Figure 1.6: schematic representation of the addition of the outer layer to the alginate beads.
The solution of 1% w/v alginate and 15% BSA was dropped into 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 to allow beads
formation. Following the crosslink, beads were collected, the excess of 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 removed and
the first layer formed by soaking the beads in 1% alginate for 1min. The excess of alginate
was then removed and the layer firmly crosslinked through a 1min incubation in 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 . For
the second layer formation, the procedure was repeated.

Each bead was placed into a tube with 1.5ml of PBS. PBS was collected at
time points of 3h, 6h, and 24h, and replaced with fresh. To assess the starting
amount of BSA (time point 0h), a drop of the uncrosslinked solution was placed
in 1.5ml of PBS. The BSA amount released in the PBS was quantified using the
BCA Protein Assay (ThermoScientific).

Assessment of the initial quantity of BSA protein
The initial quantity of BSA contained in each bead was determined comparing
three different methods. In the first two methods, crosslinked beads+BSA were
dissolved using 1.5ml of sodium citrate or PBS without 𝐶𝑎2+ and a 50 ∘ C
set thermoblock. In the third method, the beads mixed with 15% BSA were
not crosslinked, and a drop of this solution was placed directly into 1.5mL of
PBS. After 48h, the protein amount released in the PBS or sodium citrate was
measured to establish the initial BSA quantity present inside each bead. BSA
quantification was also estimated in the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath to verify if, during the
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crosslinking phase, some protein amount was released. The use of the chelating
agent EDTA (Ethylene-diamine-tetra-acetic acid) to dissolve beads by seizing
Ca ions was not evaluated because it interferes with the protein quantification
assay.
PEG-Nb BSA-protein retention capacity
In the case of PEG-Nb, 10% w/v of BSA was dissolved in the polymer precursor solution without RGDs, 0.2% LAP. The precursors’ solution was slightly
changed because of the BSA’s lysine residues which are reported to quench the
radical reaction responsible for the crosslinking. As previously described, the
solution was pipetted in the circular mold and photopolymerized by exposure
to UV light. Following polymerization, the hydrogel discs were recovered and
placed in a bigger mold of 8𝑚𝑚 × 2.5𝑚𝑚 to form the outer layer. Discs were
laid down on a PEG-Nb solution, covered with some more polymer and exposed
to UV light for 3min (Fig. 1.7). Each disc was placed into a tube with 1.5ml of
PBS. PBS was collected at time points of 3h, 6h, and 24h, and replaced with
fresh. To assess the starting amount of BSA (time point 0h), 30𝜇l of the UV
non-exposed mixture was dropped into 1.5ml of PBS. The amount of protein
released was quantified using the BCA Protein Assay (ThermoScientific).

Figure 1.7: schematic representation of the addition of the coating layer to the PEG-Nb
disks. 10% BSA containing PEG gels were formed by exposure to UV light. Following the
polymerization the gel disks were recovered and placed in a bigger mold on a PEG layer.
Finally, the disks were covered with other PEG, and photopolymerized again.
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Total protein quantification: BCA assay
The Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) protein assay it is based on the reduction (in
alkaline solution) of copper by tryptophan, tyrosine or cysteine residues present
in proteins, and on the binding of the 𝐶𝑢+ ions to two BCA molecules which
determine the formation of a purple-colored complex that strongly absorbs light
at a wavelength of 562 nm. The protein concentration is determined by comparing the measured absorbance to a standard curve of protein solutions at known
concentrations. After 30min of incubation at 37 ∘ C of the collected PBS with
the BCA solution, the absorbance was measured at 562nm on TECAN Infinite
M200 plate reader. Statistical analyses were carried out using ANOVA analysis
with Prism software.
Transwell coculture
To assess the putative beneficial effects of MSCs on NSCs, encapsulated NSCs
beads were cocultured on an MSCs monolayer exploiting the use of 24-well
transwell plates. The day before the coculture setting, MSCs were seeded at
2000 cells/𝑐𝑚2 density, and kept in their self-renewal medium for 24h (day 1). The next day, medium was changed into the coculture medium (NSCs
self-renewal) and encapsulated NSCs were placed above MSCs, onto the upper
insert of a 24-well Transwell (0.4 𝜇m pores; Sarstedt). After 1 and 5 days of
coculture, beads were recovered and stained for cell viability (Live/Dead cell
viability kit Life Technologies) and for metabolic activity with resazurin assay
(as described below). Encapsulated NSCs alone were used as reference.
As described before, to determine the number of live and dead cells, Live/dead
stained beads pictures were examined with the Columbus software to perform
cell counts. Results are presented as percentages of the AM-positive cells, over
the total number of items counted, and given as mean ± standard deviation
of data of independent experiments. Statistical analyses were carried out using
ANOVA analysis with Prism software.
Metabolic activity
hNSCs proliferation inside hydrogels was quantitatively assessed by AlamarBlue
assay on days 1 and 5 after encapsulation. The assay was performed in 48-well
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plates. 3 beads were placed in each well and incubated with 500𝜇l of culture
medium plus 10% Resazurin (0.025g in 100ml PBS) for 4 hours in humidified,
95% air – 5% 𝐶𝑂2 atmosphere at 37 ∘ C. At the end of incubation, 100𝜇l of the
supernatant were then transferred to a 96-well plate (in fourfold) and fluorescence intensity was determined by the microplate reader (Tecan Infinite M200),
exiting at 530nm and reading at 590nm. Data are normalized on the empty
beads (blank) and presented as mean ± standard deviation of independent experiments. Statistical analyses were carried out using ANOVA analysis with
Prism software.

Active DNA synthesis (EdU)
In order to test whether there was a qualitative increase in the number of cells
undergoing active DNA synthesis in the coculture with respect to the sole encapsulated NSCs, beads were stained with EdU (5-ethynyl-2’-deoxyuridine) for
4h and detected with the Click-iT reaction cocktail (Click-iT EdU Imaging Kits;
Invitrogen). For details see 1.1.11 Cell proliferation analysis by EdU staining in
Materials and Methods.

RNA isolation and RT-qPCR analyses
At day 5, cells were recovered from beads by incubating beads with 0.05 M
EDTA at 37 ∘ C until they were dissolved through 𝐶𝑎2+ chelation. Cells were
pelleted by centrifugation at 500x g for 5min and total RNA was isolated using
a Nucleospin RNA Kit or the XS edition (Macherey Nagel), according to the
initial number of cells. After NanoDrop ND-1000 quantification and assessment
of its integrity by agarose-Tris Borate EDTA (TBE)-ethidium bromide gel electrophoresis, RNA was Reverse-Transcribed (RT) using a SuperScript 𝑉 𝐼𝐿𝑂𝑇 𝑀
cDNA Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen) following producer cycling sequence (25 ∘ C
for 19min, 42 ∘ C for 60min and 85 ∘ C for 5min). Quantitative Polymerase
Chain Reactions (qPCR) were performed on a real-time PCR machine (Bio-rad
CFX96) with KAPA Sybr Fast qPCR kit (Resnova) for 40 cycles with the following profile: 95 ∘ C for 15”, 60 ∘ C for 20”, 72 ∘ C for 40”. For the melting curve
0.5 ∘ C was increased every 5sec from 65 ∘ C to 95 ∘ C. All reactions were run
in triplicate and GAPDH was used as reference gene. Relative gene expression
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was calculated using the Fold ∆Ct method. The list of primers used can be
found in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. Each experiment was performed three times.
Values are expressed as mean ± SEM. Statistical analyses were carried out using
ANOVA analysis with Prism software.
Gene

Primer

Sequence

GAPDH

Forward

AGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCAAC

Reverse

CCATGTAGTTGAGGTCAATGAAG

Forward

GGAGAAGGACCAAGAACTG

Reverse

ACCTCCTCTGTGGCATTC

Forward

GTATCAGGAGTTGTCAAGGCAGAG

Reverse

CTAGTCTTAAAGAGGCAGCAAAC

Forward

ACATCGAGATCGCCACCTAC

Reverse

ATCTCCACGGTCTTCACCAC

Forward

TCAGCGTCTACTACAACGAGGC

Reverse

GCCTGAAGAGATGTCCAAAGGC

Forward

AAAGCTGATGAGGGCAAGAA

Reverse

GGCCCCTGAATAAATTCCAT

Nestin

Sox2

GFAP

𝛽-III-tub

MAP2

Table 1.1: Sequence of the oligos used for RT-qPCR analyses on NSCs

Gene

Primer

Sequence

GAPDH

Forward

AGGTGAAGGTCGGAGTCAAC

Reverse

CCATGTAGTTGAGGTCAATGAAG

Forward

CTGCCACTGGACACAGGATA

Reverse

CACAGGCTGAAGGTCACAAT

Forward

ACCAGGGCACTATCTGGTTC

Reverse

AGTGGCTCGATCAGTCCTTC

Forward

GGAGTCCAACTCTTCAAGGTG

Reverse

ATGGTCTGAAGTTTCTACAGTGACA

Forward

AAGGTGCAGCCTTTGTGTC

Reverse

TCCCAGCCATTGATACAGG

Forward

GTGGCCTTCAAGGTGGTAG

Reverse

TAACAGCAGAGGCATTCCG

CD105

CD73

Aggrecan

Osteoclacin

Runx2
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PPAR𝛾

Forward

GCCTGCATCTCCACCTTATT

Reverse

GACATTCAATTGCCATGAGG

Table 1.2: Sequence of the oligos used for RT-qPCR analyses on MSCs

1.3
1.3.1

Brain organotypic slice culture (OSC) models
Animals

A total of 41 P0-1 OF1 mouse pups (Charles River) were used in this study.
The experimental procedures were approved by the ethical committee of the
Universitat Autonoma de Barcelona and the IBEC in accordance with European
Directive 86/609/EEC.

1.3.2

Organotypic slices

Entorhino-hippocampal slice culture (n=135) were prepared from newborn mice
as described [179, 187]. Pups were decapitated quickly and cleanly outside the
sterile area by cutting with a large scissor at the foramen magnum. The brain
was approached through a bilateral cut of the skull from the foramen magnum
toward the bregma. The skull was carefully peeled off and the exposed brain was
placed in cold dissecting medium MEMp (50% vol/vol MEM2X and 2mM Glutamine in milliQ 𝐻2 𝑂; pH 7.3). Using a dissecting microscope, the cerebellum
was removed and the brain was cleanly cut in half along the interhemispheric
fissure with a scalpel. Finally, the hippocampus was exposed by separating the
thalamus from the rostral portion of the striatum, and then it was isolated together with the adjacent entorhinal cortex, by cutting along the fimbria. The
isolated piece of tissue was placed on the tissue chopper and cut along the
caudoventral pole of the hemisphere into 350-400𝜇m slices, incubated in cold
MEMp for 30min and then placed over a Millicell transwell in the OSCs incubation medium MEMi (25% vol/vol MEM2X (Invitrogen), 25% vol/vol HBSS
(Invitrogen), 25% vol/vol heat-inactivated horse serum (Invitrogen), 2mM Glutamine (Invitrogen), 100U/ml Penicillin/Streptomycin (Invitrogen) and 0.044%
w/v 𝑁 𝑎𝐻𝐶𝑂3 (Invitrogen) in milliQ 𝐻2 𝑂; pH 7.3) and maintained at 37 ∘ C in
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5% 𝐶𝑂2 . A maximum of three OSCs were cultured in each insert, changing the
medium after 24h and thereafter every 48h until ready to used (15-21 days).

1.3.3

Axotomy

After 15 days in culture, OSCs were placed under a stereomicroscope in a reduced laminar flow hood. The EHC was axotomized by cutting the brain slice
along the EH interface with a sterilized surgical scalpel (No. 11) (Fig. 1.8).
OSCs were incubated in the 𝐶𝑂2 incubator at 37 ∘ C, and the medium was
changed after 15min and after 1h (for 2 times) to reduce the level of glutamate
and its excitotoxicity.

1.3.4

hMSCs and hNSCs co-transplantation in OSCs

Few hours after axotomy, NSCs and MSCs were encapsulated together or alone
in 0.5% w/v Novamatrix scaffolds. After a fast crosslinking of the hydrogel
in 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 , the obtained beads have been cut under a stereomicroscope, and a
tiny piece of the biomaterial was placed on top of the OSCs in correspondence
with the formerly performed lesion (Fig. 1.8). In order to discriminate between
MSCs and NSCs upon transplantation, NSCs were infected with a lentivirus to
express the reporter gene GFP.

Figure 1.8: schematic representation of the lesion induction (axotomy) and cell transplantation on the brain organotypic entorhino-hippocampal slice culture. Modified from (Del Rio
and Soriano, 2010).
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1.3.5

Establishment of the GFP expressing NSCs cell line

In order to discriminate between NSCs and MSCs after cotransplantation, NSCs
have been transduced with a 2𝑛𝑑 generation lentivirus pWPXL (Tronolab) carrying the GFP gene (Fig. 1.9). 10𝜇l of 1.13*107 TU/ml viral vector have been
incubated for 24h in 5ml of NSC SR.

Figure 1.9: vector pWPXL’s map [447].

1.3.6

Immunohistochemistry on the OSCs

Floating immunohistochemistry analyses for the presence of the transplanted
human- neural and mesenchymal stem cells were performed on the organotypic
slices. The primary antibodies used were mouse anti-human nuclei (1:200; Millipore), rabbit anti-GFAP (1:200, Dako) and rabbit anti-human CD105 (Santa
Cruz Biotechnology 1:200), and the secondary antibody Alexa Fluor 568 goat
anti-mouse (1:500, Life Technologies) and Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-rabbit.
Briefly, OSCs were fixed in 4% PFA for 1h at 4 ∘ C and then incubated with
blocking solution (containing PBS+gelatin 0.2%, Triton 0.2% (Sigma) and FBS
10% (Sigma)) for 2h at RT in agitation. Slices were incubated O/N at 4 ∘ C in
agitation with the primary antibody and then washed 7 times for 5min in PBStriton 0.2%. OSCs were then incubated for 2h at room temperature with the
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secondary antibody, washed in PBS-triton and PBS, 7 and 3 times respectively,
and counterstained with Hoechst. After 3 washings, slices were mounted with
Mowiol (Sigma). Images were taken using the confocal LSM 800.

1.3.7

hNSCs and hMSCs survival in MEMi organotypics’
incubation medium

Before the establishment of the brain organotypic slice culture (OSC) models,
the survival of the two chosen stem cell lines (hNSC and hMSCs, respectively)
in OSCs’ incubation medium (namely MEMi) was assessed.
hAD-MSCs culture Two-dimensional culture was performed following the
previously described method (see 1.1.3 Immortalized human adipose-derived
MSCs (hAD-iMSCs) culture in Materials and Methods). Cells were seeded on
12-well plates at an initial density of 20 000 cells/well in MSCs self-renewal
medium (day 0). After 24h, medium was changed to MEMi organotypic incubation medium. At day 3 cells were fixed because of confluence, and they were
stained for cytoskeleton (1:500 phalloidin 1:500; Sigma) and nuclei.
hNSCs culture Two-dimensional NSCs culture was performed as previously described by seeding the cells on laminin coated 12-well plate at an initial
density of 100 000 cell/well in NSC self-renewal medium. 1 day after plating
the medium was changed to serum-supplemented MEMi medium (MEM, HBSS,
NHS, Glutamine, Penicillin/Streptomycin, and 𝑁 𝑎𝐻𝐶𝑂3 , for details see 1.3.2
Organotypic slices in Materials and Methods). The medium was changed any
time needed. After 3 days, cells were fixed in PFA4% and stained for cytoskeleton (1:500 phalloidin 1:500; Sigma) and nuclei, subsequently to a permeabilization step.
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Chapter 1

Results
1.1

Suitability of hydrogels for human neural and
mesenchymal stem cells encapsulation

1.1.1

Introduction

Unlike many other tissues, the adult central nervous system (CNS) is limited
in its capacity for self-repair after damage. This occurs despite the presence
of stem cell niches in discrete region of the brain. Although these regions are
reported to increase in cell numbers following an injury, they are unable to
restore the neurons lost during diseases or lesions [448]. With the increase of
the age and numerosity of the worldwide population, the incidence of chronic
neurodegenerative diseases (e.g Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s), ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke, and traumatic brain injuries are expected to dramatically rise
in the future. These conditions are characterized by cognitive, sensory and
motor impairments [284], with a consequent huge social and economic hurdle. For these reasons, research is currently trying to enhance endogenous cell
and tissue repair, shedding light on mechanisms underlying adult neurogenesis [449]. Alternatively, promising strategies consist in the replacement of lost
neurons through transplantation. Evidence that Neural Stem Cells (NSCs) can
potentially differentiate into most neuronal cell types makes them a suitable
and unlimited cell source for neural tissue regeneration [449–451]. Despite the
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therapeutic potential of these approaches, there are still many challenges to be
addressed, such as cell/tissue availability and amount, survival after grafting,
integration in the host tissue, the presence of a non-permissive environment in
the lesioned site, lesion size, and, not the least important, the correct neuronal
subtype to be transplanted and its appropriate differentiation [284, 450–452].
To improve cell-based therapies for neural repair, the use of both Mesenchymal
Stem Cells (MSCs) and supporting structures (bioengineered scaffolds) have
been proposed. The non-neural stem cells, MSCs, are potentially beneficial
due to the their rich secretomes, which contain a plethora of anti-inflammatory
molecules, trophic, differentiation and cell recruitment factors, which result in
the stimulation and support of host and endogenous cells, reduction of glial scar
and inflammation, culminating in functional improvements [300, 453]. On the
other hand, biomaterials are being investigated for their potential to: a) mimic
the physiological environment; b) restore tissue architecture; c) provide a supportive microenvironment for cell growth, adhesion and spreading; d) provide
a protection (physical barrier) form the host immune system and e) guide differentiation via mechanical and chemical cues [328,454–457]. Alginate has been
shown to support neural lineages culture and differentiation [359, 362, 363, 458],
and its modification with laminin or the RGDs adhesion motif, one of the major
components of the CNS ECM and neural stem cell niche [419, 420], has been
shown to promote cell attachment and cell-matrix interactions during the 3Dculture, in an otherwise biochemically-inert scaffold. In this part of the study,
we focused on the analysis of the most suitable biomaterial for the encapsulation of human NSCs and MSCs, and for their coculture. We tested several
biomaterials with different adhesive molecule modifications (alginate, alginate
supplemented with laminin, alginate+Novamatrix, Novamatrix, VitroGel and
PEG-Nb) at different concentrations (Novamatrix 1%, 0.5% and 0.3%; VitroGel 1:0 e 1:1) and beads size. Besides lab-made alginate functionalization, two
commercially available RGDs-coupled hydrogels have been evaluated: Novamatrix (Dupont) and VitroGel 3D-RGDTM (TheWell Bioscience). The former is an
alginate-based biomaterial whereas the formulation of the latter is confidential.
Both have been modified with the RGD peptide sequence by covalent grafting
to allow its stable presence. After encapsulation, cell lineages were kept in the
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appropriate self-renewal medium and cell survival was quantified.

1.1.2

Experimental design

Human neural stem cells (H9-derived) were encapsulated in hydrogel spheres
with diameters in the range of 3 - 4 mm. The concentration of the biomaterial influences its properties, such as molecules diffusion, mechanical stability,
elastic modulus (stiffness), with dramatic consequences on cell survival and differentiation [357,459]. Moreover, adhesion and biorecognition molecules such as
laminin and RGDs peptide are known to be important components of the extracellular matrix (ECM), and play important roles in cell adhesion, cell signaling,
migration, brain development and differentiation, and are fundamental for in
vitro expansion of neural stem cell lineages. We thus tested several biomaterials
at different concentrations: alginate 1% w/v based on previous results of our
lab [359]; Novamatrix 1%, 0.5%, 0.3% w/v, VitroGel 1:0 and 1:1. We also tested
alginate beads modified by the addition of Laminin (Ln) or RGD peptide (combining alginate with Novamatrix), or the commercially available RGD-coupled
biomaterial (Novamatrix and VitroGel), to test whether these molecules could
enhance neural stem cell survival in 3D and whether their stable presence (covalent binding) could have a different impact (Table 1.1). Because of the influence
of beads size on nutrient and oxygen diffusion, and therefore on cell survival,
we also tested beads of smaller size. In this protocol, neural stem cell maintenance is achieved by culturing them in their self-renewal medium consisting of
N2 and B27 supplements and growth factors (FGF and EGF), in DMEM/F12.
In the case of 2D cultures, a coating of laminin is provided. Cell encapsulation
and hydrogels crossliking are achieved by exposure of the cell:matrix mixture
to a 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 solution (for details see 1.1.5 Cells encapsulation in alginate-based
hydrogels in Materials and Methods). Cells were encapsulated at an initial cell
density of 2 × 106 cells/ml of hydrogel and were cultured for 5 days.
In the second approach, human mesenchymal stem cells were encapsulated
in hydrogel spheres (⊘ 3 - 4 mm) or in PEG discs of 7𝑚𝑚 × 1𝑚𝑚 size. As in
the former case, biomaterial properties and the presence or absence of biorecognition molecules could influence cell behavior. For this reason, we tested several
conditions in the presence or absence of the adhesive RGD-peptide: alginate 1%
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w/v, alginate+Novamatrix, Novamatrix 0.5% and PEG 3% w/v (Table 1.2). In
this protocol, mesenchymal stem cell maintenance is achieved by keeping cells
in their self-renewal medium consisting of DMEM/F12 and FBS. Cells were
encapsulated at an initial cell density of 1 × 106 cells/ml of hydrogel and were
cultured for 5 days.

Conditions tested for hNSCs
Alginate 1% w/v
Alginate+laminin (100 𝜇g/ml)
Alginate+laminin (100 𝜇g/ml)
Alginate+Novamatrix
Novamatrix 1% w/v
Novamatrix 0.5% w/v
Novamatrix 0.3% w/v
VitroGel 1:0
VitroGel 1:1

Table 1.1: Recap of all the conditions tested for hNSC. Alginate: plain alginate - Alginate+laminin: alginate supplemented with laminin – alginate+Novamatrix: alginate mixed
with the RGD-coupled Novamatrix – Novamatrix: alginate-based commercial available biomaterial RGD-coupled – VitroGel: commercial available hydrogel RGD-coupled.

Conditions tested for hMSCs
Alginate 1% w/v
Alginate+Novamatrix
Novamatrix 0.5% w/v
PEG 3% w/v

Table 1.2: Recap of all the conditions tested for hMSC (either hBM-MSCs or hAD-iMSCs).
Alginate: plain alginate - alginate+Novamatrix: alginate supplemented with RGD-coupled
Novamatrix – Novamatrix: an alginate-based commercial available biomaterial RGD-coupled
PEG 3% w/v – PEG-Nb hydrogel coupled with the RGD-peptide.
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1.1.3

Cell viability analyses of encapsulated neural stem
cells

Hydrogel capsules remained transparent throughout the culture period, allowing for cell examination by brightfield microscopy. Beads kept their spherical
shape and no biomaterial degradation was evident. Viability of cells was initially assessed at two-time points: 1 day after encapsulation (day 1), and at the
end of the culture period (day 5). Day 1 was chosen to assess the cell survival
after the exposure to the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath which contains a 𝐶𝑎2+ ions concentration
100-times higher than the physiological conditions. A Live/Dead two-color assay was performed on the intact beads, using Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EH-1)
and Calcein (AM), a membrane-impermeable dye and a non-fluorescent cellpermeable dye, respectively. Therefore, EH-1 allows the red staining of only
dead or dying cells, while Calcein AM turns into a green fluorescent dye upon
its cytosolic hydrolysis, which can happen only in living cells. Figure 1.1 shows
that NSCs display a reasonable cell survival 1 day after encapsulation and exposure to 100mM 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath, as shown by the green staining of the Calcein-AM.
No major differences are observable among the several conditions tested. However, the Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EH1) red staining for dead cells shows an
increase in the next 4 days (day 5 post encapsulation), when only the presence
of covalently bonded RGDs adhesive protein (in the Novamatrix and VitroGel
1:1) allows for a better cell survival (Fig. 1.1 I-N, Q, R). Noteworthy, VitroGel
1:0 is the only RGD-coupled biomaterial which showed a strong decrement in
cell survival with respect to the other modified conditions (Fig. 1.1 O, P). We
also tried to enhance the effects of alginate-laminin supplemented condition,
adding 100𝜇g/ml of laminin to the culture medium, hoping to avoid the diffusion of the entrapped laminin without success (Fig. 1.1 F).
In parallel, six conditions (alginate, alginate+Novamatrix, Novamatrix 1%, 0.5%
and 0.3%, and VitroGel 1:1) were chosen for a detailed study and analyzed using a dedicated software for quantification (Columbus, [460]). Figure 1.2 reports
the results of the cell counting analyses, showing that the survival rate of the
cells is higher when encapsulated in Novamatrix alginate-based biomaterial, especially when its stiffness is low (0.5% and 0.3% w/v). The lower cell viability
registered in the non functionalized hydrogel (alginate Fig. 1.1 B) or alginate
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supplemented with laminin (Fig. 1.1 D, F) could be explained by the absence
of any fundamental biorecognition motif, or its washout due to lack of a covalent bond. At the same time, the increase in viability observed decreasing the
biomaterial concentration in the case of Novamatrix and VitroGel, can be attributed to the reduction of the biomaterial stiffness and the achievement of an
elastic modulus that better resembles brain ECM (0.1-1 kPa) [363, 364]. Generally speaking, cells encapsulated in Novamatrix present higher percentages of
survival on day 5 with respect to cells encapsulated in the other experimental
conditions (especially non supplemented alginate), suggesting that this RGDmodified biomaterial could better support cell viability after the encapsulation
procedure.
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Figure 1.1: human neural stem cells encapsulated in alginate beads. Cell viability was
analyzed with Live/Dead assay on day 1 and day 5. 1% w/v alginate (A-B), 1% w/v alginate
+ laminin (C-D), alginate+laminin in self-renewal medium supplemented with 100 𝜇g/ml
laminin (E-F), alginate+Novamatrix (G-H), Novamatrix 1% (I-J), Novamatrix 0.5% (K-L),
Novamatrix 0.3% (M-N), VitroGel 1:0 (O-P), VitroGel 1:1 (Q-R) (scale bar 500 𝜇m).

Figure 1.2: cell viability in alginate beads. Cell viability was analyzed with Live/Dead assay
and the percentage of alive cells quantified by cell counting with the Columbus software on
day 1 and day 5. ALG: alginate; Nova1%+Alg1%: Novamatrix 1% w/v + alginate 1%w/v;
Nova1%: Novamatrix 1% w/v; Nova 0.5%: Novamatrix 0.5% w/v; Nova 0.3%: Novamatrix
0.3% w/v; Vitro1:1: VitroGel 1:1 vitroGel:medium. Data are reported as mean ± standard
deviation, and are analyzed using one-way ANOVA. Levels of significance were set at p<0.05
(*), p<0.01 (**), p<0.001(***), and p<0.0001 (****). The minimum number of experiments
for each condition is n=3.
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1.1.4

Beads dimension does not influence hNSCs survival

Another factor influencing cell survival, in addition to the presence of biorecognition molecules or hydrogel stiffness, is the dimension of the beads. Indeed,
although largely ignored during initial studies of tissue engineering, a major limitation for cell survival is the accessibility and diffusion of oxygen and nutrients.
In physiological conditions, cell encounter hypoxia and cell death when further
than 200 𝜇m away from a capillary [461,462]. Despite previous data obtained in
the lab [359] showed that there was no difference in proliferation or differentiation of mESCs decreasing the size of the beads (from 3-4mm to 2mm), since the
survival of our hNSCs can be considered at best suboptimal, we tested if cell culture in smaller (micro) beads, obtained using an electrojecting technique and a
22G needle, might enhance nutrients diffusion in the scaffolds, and consequently
hNSCs survival with respect to the larger beads (obtained by manually dropping
the solution using a 19G needle) used in the experiments described above. The
electrohydrodynamic process (EHD), also known as electrospray, is an effective
way to encapsulate cells into polymer-made micro-beads in a high-throughput
manner, exploiting the use of an electric field (see 1.1.6 Electrojecting in Materials and Methods). Since we observed that culture in Novamatrix allows for
better survival of hNSCs, we decided to test this hydrogel at different concentrations (alg+nova; nova 1% and nova 0.5% w/v) comparing it to the 1% w/v
alginate control, less efficient in promoting cell survival. Cell encapsulation and
culture were performed following the procedures previously described.
Beads resulting from the electrojecting were on average 1-2 mm diameter,
and they were analyzed right after the encapsulation (day 0), on day 1 and day
5. The two-color Live/Dead assay revealed that 𝐶𝑎2+ ions molarity does not
impact cell survival, as right after the encapsulation procedure the majority of
hNSCs resulted still alive in all conditions (Fig. 1.3). However, as previously seen
in manually obtained beads, proceeding with the culture the number of dying
cells increased both in the larger (manually obtained by a 19G needle) and in
the smaller electrojected-ones (Fig. 1.4 and Fig. 1.5). Noteworthy, although cell
culture in smaller beads could enhance nutrients diffusion inside the scaffolds
and consequently cell survival, no differences are observable among big or small
beads. Moreover, the live cells (as the dead ones) seem to be evenly dispersed
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inside the beads, an indication of absence of necrosis. Indeed, if the low cell
viability was due to a defective nutrients diffusion, we would have expected to
observe a necrotic core in the inner part of the beads, surrounded by a ring
(along the edges of the beads) of live cells.

Figure 1.3: human neural stem cells encapsulated in larger (19G needle) or smaller
(electrojecting-obtained) alginate beads. Cell viability was analyzed with Live/Dead assay
right after the encapsulation (day 0). 1% w/v alginate (A-B), Alginate+Novamatrix (C-D),
Novamatrix 1% (E-F), Novamatrix 0.5% (G-H) (scale bar 500 𝜇m).
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Figure 1.4: human neural stem cells encapsulated in larger (19G needle) or smaller
(electrojecting-obtained) alginate beads. Cell viability was analyzed with Live/Dead assay
on day 1. 1% w/v alginate (A-B), Alginate+Novamatrix (C-D), Novamatrix 1% (E-F), Novamatrix 0.5% (G-H) (scale bar 500 𝜇m).
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Figure 1.5: human neural stem cells encapsulated in larger (19G needle) or smaller
(electrojecting-obtained) alginate beads. Cell viability was analyzed with Live/Dead assay
on day 5. 1% w/v alginate (A-B), Alginate+Novamatrix (C-D), Novamatrix 1% (E-F), Novamatrix 0.5% (G-H) (scale bar 500 𝜇m).

Again, the RGDs-functionalized alginate biomaterial (Novamatrix) shows the
best viability, both on day 1 and day 5, with respect to the other tested hydrogels. Particularly, Novamatrix 0.5% w/v is confirmed to be the most viable
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condition (Fig. 1.5 G-H). In this experimental condition, cells seem to acquire or
organize in an elongated shape along the edges of the beads, event not observed
in any of the other conditions (Fig. 1.5 G). This might be due to the improved
cell survival in the presence of a not homogeneous gelling procedure. Indeed,
previously performed FE-SEM (Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope)
characterization of alginate- and LN-functionalized alginate beads showed that
the porous structure was not homogeneous, but consisted mainly of an external
porous surface, contrasted by a homogenous core (Fig. 1.6). Likely, this is due
to an incomplete crosslinking of the beads resulting from the immediate contact
of the external surface with the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 . This leads to a fast gelation of the
external surface compared to the bead’s core, that will remain liquid for longer
time. This, associated with the higher survival and proliferation of the cells
(Fig. 1.7), may force them to accumulate on the edge of the beads, where they
cover the surface of the pores, originating this shape.
The comparison between culturing human NSCs in large and small beads indicates that decreasing beads dimension does not result in increased cell survival,
at least in our culture system. Furthermore, the results also indicate that nutrient diffusion is not limited in large beads.

Figure 1.6: FE-SEM cross-sections of alginate (A) and laminin-functionalized beads (B)
after 24h. A porous external surface, contrasted by a homogenous core, is observable probably
due to incomplete crosslinking resulting from the immediate contact of the external surface
with the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 solution. Scale bar 100 𝜇m.
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Figure 1.7: hNSC encapsulated in alginate 1%w/v or Novamatrix 0.5%w/v after 4h incubation with EdU on day 5. Cell proliferation was assessed with Click-iT EdU stain on day 5.
Beads were incubated with the nucleoside analog for 4h, and then cells under active DNA are
visualized in green. Alginate 1w/v% (A-C), and Novamatrix 0.5% (D-E), and magnifications
of the condition Novamatrix 0.5%. Scale bar 500 𝜇m (A-F) and 100 𝜇m (G-H).

Comparing the alginate concentrations, plus the modifications and the beads
size, our data indicate that the different survival properties that we see in the
various conditions can be ascribed to both mechanical and chemical differences
in the hydrogels. The higher hNSCs survival found in Novamatrix 0.5% w/v is
either due to the lower concentration, and thus lower elastic moduli (mechanical
properties), or to the presence of RGD-modification (chemical properties), suggesting that the modification of the hydrogel with this short peptide improves
stem cell viability, or (most likely) to a combination of both.
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1.1.5

Reduced hNSCs survival is not due to a loss of stemness

Since in our experimental design cell survival is not very high, and shows an important reduction with respect to previous data obtained in the lab using murine
embryonic and neural stem cells (mESCs and mNSCs) [359,463,464], we decided
to analyze if the reduced cell survival was due to a problem of stemness loss by
the stem cell line. NSCs were plated in NSC-SR medium on laminin-coated
dishes and analyzed for stemness characteristics after 3 days. The differentiation capacity of NSCs was confirmed by standard differentiation protocols
consisting of growth factors (EGF and FGF) withdrawal for 10 days [444]. To
analyze neural stem cells stemness and differentiation, we performed immunocytochemistry analyses before and after (day 10) differentiation induction. When
kept in self-renewal medium, NSCs still express the multipotency markers Sox2
and Nestin (Fig. 1.8 C and D), and the latter is coexpressed with GFAP in most
cells (Fig. 1.8 K and L), indicating that the cells are retaining stemness properties. Moreover, when stained with both early and later differentiation markers
such as 𝛽-III-tubulin and MAP2 no specific fluorescence is observed (Fig. 1.9 C
and D). On the other hand, NSCs retain neuronal differentiation capacity as it
is shown by the acquisition of 𝛽-III-tubulin expression and the loss of Nestin on
day 10 (Fig. 1.9 G and Fig. 1.8 H and P).
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Figure 1.8: expression of stemness markers in neural stem cells and differentiated NSCs.
Immunocytochemistry analysis on the 2D culture of NSCs for neural precursors marker Nestin,
in red (D, H) and Sox2, in green (C, G). Coexpression of Nestin and GFAP, in red and green
respectively (L, P, and K, O). Blue, Hoechst nuclear staining (B, F, J). Scale bar 100 𝜇m.

Figure 1.9: neuronal differentiation of hNSCs on day 10 after growth factors withdrawal.
Immunocytochemistry analysis on day 10 after differentiation induction on 2D culture NSCs
for early neuronal differentiation markers 𝛽-III-tubulin, in green (C, G) and terminal neuronal
differentiation markers MAP2, in red (D, H). Blue, Hoechst nuclear staining (B, F). Scale bar
100 𝜇m.

We also can observe the expected morphological change in the cellular shape
after differentiation induction (Fig. 1.9 G), indicating that the human neural
stem cells used here retain the hallmarks of stem cells. Concerning the ex121

pression of the terminal differentiation marker MAP2 (microtubule-associated
protein-2), its low expression indicates that we did not obtain terminally differentiated neurons yet, as differentiation was performed only for a limited amount
of time.

1.1.6

Cell viability analyses of encapsulated mesenchymal
stem cells

Hydrogel capsules remained transparent throughout the culture period, allowing for cell examination and analysis by brightfield and fluorescence microscopy.
Scaffolds maintained the assigned shape and no biomaterial degradation was
evident. Viability of cells was assessed at two time points for alginate-based
hydrogels: 1 day after encapsulation (day 1), and at the end of the culture period (day 5). hAD-iMSCs were encapsulated in alginate, alginate+Novamatrix
and Novamatrix 0.5% and the two-color Live/Dead assay was performed on the
intact beads. Figure 1.10 shows that the majority of the mesenchymal stem
cells remain viable throughout the culture period in all experimental conditions
tested, regardless of the presence or absence of the RGD peptide and the time
of analysis, as shown in green by the Calcein-AM staining for live cells on day
1 and day 5. The Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EH1) red staining for dead cells is
low in all groups (both unmodified and modified, and reduced stiffness) leading
us to hypothesize that MSCs are more responsive than NSCs. Likely, their rich
secretome allows them to produce all the biochemical cues they need to turn
a non-permissive environment without biochemical cues (blank alginate) into
a permissive one. However, on day 5, in the condition Novamatrix 0.5%, live
cells on the edges of the bead seem to acquire a more elongated shape, similar
to that observed with the NSCs. This suggests that, although MSCs are more
responsive than NSCs and can easily survive without the need of a biorecognition domain (RGD-sequence), the decreased stiffness and the presence of RGDs
might influence their characteristics.
In order to test if changes in material stiffness and supplementation were associated with a change in proliferation, we performed an EdU proliferation assay.
As expected, MSCs encapsulated in reduced stiffness material and in the presence of RGDs shows a qualitatively higher proliferation (Fig. 1.11). Noteworthy,
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Figure 1.10: human-adipose derived immortalized mesenchymal stem cells encapsulated in
alginate-based beads. Cell viability was analyzed with Live/Dead assay on day 1 and day 5
(scale bar 500 𝜇m).

the cells which localize in the spindle-shaped spots showed to be the most active
in DNA synthesis, validating our speculation that the presence of these unpredicted structures is due to increased cell proliferation on the edges of the pores
forming upon crosslinking. In addition to these experiments using alginatebased hydrogels, during the collaboration with Dr.Anseth’s lab (see below 1.2.3
MSCs’s behavior in the absence of serum), also the encapsulation of human
bone marrow-derived in PEG-Nb hydrogel has been evaluated (Fig.1.12). Even
in this case, the level of red staining (Ethidium Homodimer-1) is feeble and the
major part of the MSCs resulted to be green and alive, confirming the good
survival capacity of the MSCs in the biomaterials with respect to NSCs.
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Figure 1.11: hAD-iMSC encapsulated in different biomaterial after 4h incubation with EdU
on day 5. Cells in S-phase are marked by EdU (green), nuclei are counterstained by Hoechst
(scale bar 500 𝜇m).

1.2

Setting up of in vitro cocultures: choice of
the coculture medium

1.2.1

Introduction

One of the major challenges in setting up cocultures, is the choice of coculture medium. It has to be compatible with the long-term coculture of both cell
types but medium components ideal for one cell line might be inadequate for the
maintenance of the other one. In our case, the most important factor for MSCs
self-renewal is serum (FBS), which is reported to induce NSCs differentiation
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toward a glial fate [251, 433, 436], potentially exacerbating, in a translational
approach, glial scar formation [441]. On the other hand, NSCs require a more
complex medium rich of supplements and growth factors, which upon withdrawal induce neural differentiation (GIBCO Human Neural Stem Cells (H9
hESC-Derived) protocol [444]). Thus, we decided to test whether MSCs could
survive in the absence of serum, in the NSCs self-renewal medium. Mesenchymal
stem cells (or mesenchymal stromal cells), can be isolated from many human tissue sources such as the umbilical cord, placenta, dental pulp, adipose tissue and
bone marrow [465]. The latter was the first source where MSCs were isolated
and discovered, and for this reason, bone marrow aspirate is currently considered to be the most genuine and enriched source of MSCs. However, despite the
efforts made to maintain primary MSCs in culture, these cells show senescence
and stop dividing after few passages, implying the need to continuously isolate
and purify fresh primary MSCs during the study, thus adding a further level of
complexity. For these reasons, we adopted a different strategy which allowed us
to overcome the limited cell division capacity of MSCs, while preserving their
multipotency. In addition to human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem
cells (hBM-MSCs), we used an adipose-derived MSCs cell line which has been
immortalized with human telomerase (hTert) [466], and which was proven to
retain the typical characteristics of MSCs in terms of self-renewing capacity,
expression of phenotypic markers and differentiation capacity [467]. Thus, in
the first part of this study, both mesenchymal stem cell lines were tested for
their capacity to survive in the absence of serum and retain stemness and cell
cycle characteristics. To establish the appropriate coculture conditions for both
cell types (NSCs and MSCs), we further investigated the biomaterial properties, in the view of achieving serum compartmentalization. This can be done
exploiting the biomaterial to design a sort of "compartmentalized" coculture
asset that would at least partially retain serum. In the second part, we thus
focused on the study of the kinetics of BSA release from alginate and PEG
scaffolds. Due to the high serum heterogeneity, and being albumin the major
component of FBS supplement (Fetal Bovine Serum), Bovine Serum Albumin
(BSA) has been used as a protein model. The kinetics of BSA release was investigated both by imaging using fluorescein-conjugated BSA (FITC-BSA) and by
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protein quantification with the Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) assay, resulting in the
possible development of a layer-compartmentalized system for MSCs. However,
if on one-hand the implementation of this new system could potentially allow
to establish the appropriate culture conditions for each cell line, on the other
hand it could potentially reduce nutrients and oxygen diffusion. So, for sake of
completeness, the survival of MSCs in the new compartmentalized system was
evaluated. After assessing the survival of MSCs in the coculture medium, we
observed that they can easily survive in all the tested conditions, unlike NSCs
which are more demanding, and whose survival is still suboptimal even in the
presence of RGDs peptides in Novamatrix at reduced stiffness. Based on these
different cellular behaviors, in the third part of this study we decided to exploit
the suboptimal survival of encapsulated hNSCs to test the possible beneficial
effects of MSCs [269], developing a simple coculture system using a transwell
setup.

1.2.2

Experimental design

As human MSCs can only be cultured for short time periods (as they lose stemness properties 4-5 passages after isolation or thawing, and show senescence),
bone marrow-derived lines require to be continuously isolated and purified from
aspirates. Due to the non availability of these cells in our University, and due
to the expertise of Kristi Anseth’s laboratory in hMSCs culture and biomaterial design (especially polyethylene glycol-hydrogel (PEG)), we set a collaboration with the University of Colorado (where I spent 3 months) to perform
experiments using hBM-MSCs. To first assess whether BM-MSCs could survive
in the absence of serum, mesenchymal stem cells have been plated in 2D, on
plastic Petri dishes, or encapsulated in PEG-Nb discs (7𝑚𝑚 × 1𝑚𝑚) and cultured in MSC self-renewal medium (consisting of DMEM/F12, P/S and 10%
FBS) or DMEM/F12 for 3 days, when they were analyzed for cell survival using a Live/Dead assay. Since supplements (FBS) and mechanical properties
could have dramatic consequences on cell survival and differentiation, PEGencapsulated BM-MSCs have also been tested for stemness maintenance (by analyzing the expression of the CD105 marker) and differentiation induction (YAP
nuclear/cytosolic ratio localization) by immunocytochemistry. The stiffness of
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the substrate on which MSCs are cultured, indeed, influences gene transcription and differentiation potential of MSCs through YAP. The transcriptional
activator YAP translocates in the nucleus, promoting osteogenic differentiation,
when MSCs are cultured on stiff substrates, whereas it has a cytoplasmatic localization (and as such an adipogenic fate is promoted) when softer matrices are
used [468, 469]. In view of moving from BM-MSCs to the use of the MSC-line
adapted for cell culture (hAD-iMSCs), the behavior of these two cell lines in
self-renewal conditions has been characterized by flow cytometry (by analyzing the expression of the CD73 and CD44 markers). Based on the premises of
hBM-MSCs’ behavior in the absence of serum, and on the similarity between
bone marrow- and adipose-derived MSCs, we shifted to the hAD-iMSCs to work
on the choice of the coculture media. From the point of view of medium composition, MSCs are less demanding than NSCs. Therefore, we decided to test
whether they could survive in the NSCs self-renewal medium. We established
four experimental groups where hMSCs were respectively exposed to MSC-self
renewal medium (MSC-SR), serum-free MSC-SR (MSCs w/o FBS), NSC-self
renewal (NSC-SR) and NSC-self renewal supplemented with serum (NSC-SR +
FBS) (Table 1.3). On day 5 cells were recovered and analyzed by flow cytometry
for stemness markers (CD44 and CD73) and cell cycle analysis, to assess how
much the NSC-self renewal medium had impacted the mesenchymal stem cell
line and whether it would be eligible as future coculture medium.

Media in which hMSCs stemness was assessed
MSC-SR
MSC-SR w/o FBS
NSC-SR
NSC-SR + FBS

Table 1.3: the four experimental groups of hMSCs with the respective medium they were
cultured into.

We also kept working on the biomaterials investigating if we could take advantage of them in order to provide the appropriate culture condition for MSCs,
or in other words if they could be exploited to partially retain serum. In this
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context, BSA (Bovine Serum Albumin) was used as a protein model because
of its abundance in serum and the high heterogeneity of the latter. BSA was
added to biomaterial solution, and after the crosslinking step, the scaffold was
embedded in another layer of hydrogel, resulting in the design of a layered,
compartmentalized structure. The kinetics of BSA release was investigated by
microscope imaging and protein quantification. FITC-BSA was initially used to
image BSA release from alginate. The use of Fluorescein-labeled BSA resulted
in yellowish biomaterials, whose color quickly vanished away when not embedded in another layer of the biomaterial. This led us to further investigate BSA
behavior in PEG hydrogels and compare it to that in alginate. Subsequently,
the survival of encapsulated-MSCs in a compartmentalized (layered) and FBSsupplemented scaffold in NSC-SR medium was assessed, comparing it to three
other experimental conditions: encapsulated-MSC in MSC-SR, encapsulatedMSC in NSC-SR, encapsulated-MSC supplemented with FBS in NSC-SR.
Given the beneficial effects of MSCs reported by the literature, such as increased
survival and proliferation [269], neuronal differentiation and axonal growth [470]
by the secretion of neuroprotective and anti-apoptotic growth factors [471], we
decided to test whether MSCs could potentially improve the survival of NSCs.
Since we observed that MSCs easily survived the encapsulation (even in the
absence of biorecognition molecules) while NSCs were more demanding, we decided to create a simple coculture system exploiting transwells. Encapsulated
hNSCs, cultured on top of a MSCs monolayer in transwell system, were qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed on day 5 for cell survival (Live/Dead),
metabolic activity (Alamar Blue) and proliferation (EdU staining). Finally, the
gene expression profile of hNSCs kept in coculture was analyzed by RT-qPCR.

1.2.3

MSCs’s behavior in the absence of serum

BM-hMSCs have been encapsulated in PEG-Nb-hydrogels crosslinked by UVexposure. PEG-hydrogel discs remained transparent throughout the culture
period, allowing for cell examination by brightfield microscopy and immunocytochemistry. Viability of hBM-MSCs, in DMEM/F12 in the presence or absence
of serum, was assessed on day 3 post-encapsulation. As previously for NSCs in
alginate, the Live/Dead two-color assay was performed on the intact discs, us128

ing Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EH-1) and Calcein (AM). Figure 1.12 shows that
the assay demonstrated a quite high cell viability throughout the culture period
in both experimental conditions tested, as shown in green by the Calcein-AM
staining for live cells on day 3. The Ethidium Homodimer-1 (EH1) red staining
for dead cells is low in all groups, even when compared to the 2D control culture.

Figure 1.12: Live/Dead assay on BM-MSCs encapsulated in PEG-discs. Cell viability was
analyzed with Live/Dead assay on day 3. Live cells are stained in green, whereas dead cells
are in red (scale bar 200 𝜇m).

However, while we assessed the survival of MSCs in the absence of FBS,
cell proliferation and shape seem to be affected. Indeed, in both conditions
(2D and 3D) the number of cells marked is lower in the absence of serum, and
in the monolayer culture the MSCs look bigger with an enlarged cytoplasm
with respect to the ones in the presence of FBS. However, this does not seem
to have an effect on stemness maintenance nor differentiation. Indeed, when
tested by immunohistochemistry, the expression of the stemness marker CD105
(Endoglin) and the ratio of nuclear and cytosolic YAP localization, an indicator
of osteogenic (nuclear YAP) and adipogenic (cytosolic YAP) differentiation, we
did not observe any difference either qualitatively or quantitatively (Fig. 1.13
and Fig. 1.14). T-test analysis did not point out any difference between the
conditions (Fig. 1.14).
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Figure 1.13: stemness maintenance of hBM-MSCs encapsulated in PEG-Nb discs. Immunocytochemistry analyses on day 3 for CD105 (green), F-actin (red), and YAP (purple). Nuclei
are counterstained by DAPI staining (blue). Scale bar 100 𝜇m.

Figure 1.14: quantitative analysis of stemness maintenance, by CD105 intensity, and nuclear/cytoplasmic YAP’s localization ratio. T-test analysis did not show any statistically
significant difference. (DMEM/F12 n=4; DMEM/F12+FBS n=2)

With the idea of shifting from BM-MSCs to the cell culture adapted MSCline (iMSCs), we tested whether iMSCs retained the same stemness characteristics of primary MSCs in terms of self-renewal capacity. Therefore, both these
cell lines have been characterized by the expression of typical stemness markers
when kept in self-renewal medium. We analyzed two surface proteins: CD73
(the ecto-5’-nucleotidase which is only present in undifferentiated cells and is
lost during differentiation) [472] and CD44 (a hyaluronan receptor, which is
involved in cell adhesion, migration, and homing in MSC) [473, 474]. When examined by flow cytometry for the positive expression of the ecto-5’-nucleotidase
(CD73) and/or CD44, both mesenchymal stem cell lines showed high and comparable level of the emergence frequency of these proteins: 98.94% vs 99.83%
(CD73) and 99.55% vs 97.54% (CD44), for bone marrow and adipose-derived
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respectively (Fig. 1.15).

Figure 1.15: flow cytometry analysis of the identity of iMSCs versus primary MSCs. hADiMSCs shows a comparable frequency of CD73 (PE) and CD44 (APC) mesenchymal stemness
markers expression as the primary bone marrow-derived cell line.

Thereafter, observing that the molecular characterizations indicated that the
cell cultured-adapted, adipose-derived MSCs maintained a high level of similarity to the gold standard (stemness-wise), and could be a suitable tool for in vitro
studies of MSCs, we decided to use the hAD-iMSCs cell line for the following
experiments.

1.2.4

Choice of the coculture medium

One of the major drawbacks in the coculture setting is the definition of the
coculture medium, since it has to be suitable for the long-term coculture of
both cell types. Unfortunately, medium components necessary for one cell line
might be inadequate or detrimental for the other one. This is the case of MSCs
and NSCs where, besides sharing the same basal medium (DMEM/F12 high
in glucose and supplemented with L-glutamine), they do not possess the same
requirements. Indeed, the main component of the MSC self-renewal medium
(FBS) is reported to guide NSCs differentiation toward a glial fate [433]. NSCs
instead, necessitate of a quite complex medium rich of supplements and growth
factors, which upon withdrawal induce neural differentiation (GIBCO Human
Neural Stem Cells (H9 hESC-Derived) protocol [444]). Based on the simple
MSCs medium composition and the fact that the literature-reported concentrations of FBS vary considerably, we hence decided to cultivate the hAD-iMSCs
in NSCs self-renewal medium (NSC-SR). We asked whether MSCs cultured in
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the absence of serum in NSC-SR retained the typical characteristics of MSCs
in terms of expression of self-renewal markers and cell cycle maintenance. We,
therefore, analyzed by flow cytometry the expression of the surface proteins
CD73 and CD44 and the distribution of cells along the cell cycle with PI (propidium iodide).
MSCs were divided into 4 experimental groups where they were respectively
exposed to MSC-self-renewal medium (MSC-SR), serum-free MSC-SR (MSCs
w/o FBS), NSC-self-renewal (NSC-SR) and NSC-self renewal supplemented
with serum (NSC-SR + FBS). This latter condition has been chosen to clarify
whether any potential observed difference can be indeed imputed to serum. After five days, cells were recovered, process and analyzed. Figure 1.16 shows the
flow cytometry analysis of CD73 and CD44 in the four experimental groups.
Although the expression of CD44 varies among the replicated experiment with
respect to CD73 which shows a stable and consistent expression (as shown by
the FACS anslysis and histogram in Fig. 1.16, and in figure with Fig. 1.17 A), we
found out that iMSCs maintained the expression of the two stemness markers
in all the conditions tested. Interestingly, when compared to the expression of
these surface markers in the hBM-MSCs, they resulted to be more homogenous
with respect to the primary cell line (Fig. 1.17), indicating a decrease in the cell
heterogeneity otherwise present in the primary cells.
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Figure 1.16: flow cytometry analysis of hMSCs co-stained for stem cells surface markers
CD73 (PE) and CD44 (APC). The upper panel shows respectively the unstained, single stained
CD73 and CD44 cells. hAD-iMSCs kept in the 4 different media (MSC-SR, MSC-SR without
FBS, NSC-SR and NSC-SR + FBS) preserve the same properties of mesenchymal stem cells
kept in their own self-renewal. Data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA. Values are reported
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as the mean of 3 independent experiments ± standard deviation (n=3).

Figure 1.17: flow cytometry analysis of mesenchymal stem cell surface markers CD73 (PE)
and CD44 (APC). The hAD-iMSCs display a more homogenous expression of both CD73 and
CD44 (A), with respect to primary hBM-MSCs which resulted in a wide and heterogenous
expression of these surface markers (B).

We subsequently analyzed the cell cycle to test whether serum deprivation
could have pushed MSCs in a quiescent state (Fig. 1.18). The proportion of cells
in the phases of the cell cycle (G1-G0, S and G2-M) are conserved between the
four tested conditions, with no observed significant difference, suggesting that
there is no dramatic change in the cell cycle. The proportion of cells in the subG1 phase did not show any change between cells kept in MSC self renewal or in
NSC self renewal in the absence of serum, implying that there is no increase in
apoptotic cells. Regarding genomic instability, moreover, we could not detect
cells with higher DNA content, indicating that overall no polyploidy is induced.
These data suggest that there is no obstacle for the culture of mesenchymal stem
cells in NSCs self-renewal medium, which was therefore elected as a suitable
coculture medium.
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Figure 1.18: flow cytometry cell cycle analysis of mesenchymal stem cells kept in four
different media. X-axis represents PI intensity values while y-axis represents cells count. The
histogram, reporting the mean of 3 independent experiments ± standard deviation (n=3),
clearly shows that no statistical difference among the tested conditions can be observed. Data
were analyzed using one-way ANOVA.
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1.2.5

Exploiting biomaterials to promote MSCs well-being

Working on the best conditions for human cell encapsulation, we also investigated the possibility to take advantage of biomaterials to provide more appropriate culture conditions for MSCs. Indeed, although we demonstrated that
MSCs can survive in the coculture medium in the absence of serum, we do not
know whether absence of FBS could affect in any way MSCs secretome. In the
view of promoting MSC well-being and keep them in the presence of serum, we
investigated whether we could exploit biomaterials to retain some serum inside.
Due to serum heterogeneity, we used bovine serum albumin (BSA) as a proxy
of serum in these experiments, as it is the major component of serum.
The kinetic release of BSA from alginate was initially studied exploiting FITCconjugated BSA. The FITC-BSA supplemented alginate was crosslinked either
in the form of a filament or bead and embedded by an extra layer of plain alginate. The acquisition of the obtained specimen in time-lapse mode did not
clarify how BSA release occurs. Although the specimen’s fluorescence decreases
in time (as shown by Fig. 1.19), it was not possible to observe any protein release
in the surrounding space outside the filament. This can be due to three factors
(one experimental and two physical): i. the fluorescence inside the filament is
too high, and the contrast with the external phase is such as to not make the
released BSA visible; ii. the rate at which the BSA is diluted in the external
phase is too fast, or iii. the interface between the two alginate layers significantly
reduces protein release. Noteworthy, only in the proximity of the two edges, a
decrease in the fluorescence intensity is visible. These extremities correspond
to the point where the analyzed specimen was cropped out of the original embedded filament, and therefore matched with the sections directly exposed to
the liquid phase, suggesting that indeed the presence of an external matrix can
considerably reduce protein release. This was also confirmed by a serendipitous
finding (Fig. 1.20) made possible by the yellowish color imparted to the biomaterial by the fluorescein-labeled compound. During the time-lapse acquisition,
leftover samples (either embedded or not in alginate) were kept in PBS. At the
end of the experiment, after 3h of immersion in the liquid solution, we noticed
that the unembedded (naked) samples had completely lost the yellowish color
with respect to the embedded counterpart. These data, corroborating the above
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mentioned hypothesis (point iii.), gave us the possibility to presume that BSA
release can be reduced by the deposition of an external layer, and prompted us
to further quantitatively investigate the kinetic release and diffusion with the
BCA assay.

Figure 1.19: kinetic release of FITC-BSA in an alginate filament. 3D-reconstruction shows 4
different representative frames acquired respectively at: time point 0h (A), time point 1h (B),
time point 2h (C) and time point 3h. Width, height and depth of the image are respectively
5.99mm, 3.24mm and 0.56mm.
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Figure 1.20: vanishing of yellowish FITC-BSA color after 3h in liquid solutions. Unembedded beads (signposted by the star) quickly lost the FITC-BSA content after 3h in PBS with
the respect to the embedded counterpart (represented either by beads and a filament in the
bottom part of Petri’s dish.

The capacity of hydrogels to retain BSA was evaluated by the indirect
method of the quantification of protein released in the buffer solution. Considering that the volume of each alginate bead is roughly 21𝜇l, we estimated that
the theoretical amount of BSA expected inside each bead is about 3125𝜇g/bead
(148.8𝜇g/𝜇l). Afterwards, we measured the quantity of BSA released and we
compared it to the theoretical and empirical initial amount of BSA present inside the bead. To determine empirically the initial BSA quantity present inside
the beads, we compared three different methods, to find the most reliable: the
dissolution of crosslinked beads in sodium citrate at room temperature; dissolution in PBS at 50 ∘ C; and dropping of uncrosslinked biomaterial in PBS. In the
first two cases, also the amount of BSA released in 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 during the crosslinking phase was estimated, and then summed up to the protein released in the
respective solutions of the two methods (sodium citrate and PBS).
As evident from Table 1.4, during the crosslinking step a substantial loss of
protein occurs, which is also confirmed by the underneath chart. As shown
in Figure 1.21, there is a significant difference between the first two methods
and the use of uncrosslinked beads, and this discrepancy can be bridged only
summing up the amount of BSA released in the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 , so that they can be
considered equivalent.
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Method

BSA quantity

BSA released in 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2

1562.64𝜇g ± 281.42

485.80𝜇g ± 219.89

1485.810𝜇g ± 271.13

485.80𝜇g ± 219.89

Beads crosslinked and dissolved in sodium citrate
(n=15)
Beads crosslinked and dissolved in PBS at 50

∘

C

(n=20)
A drop of uncrosslinked bio-

2506.568𝜇g ± 530.13

material in PBS (n=20)
Theoretical amount of BSA

3125𝜇g

Table 1.4: total amount of the protein computed with the different methods. During the
crosslinking step, there is an evident protein loss of 485.80𝜇g. Data are reported as mean ±
standard deviation.

Figure 1.21: BSA content in crosslinked versus uncrosslinked beads. The chart on the left
shows the amount of BSA released in sodium citrate and PBS by the crosslinked beads, with
respect to the non-crosslinked drops dissolved in PBS. The statistically significant discrepancy
between the empirical methods used is bridged when the BSA released in the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath is
added to the estimated quantity (chart on the right). All the data are reported as mean ±
standard deviation. Data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA. Levels of significance were
set at p<0.05 (*) and p<0.01 (**). The minimum number of experiments for each condition
is n=3.

However, none of the three methods reached the expected protein amount
theoretically calculated for 15% w/v BSA (3125 𝜇g/bead). This is probably
due to the BSA solubility which in distilled water is estimated around 40mg/ml
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and has been far exceeded in our experiments (150mg/ml). We validated this
point measuring the concentration of BSA present in non-crosslinked alginate
beads containing a decreasing amount of albumin (10% v/w and 5%v/w). Figure 1.22 shows the results: only the 5% BSA (50mg/ml) condition resulted to
be not significantly different from the theoretical amount, whereas both 10%
(100mg/ml) and 15% BSA (150mg/ml), exceeding the solubility range, do not
allow the complete dissolution of albumin. Despite this, we can clearly observe that the amount of BSA quantified with the BCA assay increases as the
associated concentration does, relating to it.

Figure 1.22: BSA solubility: comparison of the BSA content in non-crosslinked drops with
respect to the expected value. Each chart respectively represents: 5% v/w BSA content (left),
10%v/w BSA content (middle) and 15% BSA content (right). Only 5%v/w BSA condition
(50mg/ml) falls in the range of albumin solubility and therefore shows no significant difference
with respect to the other two conditions. All the data are reported as mean ± standard
deviation, and they were analyzed using t-test analysis. Levels of significance were set at
p<0.05 (*). (5% BSA n=20; 10% BSA n=19; 15%BSA n=35).

Based on this experiment we decided that the method of non-crosslinked
drops was sufficiently precise for our purpose, and we chose this as the quantity
on which to normalize our data.
All this set up, we could proceed with the experiment of the kinetic release
of the protein by alginate beads when an external layer of matrix is added.
Either the addition of a single or a double layer of matrix was evaluated (and
compared to the BSA released by naked/unembedded beads) to check whether
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this process was subjected to an additive property. To create the external
layers, BSA-alginate beads were incubated for 1min in alginate (1%v/w) and
then moved in a 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath for 1min. These passages were performed one more
time to create the two-layered beads (see Fig. 1.6 in Materials and Methods).
The obtained beads were placed in 1.5mL PBS and BSA release was analyzed
at 3 different time points (3h, 6h and 24h) along with the beads without the
external layers (naked beads). Data are shown in Figure 1.23.

Figure 1.23: kinetic release of BSA by layered or naked beads. The percentage of BSA
released in 1.5ml of PBS is evaluated at 3h, 6h, and 24h time point. A significant difference
between the protein released by the naked-beads to the layered-ones is observable at t=3h.
No significant difference was observed at t=6h, while it shows up again at t=24h when all the
samples were almost dissolved, corroborating the idea that an important amount of BSA was
still present in beads. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation, and are analyzed using
two-way ANOVA. Levels of significance were set at p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**), p<0.001(***),
and p<0.0001 (****). The number of experiments for each condition at each time point is
n=4.

In the first 3 hours the absolute quantity of BSA released from the one- and
two-layered beads was considerably reduced with respect to the unembedded
beads (naked), and the higher amount of protein released at t=24h proves that
there still was protein inside the scaffold. However, no differences are present
between the use of one or two external layers, except at the last time point when
the beads in all the conditions were almost completely dissolved, releasing all
the remained BSA in the buffer. With these data we were able to confirm that
the presence of an outer layer to the BSA-alginate beads can significantly reduce
the protein release with respect to the naked beads, suggesting that use of a
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“compartmentalized” coculture would at least partially retain serum creating a
promising approach for promoting cell well-being in the coculture.
Looking at the beads after the 5min incubation in 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 , we observed the
presence of soft core surrounded by a rigid shell, implying that the crosslinking
time was not sufficient to guarantee uniform gelation of the beads. Therefore,
we decided to extend the crosslinking step to 13min (experimentally tested)
and test whether this would ensure a lower BSA release to further optimize the
protocol. This new experiment was performed as previously (naked beads vs.
one- or two-layers) (Fig. 1.24).

Figure 1.24: BSA release in the presence or absence of external layers after 13min of incubation. A significant difference between the protein released by the naked-beads to the
layered-ones is observable at t=3h and t=24h, confirming the results of the former experiment in 5min incubation. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation, and are analyzed
using two-way ANOVA. Levels of significance were set at p<0.01 (**), p<0.001(***), and
p<0.0001 (****). The number of experiments for each condition at each time point is n=4.

Finally, the BSA release was compared with the 5min incubation to see
if there were any differences (Fig. 1.25). The obtained results confirmed the
data previously obtained during the 5min incubation in 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 . A statistical
difference in protein release is observable between naked beads and layeredones after 3h and 24h. Concerning the eventuality that better gelation could
enhance the protein retention capacity of the biomaterial, we did not observe
any statistically significant difference using longer incubation time (13min) with
respect to the initial 5min. Since longer gelation does not guarantee a reduction
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in BSA release, and to minimize the time in which cells are kept in contact with
100mM 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 during cell encapsulation, we decided to maintain 5min as the
established incubation time.

Figure 1.25: effect of longer incubation time on beads’ protein release. Comparison of naked
beads kept in 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 for 5min or 13min (A) and comparison of respectively one- and two-layers
beads crosslinked for 5min or 13min (B and C). No statistically significant difference was found
in any of the analyzed charts. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation, and were
analyzed with two-way ANOVA. The number of experiments for each condition at each time
point is n=4.

Inspired by these results we decided to evaluate whether changing the biomaterial in favor of PEG-Nb would change and enhance the effect. Due to the
different polymerization step, which occurs by photopolymerization in the case
of PEG, BSA concentration was lowered at 10% since this would correspond to
the effective starting quantity retained by alginate beads after the crosslinking
step (because of the BSA loss in the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath). In order to create the external layer, polymerized BSA-PEG discs were laid down on a PEG-Nb solution
in a bigger mold, covered with some more polymer and then crosslinked again.
The so obtained disks were analyzed as previously, keeping them in 1.5ml PBS
and examined at 3h, 6h and 24h. The starting amount of BSA has been computed by dropping 30ul (volume dispensed in each mold) of the non-crosslinked
mixture into 1.5ml of PBS. Figure 1.26 shows the obtained results. Only at the
first time point we can observe a statistically significant difference between the
naked and one-layer discs, while at 6h and 24h the protein release is analogous
in the two conditions. Noteworthy, if we sum up the percentage of BSA release
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in PBS throughout the duration of the experiment, the 100% threshold is not
reached, suggesting that even after 24h there is still BSA inside both the naked
and layered scaffolds.

Figure 1.26: comparison of BSA release by PEG-Nb hydrogels in the presence or absence of
external layers. A statistically significant difference is observable only at t=3. Interestingly,
after 24h there is still BSA inside the scaffold, as the threshold of 100% is not reached when
the three-time point values are summed up. Data are reported as mean ± standard deviation,
and are analyzed using two-way ANOVA. Levels of significance were set at p<0.01 (**). The
number of experiments for each condition at each time point is n=4.

These studies on the kinetics release of BSA (as a proxy for serum) resulted in
the idea that the development of a layer-compartmentalized system could retain
FBS allowing to establish the appropriate culture condition for MSCs. However,
the experiments performed until now concerning compartmentalization, did not
use cells, whose viability could severely be affected by the presence of an extra
layer. The latter indeed would potentially act as a further barrier to the diffusion
of oxygen and nutrients, while promoting the stasis of waste product inside the
bead’s core where cells are hosted. We therefore investigated how cells would
behave in the compartmentalized scaffold system. MSCs have been encapsulated
either in alginate or in Novamatrix 0.5% w/v, supplemented or not with FBS
and the outer layer, and kept in NSC self-renewal medium (we decided not to
test PEG, for reasons that are described in the Discussion). MSCs encapsulated
in the respective biomaterial without the outer layer and kept in MSC selfrenewal were used as control. As shown in Figure 1.27 hAD-iMSCs survived
to encapsulation procedure in both hydrogels tested as already demonstrated
Fig. 1.10 in section 1.1.6), and they do not seem to be affected by a re-exposure
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to 100mM 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 (necessary for the creation of the outer layer). Importantly,
the use of NSC-SR medium does not alter their survival as the blend of FBS to
the hydrogel does not enhance their viability. The only remarkable fact is the
presence on day 5 of spindle-shaped clusters of live cells when Novamatrix is
used. However, their numerosity seems not to be affected by the use of coculture
medium versus MSC-SR, or the addition of FBS, highlighting the well-being of
mesenchymal stem cells in all the conditions tested.

Figure 1.27: effects of compartmentalized scaffold on MSCs viability. MSCs were encapsulated in alginate or Novamatrix+alginate, with or without FBS and the outer layer, and kept
in the coculture medium NSC-SR. MSCs in naked beads and in MSC SR were used as control.
No major qualitative difference can be observed. As already demonstrated, MSCs survived
to encapsulation, even in the absence of serum in the coculture medium, and the presence of
the extra layer does not impair oxygen or nutrients diffusion, impacting on cell proliferation.
Scale bar 500 𝜇m.

1.2.6

In vitro transwell coculture: testing the beneficial
effects of MSCs on NSCs

In the perspective of co-transplanting hNSCs and hMSCs to exploit the beneficial effects of both types of cells in brain injuries, as reported by literature
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data [264–266, 268, 269], we decided to test in vitro the potential beneficial effects of MSCs. As we observed that MSCs easily survive to the encapsulation
even in the absence of biorecognition molecules and serum, and in the presence
of an extra layer of matrix, while NSCs survival was still suboptimal even in the
best conditions we found (Novamatrix 0.5% w/v), we decided to test whether
the coculture of MSCs with NSCs could improve the survival of the latter. To
pursue this aim, encapsulated NSCs have been placed in a transwell plate and
cultured on top of an MSCs monolayer. We decided to test this simple culture
setup (without the use of MSCs encapsulation and serum compartmentalization) in order to have a fast experimental readout, and to avoid the possibility
of an impairment of the diffusion of MSCs secreted factors by the presence of a
scaffold. In order to analyze the possible beneficial effect of hMSCs on hNSCs,
on day 5 hNSCs beads were retrieved and screened qualitatively and quantitatively for cell survival (Live/Dead assay), metabolic activity (Alamar Blue) and
proliferation (EdU). Although initial qualitative results of Live/Dead seemed
promising (Fig. 1.28), further quantitative and statistical analysis didnot point
out any amelioration of hNSCs survival in coculture.

Figure 1.28: qualitative comparison of cell survival in standard versus co-culture on day5.
Scale bar 500𝜇m.
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A two-way ANOVA analysis was performed in order to compare not only each
biomaterial with the respective coculture pair, but also the different conditions
among them. As shown in Figure 1.29, we did not observe any statistically
significant difference between the standard and coculture counterparts in each
condition, both in the percentage of live cell and in the fluorescence amount. We
however confirmed Novamatrix 0.5% as the best biomaterial for cell survival.

Figure 1.29: quantitative analysis of Live/Dead and metabolic activity. Generally speaking,
no cell survival improvement was observed in hNSCs kept in the presence of MSCs monolayer
with respect to the standard culture condition. However, the condition Novamatrix 0.5% was
confirmed to be the best biomaterial for cell encapsulation. Chart A represents the percentage
of live cells obtained bt cell counting the number of green cells in the Live/Dead assay. Chart
B reports the resulting values coming from the Alamar assay. Data are reported as mean ±
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standard deviation of n=3 experiments, and are analyzed using two-way ANOVA. Levels
of significance were set at p<0.05 (*), p<0.01 (**), p<0.001(***), and p<0.0001 (****).

Looking at the histogram in Figure 1.29 in more detail we observed that on day
1 Novamatrix hydrogel gives rise to the highest cell survival either when used in
coculture and without the presence of MSCs. A slight improvement of cell survival can be observed in Novamatrix 1% with respect to the Novamatrix 0.5%
standard, when maintained in coculture. At day 5 instead Novamatrix 0.5%
condition shows a better functionality with respect to alginate standard and
coculture setting. But this is not confirmed by Novamatrix 0.5% in coculture
and in the Novamatrix 1%, even though an increasing trend in cell survival can
be observed. Regarding the metabolic activity instead, on day 5 Novamatrix
0.5% was confirmed to be the best condition not only with respect to alginate,
but also with respect to the Novamatrix 1% condition. The best performance
of Novamatrix 0.5% was also confirmed in the proliferation assay with the EdU
staining, where again no difference between the two culture conditions was noticed (Fig. 1.30).

Figure 1.30: assessment of cell actively proliferating in standard versus coculture on day 5.
Cells encapsulated in Novamatrix 0.5% are more proliferative than the alginate embedded-
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ones. However, no increase in cell proliferation has been observed after coculture in the
presence of MSCs. Scale bar 500𝜇m.

1.2.7

Gene expression analysis of encapsulated hNSCs cultured on hMSCs monolayer

Since we did not observe enhancement of NSCs well-being in the presence of
the MSCs monolayer, we decided to investigate by molecular tests the status of
our cells in the coculture, analyzing whether they influence each other from the
point of view of differentiation. Because of the best performance of Novamatrix
0.5% with respect to the other biomaterials, this was the only tested condition.
Cells in coculture were recovered both from the beads and from the monolayer,
and RNA was extracted for RT-qPCR analysis. Each cell line was analyzed for
the respective pool of genes of interest (see Table 1.2 and Table 1.1 in Materials
and Methods). We also analyzed gene expression of encapsulated-, standard
cultured-hNSCs, and hMSCs maintained in monolayer in NSC self-renewal. As
reference, monolayer of hMSCs and hNSCs cultured in their respective selfrenewal (MSC-SR and NSC-SR) was used.
On day 5, cocultured hNSCs still express the neural stem cell markers Nestin
and Sox2 (Fig. 1.31). Noteworthy, this condition is the one with the highest
expression of Nestin, whose level resulted to be statistically different with respect to the 2D control. This underlines the well-being of the hNSCs when
kept in coculture. Concerning the early neuronal differentiation markers (𝛽III-tubulin), cocultured hNSCs is also the condition with higher level of 𝛽-IIItubulin mRNA (Fig. 1.31). However, the later neuronal (MAP2) showed a much
lower and comparable level among the three different conditions (Fig. 1.31). On
the other hand, cocultured hAD-iMSCs did not show any differences among
the different tested conditions (2D MSCs in MSC- and NSC-SR, and the coculture), indicating that the gene expression profile is influenced neither by the
culture medium nor by the presence of NSCs after 5 days in culture (Fig. 1.32).
Moreover, the expression levels of differentiating markers: PPAR𝛾 (adipogenic
fate), Runx2 (chondro-/osteo-genic fate), Aggrecan (chondrogenic) and Osteocalcin (osteogenic) were overall lower with respect to the mesenchymal stemness
marker CD105 and CD73. Overall these molecular analysis show that the co149

culture does not influence the potency or differentiation of our cells, as each
cell line maintains their staminality markers and no differentiation toward the
respective lineages is observed.

Figure 1.31: gene expression analysis of cocultured hNSCs encapsulated in Novamatrix
0.5%. RT-qPCR analyses on neural stem cell markers (Nestin and Sox2) and early and later
differentiation markers (GFAP, 𝛽-III-tubulin and MAP2) normalized on GAPDH on day 5.
Values represent the mean of 3 independent experiments (n=3) ± SEM. One-way ANOVA
analysis was performed. Statistical significance was set to: p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**).
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Figure 1.32: gene expression analysis of MSCs cocultured in monolayer with hNSCs. RTqPCR analysis on mesenchymal stem cell markers (CD105 and CD73) and specific lineage
differentiation markers: adipogenic (PPAR𝛾), chondro-/osteo-genic (Runx2), chondrogenic
(Aggrecan) and osteogenic (Osteocalcin) after 5 days in coculture. Data are normalized on
GAPDH and represented as mean of 3 independent experiments (n=3) ± SEM. One-way
ANOVA analysis was performed.

1.3

Transplantation of NSCs and MSCs in Novamatrix hydrogels for CNS regeneration in an
ex vivo model of brain injury

1.3.1

Introduction

In the last part of this project, we started a different approach, that would
bring us closer to an in vivo transplantation model. We studied the use of cotransplanting neural and mesenchymal stem cells encapsulated in Novamatrix
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0.5% in an ex vivo model of brain injury to test whether our system can survive
upon transplantation and exert a beneficial effect, potentially allowing brain regeneration. The work described in the previous part shows that our Novamatrixbased hydrogels support hNSCs and hMSCs encapsulation, and that these can
be kept together in culture. Moreover, since the scaffold presents the physical
and mechanical characteristics of brain tissue, it could be ideal for brain tissue
engineering, providing a mechanical support to the transplanted cells and protecting them during transplantation from the inflammatory environment found
in an injured tissue. A remarkable tool to test and improve our knowledge of
stem cells therapeutics upon implantation, is represented by organotypic slice
culture (OSC) [180], as they replicate many aspects of the in vivo context while
offering the advantages of in vitro culture such as the possibility to limiting the
number of confounding effects of in vivo testing. Although OSCs can be obtained from various brain areas, the most commonly used is the hippocampus,
where brain trauma can be induced by oxygen and glucose deprivation, weight
dropping or axotomy in specific areas [177, 186].
In a joint effort with IBEC (Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia, where
I spent a period), we therefore exploited the use of an ex vivo entorhinohippocampal organotypic brain slice model to cotransplant our two cell lines.
The xenotransplantation of human cells in murine tissues has indeed been
demonstrated to be possible and associated with integration of the cells and
beneficial effects [189, 192, 193, 292, 298, 306, 307].

1.3.2

Experimental design

Organotypic slice models can be maintained in culture for few weeks thanks to
a specific medium (MEMi) rich in serum [187]. We therefore first tested the
possibility to keep our two cell lines in this condition, with special attention
to hNSCs. Although we did not have the possibility to molecularly test the
phenotype of these cells cultured in MEMi, we showed that they survive and
proliferate in this new medium. Consequently, we continued with the establishment of the entorhinal hippocampal connection and the cotransplantation of
hNSCs and hMSCs. Briefly, the entorhinal-hippocampal connection has been
isolated from newborn mice brain, and kept in culture using the membrane inter152

face culture method for 15 days. After the establishment of OSCs, brain injury
is induced through axotomy by cutting with a scalpel along with the entorhinohippocampal interface. Right after NSCs and MSCs are encapsulated together
in Novamatrix 0.5% scaffold, and after a fast crosslinking of the hydrogel in
𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 , the obtained beads have been cut under a stereomicroscope and a tiny
piece of the biomaterial has been placed on top of the OSCs in correspondence
with the previously performed lesion. Finally, after 7 days, the slices have been
evaluated by immunocytochemistry analyses for human-specific nuclei, GFAP
and DAPI.

1.3.3

Survival of hNSCs and hMSCs in OSCs culture medium

In order to verify if the MEMi OSCs culture medium supports neural and mesenchymal stem cells culture and survival, cells were plated as previously described in their self-renewal medium. One day after attachment, the media
were switched to MEMi. As the hMSCs reached the plate confluency, both
cell lines were analyzed by immunocytochemistry for DAPI and phalloidin (cytoskeleton). Cells cultured in their respective self-renewal were used as controls.
Figure 1.33 B and Figure 1.34 B show high level of viability of cells kept in MEMi
confirming that both cell lines survive and are suitable for the transplantation
on OSCs. However, unlike hMSCs which did not show any phenotypic change,
the FITC-phalloidin staining of hNSCs, revealed an increase in the size of the
cells, seen as an enlargement of the cytoskeleton. Although we unfortunately
did not have the chance to further analyze this change from a molecular point of
view, we decided to continue with the experiments, as the phenotype does not
resemble the one obtained during FGF and EGF removal during differentiation.
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Figure 1.33: immunocytochemistry analysis of hNSCs in MEMi. Cells remain attached to
the plate and proliferate even in the absence of FGF and EGF. However, the FITC-phalloidin
staining (green) shows an enlargement of the cytoskeleton after incubation in MEMi. DAPI
staining (in blue). Scale bar 100𝜇m.

Figure 1.34: immunocytochemistry analysis of hAD-iMSCs in MEMi. Cells proliferate and
do not show phenotypical change. In blue, DAPI staining, and in green FITC-phalloidin.
Scale bar 100 𝜇m.
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1.3.4

hNSCs and hMSCs encapsulation in transplantable
Novamatrix hydrogel and cotransplantation in axotomized EHC brain organotypic slices

To evaluate the biocompatibility of the Novamatrix hydrogel and the behavior
of cotransplanted hMSCs and hNSCs in brain injury, we took advantage of the
possibility to keep the Entorhinal Hippocampal Circuit (EHC) in culture in the
form of organotypic slice model. In collaboration with IBEC, due to the expertise of prof. A. Del Rio, we were able to set up this ex vivo model, where traumatic brain injury was simulated by axotomy along the hippocampal-entorhinal
cortex connection. 15 days after the establishment of the OSCs, axotomy was
performed and cells grafted. According to our previous results and literature
reported data [193], hMSCs and hNSCs were encapsulated in Novamatrix 0.5%
at 50000 cell/𝜇l concentration.
One critical point in grafting is cellular transplantation. Since the slices are
150-200 𝜇m thick, injection was not possible with the setup we had in use (and
also iontophoresis did not work in the hand of our collaborators), we decided
as alternative to deposit cells embedded in the matrix on top of the cut, right
after lesion induction. Since we observed that Novamatrix 0.5% w/v, RGDsupplemented hydrogel supports hNSCs and hMSC viability upon crosslink in
𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath, indicating that crosslinking procedure is not harmful to the cells,
this gelification method has also been maintained for the transplantation in
OSCs.
In order to discriminate among the transplanted and the endogenous cells, we
exploited the fact that they belong to two different species, and we used an
antibody that recognizes human nuclei. Instead, to discriminate the presence of
the two human cell lines after grafting, GFP-transduced hNSCs have been used.
In this preliminary part of the study we wanted to test whether cells would survive to the transplantation and if they would be still present in the site of the
injection 7 days after the procedure. Secondly, we wanted to test if the cotransplantation of the hMSCs and hNSCs had an enhanced effect with respect to
single cell transplantation. For this purpose, single cell lines or cotransplanted
OSCs have been analyzed by immunohistochemistry. Single human mesenchy155

mal and neural stem cell transplantation in OSCs are respectively shown in
Figure 1.35 and Figure 1.36. Since GFP positive cells have not been sorted by
FACS, hNSCs were also stained with the human-specific antibody ( 1.36 D-H).
As expected and already observed during in vitro cell encapsulation, mesenchymal stem cells confirmed their better survival when encapsulated with respect
to neural stem cells. To test the biocompatibility of the hydrogel, glial response
and infiltration have been evaluated too. Indeed, the presence of the RGD
domain on the biomaterial, if on one hand can enhance adhesion and survival
of hNSCs, on the other one it can also promote migration and infiltration of
resident cells. In the case of glial scar formation and infiltration, wilde type
hNSCs have been used. In Figure 1.35 B and C no infiltration of glial cells is
observable. It rather seems that glial cells only surround the edges of the biomaterial, rather than infiltrating or completely covering it. It is more difficult
to speculate about the glial cells in the hNSCs counterpart. In fact, it seems
that the lower number of surviving cells reduces the consistency/stiffness of
the biomaterial which is partially destroyed or washed away during the floating
IHC steps. This has several side effects: first of all, as part of the biomaterial is washed away this causes the loss of cells embedded or localized inside
it, causing an underestimation of their number; secondly, as part of the biomaterial is lost, also the remaining scraps might be relocated or can give rise to
coilings and sovrastructures, which might mislead about the correct localization
of each cell type. Lastly, GFAP antibodies have also specificity for the human
counterpart, therefore green-stained cells could also potentially be hNSCs still
coexpressing Nestin and GFAP or hNSCs differentiated into glial cells. So the
staining is not really informative and further molecular analysis should be performed (such as co-expression studies). Cotransplantation of hMSCs and hNSCs
(Fig. 1.37) confirmed the above-mentioned results about the higher survival of
hMSCs with respect to hNSCs, as only some GFP-transduced ones surrounded
by a huge number of red cells are observable. Although it has to be stressed
out that not all the transplanted hNSCs were GFP positive, and consequently
the pool of red-stained cells is also composed by these latter. In an attempt to
avoid this issue, we also tried to cotransplant wild type hNSCs and hMSCs, and
then stain the latter for human CD105 during the immunohistochemistry ana-
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Figure 1.35: immunohistochemistry on hMSCs transplanted on axotomized OSCs. hMSCs
are stained in red in panel B and its magnification in panel C. Panel A is the control axotomized
OSCs without transplantation. Green cells are stained for GFAP. The entire section was
counterstained with Hoechst (blue). Scale bars are 200 (A,B) and 100 𝜇m (C).

Figure 1.36: immunohistochemistry on hNSCs transplanted on axotomized OSCs. Upper
panel A and B are stained for GFAP (green) and human-specific nuclei (red). In Panel CF, GFP-hNSCs are stained with the human-specific antibody in panel B-F. Panel A and C
represent the control axotomized OSCs without transplantation stained with Hoechst and
GFAP. Scale bars are 200 𝜇m (A,C,D), 100 𝜇m (B, E) and 50 𝜇m (F-H).
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Figure 1.37: immunohistochemistry on axotomized OSCs cotransplanted with GFP-hNSCs
and hMSCs in Novamatrix hydrogel. hMSCs and GFP-hNSCs are stained in red (B-E). Panel
A represents the control. Scale bars are 200 (A-C) and 100 𝜇m (D-E).

Figure 1.38: immunohistochemistry for on axotomized OSCs cotransplanted with hNSCs
and hMSCs. hMSCs and hNSCs are stained in red for the human-specific nuclei antigen.
Panel B should show the CD105 staining which did not work. Panel C and D show Hoechst
and merge respectively. Scale bar 100 𝜇m.

lysis. Unfortunately, the reaction did not work out (Fig. 1.38). Regarding the
analysis of reactive glia, we were incapacitated to examine it because of set up
problems.
To further investigate if, after 7 days, engrafted cells moved out from the
scaffold in which they are embedded and integrated into the hosting tissue,
3D reconstruction of the images shown above and below has been performed.
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Unfortunately, no signs of migration and integration inside the tissue can be
observed (Fig. 1.39).

Figure 1.39: 3D reconstruction of organotypic slices and their grafts. Single-cell line grafted
hMSCs and hNSCs are red-stained for human-specific nuclei marker in panel B,C and G,H
respectively. GFAP positive cells are stained in green in panel A-E. Finally, cotransplanted
hMSCs and GFP-hNSCs are shown in red and in green in panel I-L. Scale bar 200 𝜇m (A, B,
F, G, I, H, K), and 100 𝜇m (H enlargment and the remaining pics)

In this part of the study, we demonstrated that our organotypic slice model
of entorhinal hippocampal circuit is suitable for the study of hNSCs and hMSCs,
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as both cell lines are able to survive in the MEMi OSCs’ incubation medium.
We validated the biocompatibility of the Novamatrix hydrogel, showing that
no excessive glial scar is formed around the biomaterial. Our preliminary data
suggest the feasibility of matrix deposition on top of the axotomy lesion and
the survival of both cell lines upon 1 week after transplantation. However, in
the tested conditions, they seem to be incapacitated to migrate inside the tissue
and integrate into it.
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Chapter 2

Discussion
2.1

Suitability of hydrogels for human neural and
mesenchymal stem cells encapsulation

Unlike many other tissues, the brain has a limited self-healing capacity, even
though it can be affected by many types of injuries. Because of the current
lack of effective pharmacological treatments, tissue regeneration is one of the
most promising therapeutical approaches. Stem cell therapy is an interesting
treatment for neurological and neurodegenerative diseases, despite it being - at
its best - in early clinical trial phases. One of the main bottlenecks of these approaches in the brain is the limited engraftment of the transplanted cells, which
are reported to die mainly because of ongoing inflammation. In this scenario,
a possible step forward is provided by tissue engineering. In the past decades,
various stem cell-based approaches have been tested for the treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, stroke, TBI and SCI [284–289]. Transplantation of
NSCs has been reported to elicit beneficial effects, as the cells have been shown
to migrate into the injury site, differentiate, secrete molecules and factors which
provide neuroprotection, endogenous stem cells recruitment, and modulation
of inflammation [290–294]. Also non-neural stem cell lines, such as MSCs have
been evaluated for CNS treatments, because of their rich secretome. MSCs have
been found to induce functional recovery after injury by exerting a bystander effect stimulating neuroprotection, endogenous neurogenesis, immunomodulation,
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angiogenesis, in the end increasing cell survival, proliferation, and differentiation [257, 300, 307, 308, 312, 315, 316]. Due to the lack of tissue integrity and
three-dimensionality in the area of the injury, the provision of a 3D scaffold, resembling the target tissue characteristics, can be helpful to promote tissue repair
protecting cells and providing a substrate on which they can migrate. Hydrogels
are good candidates to recapitulate the physiological conditions of many tissues.
Alginate is a naturally-derived, FDA-approved biomaterial, that has been already used in vitro as support for the growth and differentiation of several cell
lines, among which neuronal lineages [353, 359–362]. It has also been used in
vivo for the repair of CNS and PNS injuries [365–369]. Given the importance
of cell-ECM interactions, biomaterial functionalization is extremely important
to promote cell adhesion and biological functions. Among the most well-known
modifications, there is the "RGDs" motif, which represents the biorecognition
domain for integrin family members found in different ECM proteins.
In our study, we evaluated the possibility to encapsulate human neural and
mesenchymal stem cells in alginate beads at several concentrations ranging from
1% to 0.3% w/v in presence or in absence of the RGDs biorecognition motif. In
this latter case an alginate-based commercially available biomaterial (Novamatrix) and an unknown formula hydrogel (VitroGel) with covalently bound RGDs
have been investigated, along with alginate modified by the simple addition of
laminin protein, in order to assess whether these modifications could favor cell
attachment and thus survival [475].
We showed that unfunctionalized alginate allows encapsulated hNSCs to survive, but the obtained viability is not very high at the end of the culture period
on day 5. From a qualitative point of view, we did not see any difference when
laminin was mixed with the biomaterial (with or without supplementing the
medium) or combining alginate with Novamatrix (1:1).
The attempt of adding laminin not only in the hydrogel but also to the culture medium to avoid the diffusion of laminin, results in just a small difference,
possibly because of the adhesion of laminin to the plate bottom (forming a
coating), with no improvement with respect to the starting alginate-laminin
supplemented condition. Instead, concerning the blended mix of Novamatrix
with alginate, both the reduced number of binding domains and the stiffness
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could have played an important role in the differences we observe with respect
to the other conditions. Indeed, in the experimental conditions in which Novamatrix is used alone (increasing the number of RGD domains) and at reduced
concentrations (thus reduced stiffness), we observe an increase in cell survival
and viability which averaged around 10%, with a 2-fold increment. The other
commercially available RGD-functionalized biomaterial (Vitrogel), showed a viability level consistent with the hypothesis that only the presence of covalently
bound RGDs and the reduced stiffness of the biomaterial can improve cell survival. Among the two tested conditions, VitroGel 1:0 and 1:1, only the latter
showed an RGD-related survival, probably because of the crosslinking method
used. Alginate, Novamatrix and VitroGel 1:0 polymerization is achieved by
ionic crosslinking through the exposure to 100mM 𝐶𝑎2+ ions, which is 100-fold
higher than the physiological concentration of calcium ions, and has been associated to cell damage and apoptosis [96–98,476], whereas VitroGel 1:1 gelification
is obtained by a slow process made possible through the divalent ions present
in the culture medium. However, our data about cell encapsulation in Novamatirix and alginate reported that the high calcium concentration used is not
extremely toxic for hNSCs and that the crosslinking procedure is not harmful
for the viability. The Live/Dead assay performed right after the encapsulation
procedure (day 0) in fact shows that the majority of hNSCs are still alive in
both conditions, suggesting that the molarity of calcium ions does not have any
impact.
Given that it has been reported that stiffness and dimension of alginate beads
can influence nutrients and molecules diffusion in a periphery-to-center gradient and this is inversely related to the alginate concentration [357], we cultured
hNSCs in smaller beads, showing that in our three-dimensional culture system, a reduction in beads dimensions does not result in enhanced cell survival
and confirming Novamatrix 0.5% as the most viable condition. Moreover, cells
embedded in Novamatrix 0.5% w/v seem to organize themselves in elongated
shape clusters along the edges of the beads. The EdU staining indeed suggests
that more than one nucleus is present in these structures, indicating the formation of agglomerates, maybe due to the presence of the adhesion molecule and
improved cell survival. Furthermore, their presence at the edges of the beads
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is compatible with the idea that the crosslinking is obtained through a nonhomogeneous gelling procedure. In fact, FE-SEM characterization revealed a
non-homogeneous porous structure of the bead, which was constituted of an external porous surface (on which cells can lean on), contrasted by a homogenous
core. This structure is likely obtained by a crosslinking that is non-homogenous
in time, with the immediate solidification of the external surface as the bead is
dropped in the 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑙2 bath, while the core remains liquid for longer, as Ca ions
diffuse through the bead.
Subsequently, we decided to further characterize the cell line in use, to see
whether the suboptimal survival we observed was due to a loss of stemness. Immunocytochemistry analysis confirmed that our cell line maintained stemness
characteristics, as undifferentiated hNSCs express Sox2 and Nestin, coexpressed
with GFAP, and show no expression of markers for terminally differentiated neurons. Moreover, after 10 days in differentiation medium, we demonstrated that
cells underwent neuronal differentiation, switching off stemness markers and
turning on the expression of differentiation markers such as 𝛽-III-tubulin. We
did not observe any expression of markers for terminally differentiated neurons,
such as MAP2, suggesting that the cells have not yet completed the differentiation, and a longer period would be needed. So, these experiments show that
the hNSC line we are using retains stemness and differentiation characteristics,
so it is suitable for further experiments.
Regarding hMSCs, they are a more responsive cell line, as we showed that
they are able to proliferate and survive very efficiently in all the experimental conditions tested, showing high viability, confirming the profitable use of
ionic-crosslinking for cell encapsulation. Cells embedded in Novamatrix 0.5%
present a slightly higher viability and proliferation compared to other conditions, suggesting that, also for this cell line, the RGDs-modification and the
stiffness reduction are able to support a better initial cell viability.
To conclude, our experiments show that for both stem cell lines cultured in our
alginate-based scaffolds, the optimal experimental condition for cell survival is
the use of RGD-coupled Novamatrix at 0.5% w/v. Our data are in harmony
with the data reported in literature where the use of softer gels improves proliferation and survival of neural cell lines [363, 364], with respect to the canonical
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1% to 2.5% w/v [360–362]. We demonstrated that the cell behavior of encapsulated cells is influenced by the chemical and the mechanical properties of the
alginate, where it is prompted by RGDs-coupled biomaterials with an elastic
modulus in the range of brain tissue. The best cell survival is obtained with
cells grown in 0.5% Novamatrix with respect to the blank alginate, providing
a very useful tool to coculture hNSCs and hMSCs stem cells in the view of
transplanting them in injured CNS.

2.2

Setting up of in vitro MSCs and NSCs coculture: choice of the coculture medium

Stem cell therapy is a promising treatment for neurological disorders (such as
cerebral ischemia and TBI) and neurodegenerative diseases. However, the major
drawback associated with this type of therapy is the reported poor engraftment
of the cells. The use of either neural (NSCs) and non neural stem cells such as
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) for the treatments of CNS injuries have been
reported to be beneficial, both by regenerating lost neurons and exerting a bystander effect, secreting molecule which can help in endogenous cell recruitment
and modulation of inflammation [257,285–291,307,308,312,315,316]. We tested
the possibility of coculturing these two cell lines, with the idea of taking advantage of the positive effects of both types of cells, thus improving survival and
functional recovery upon transplantation.
The choice of a coculture medium is one of the major challenges in setting
up a coculture. Serum is used in culture because of the presence of factors with
growth-promoting and inhibiting activities that allow the survival, growth and
maintenance of a wide range of cells. However, serum performs various activities depending on the cell type. In some cases it can act as supplement for
stemness maintenance or as differentiation inducer. In the case of NSCs, serum
is reported to be a strong inducer of glial fate [251, 431–433, 433, 434, 434–436],
whereas it is the main supplement in MSCs self-renewal medium. Because
of the astrocyte-promoting activity of serum, which could contribute to glial
scar formation in vivo, and regulatory agencies guidance restrain from the use
of serum in compositions destined for human therapies [477–479], we tested
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the possibility of using NSCs self-renewal medium (NSC-SR), which contains
no serum, as possible coculture medium. hAD-iMSC line was adopted in this
study to overcome the limited cell division capability of primary bone marrow
isolated MSCs. We decided this was possible, since comparing the stemness
profile of the two cell lines, we showed that in our experimental setup adiposeand bone marrow-derived MSCs behave identically, as they show comparable
levels of expression of the surface stemness markers CD44 and CD73. This
is in accordance with literature [466, 467]. We demonstrated that hAD-MSCs
were able to survive in NSC-SR medium in absence of serum, exhibiting no
differences in stemness markers expression or cell cycle progression, with respect to all the other experimental conditions tested, and above all with MSCs
cultured in MSC-SR. We corroborated these data also by the encapsulation of
BM-MSCs in PEG hydrogel, a synthetic-, polyester-biomaterial considered biologically inert, safe and non-immunogenic by FDA [392], which has already been
used for CNS regeneration [403–405]. PEG polymerization is obtained thanks
to a radical photopolymerization started by a photoinitiator (LAP) and the exposure to UV light, which can potentially be harmful to the cells due to the
exposure to cytotoxic compounds, free radicals and light irradiation [480–482].
PEG-encapsulated BM-MSCs and cultured in absence of serum, survived to the
encapsulation procedure showing high viability, and analogous levels of CD105
and YAP nuclear/cytoplasmic ratio when compared to cells cultured in MSCSR.
Although we demonstrated that MSCs can survive in the coculture medium
(NSC-SR) in absence of serum, we do not know whether FBS absence could
affect in any way their secretome. Despite the low encapsulation efficiency and
fast release of protein from alginate, this biomaterial has already been used for
drug delivery [379–381]. We thus decided to exploit the biomaterial to at least
partially retain FBS after gelation, in order to provide it to MSCs, at the same
time reducing its release into the culture medium, so to avoid misguided differentiation of hNSCs. Given the high heterogeneity of serum and being BSA
its major component, we used it as a proxy of serum to study the kinetics of
release. By the addition of an outer layer of alginate to our alginate beads containing BSA, we were able to observe a decrease in the release of this protein by
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the biomaterial. This effect was not additive, and the addition of two external
layers did not increase protein retention. We confirmed the potential of BSA
compartmentalization also using a PEG hydrogel. BSA released in layered PEG
discs was even lower than that observed in alginate beads because of the different crosslinking method. Indeed alginate beads displayed signs of biomaterial
degradation after the different PBS changes we performed to measure BSA release, likely because of the washout of divalent ions. Despite the more promising
results obtained with the use of PEG, we dismissed the use of this biomaterial
for further experiments because of previous unpublished data generated in the
lab, that showed very low viability of cells encapsulated in PEG hydrogels. The
high observed mortality was probably due to the cytotoxicity of the crosslinking
method used [482], which would be even higher in the case of the decidedly
sensitive cells as hNSCs have proven to be.
It has been reported that beads dimension influences cell survival, acting as barrier to nutrients and molecules diffusion especially when cells are 200𝜇m away
from the medium [357, 461, 462]. In order to confirm that the presence of the
external layer is not limiting the nutrient diffusion and thus cell survival, we
cultured encapsulated MSCs in layered beads, in the presence and in absence
of FBS. We demonstrated that MSCs survive in all the conditions tested, and
that our compartmentalized three-dimensional culture system is suitable for the
cell culture, as the presence of the outer layer does not result in decreased cell
survival.
The beneficial effects of MSCs secretome, reported in many papers, include
inhibition of apoptosis, mitosis and differentiation stimulation, secretion of cytoprotective molecules and growth factors, resulting in the end in enhanced cell
survival and protective effect on neuronal survival [264–266, 268, 269, 470, 471].
We thus tested the hypothesis that a coculture system composed of encapsulated NSCs on an MSCs monolayer could enhance embedded cell survival with
respect to the standard embedded NSCs cultured alone. We decided to test
this simple culture setup in order to have a fast experimental readout, and to
avoid the possibility of an impairment of the diffusion of MSCs secreted factors
by the presence of a scaffold. We showed that cell encapsulated in Novamatrix showed increased survival, and higher metabolic and proliferation activity
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with respect to those kept in alginate alone. However, we did not notice any
improvement after coculture of embedded NSCs in a transwell system, over a
monolayer of MSCs. It has been reported that intrinsic factors such as tissue
source of MSCs, age and healthy-state of the donor, MSCs passages, as well
as serum batch-to-batch differences, oxygen concentration, and presence of an
inflammatory environment can change MSCs potential [266]. The work of Wang
et al. [483] reports that cell contact between MSCs and NSCs is required to enhance the proliferation of the latter. Adipose- and bone marrow-derived MSCs
have a high transcriptome homology, with only about 1% of genes differentially
expressed [484], and they are considered highly similar. Moreover, among the
genes found highly expressed in AD-MSCs, there are Dickkopf-1 and ID-1 which
regulate the proliferation and differentiation of stem cells, potentially justifying
the use of adipose tissue-derived stem cells for in vitro and tissue engineering use. Concerning the differences in the secretion profile of MSCs isolated
from different sources, the lab of Salgado reported that adipose, bone marrow
and umbilical cord-derived MSCs share important neuro-regulatory and neuroprotective molecules, although with different levels of expression [471]. This
suggests that these differently derived cell lines are suitable for regenerative applications, and the choice between adipose- or bone marrow-derived cell lines (as
an example) depends on the specific condition/injury that has to be treated (according to their different secretion pattern). For instance, the secretion profile of
BM-hMSCs is more adapted to reduce oxidative stress, whereas AD-MSCs could
be more beneficial against excitotoxicity [471]. Since in vitro preconditioning
has shown to enhance the therapeutic capacity of MSCs, we, therefore, suggest
that the poor effect we observe could be due to a lack of preconditioning itself.
We also speculate that a possible preconditioning of our MSCs by 3D culturing
or hypoxic environment might be resolutive, along with an extension of the exposure time of hNSCs to conditioned medium. Indeed, hypoxia preconditioning,
achieved by 3D-spheroid culturing or low oxygen tension, has been reported to
enhance the regenerative and cytoprotective effect of MSCs [485, 486].
The gene expression analysis of the two cell lines (hNSCs and hMSCs) after
coculturing showed no alterations between the genes set chosen for each cell
line (with respect to the respective 2D control). None of the conditions tested
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(ctrl in 2D, 3D, and coculture), showed differences in gene expression, with exception of Nestin and 𝛽-III-tubulin which seem to be highly expressed at the
same time in cocultured NSCs. Because we previously demonstrated by immunohistochemistry that, in 2D cultures, NSCs express stemness makers and
required more than 10 days of differentiation to achieve terminal differentiation,
we are not able to explain why there is a considerable increase in the 𝛽-IIItubulin expression in coculture. It does not seem plausible that the coculture or
the biomaterial could induce hNSCs differentiation, because of the consistency
among RT-qPCR and ICC analysis of Nestin. Moreover, the Ct of the GFAP
gene was surprisingly high (above 30), suggesting the absence of this gene. This
is surprising, as we would expect it to be present both in the case of stemness
maintenance and differentiation. Indeed, its coexpression with Nestin identifies
stem cells, whereas when expressed in the absence of Nestin it is a marker for
glial differentiation. Because of the unexpected absence of the gene, even using
a different primers set for amplification, we plan to compare these gene expression analyses with that of other neural stem cell lines. MSC-wise, in all the
conditions tested MSCs maintained comparable levels of gene expression, with
no sign of differentiation in the chondro-, osteo- or adipo-genic lineage.

2.3

Transplantation of NSCs and MSCs in Novamatrix hydrogels for CNS regeneration in an
ex vivo model of brain injury

The brain is subject to different types of injuries, with devastating clinical consequences, associated with huge social and economic implications. TBI and
stroke are in the top ten leading causes of mortality and morbidity worldwide.
They require access to immediate specialized acute management, often without
the prospect of complete functional recovery because of the limited regenerative capabilities of brain, and the current lack of effective treatments. In this
context, cell replacement therapy is one of the most promising and cutting edge
approaches. Both neural and mesenchymal stem cells represent good candidates
for CNS cell replacement therapies. Despite the potentiality of this approach,
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the majority of grafted cells are reported to die within few weeks after transplantation, representing a limit for the efficacy of the treatment and its translation
into the clinic [230,329]. A useful tool to test and improve the understanding of
stem cells therapeutic potential upon implantation is represented by organotypic
slice cultures (OSC) [180]. A variety of brain areas have been explanted but
the most exploited remains the hippocampus and the entorhinal-hippocampal
connection (EHC). Several pathological slice models have been developed (e.g
ischemia and TBI) [176, 177]. The fastest and easy method to model neuronal
death is axotomy, after which the desired cell line can be grafted or deposed,
also exploiting biomaterials. Several natural and synthetic biomaterials have
been tested for CNS tissue regeneration, among which alginate.
Since we previously demonstrated that the scaffold we generated is soft enough
to resemble brain tissue, we turned our attention toward the possibility of verifying if our 3D system could effectively allow brain regeneration, and whether
the two cell types can survive upon transplantation and exert a beneficial effect.
Some studies report the cotransplantation of NSC and MSCs for the treatments
of SCI and stroke [487–490] with promising results of increased functional recovery. Cotransplantation of neural and mesenchymal stem cells has also been
performed in clinical trials in ischemic stroke patients with described neurological and daily living abilities improvement and reduction of the disability
levels [491].
We then tested our system, consisting of hAD-MSCs and hNSCs encapsulated
in Novamatrix 0.5%, for cell replacement therapies in axotomized EHC OSCs,
considering it as a "simil-TBI" model. We hypothesized that our alginatebased scaffold could enhance survival and integration of the engrafted cells in
the damaged brain OSCs, by protecting them from microglia activation and
excitotoxicity, by removal of the extracellular 𝐶𝑎2+ (which could be bonded by
the G-block of alginate) [492].
Since for their maintenance EHC OSCs rely on a different medium with respect
to the NSC-SR previously tested, whose main component is a high amount of
horse serum [187, 193, 438], we first proved the survival of our cell lines (hNSCs
and hMSCs) in OSCs incubation medium.
Seven days after transplantation on the axotomized organotypic culture, we
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found encapsulated MSCs and NSC (grafted together or alone) localized in the
site of the deposition. As already observed during in vitro encapsulation, we
reported evidence of a better survival of MSCs with respect to NSCs when
transplanted as a single cell line. Instead, in our collaboration we have not
been able until now to perform a sufficient number of experiments to be able
to infer whether the cotransplantation increases the survival of NSCs. We then
3D-reconstructed the acquired images to investigate whether engrafted cells migrated out from the scaffold in which they are embedded and integrated into
the host tissue, but we did not see any signs of migration and integration. This
might be due to inhibitory molecules present in the lesion site (such as chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans) which could impair the migratory ability of cells,
or difficulties of the cells to degrade the hydrogel. Both these points are worth
further investigations by a timelapse experiment of MSCs and NSCs mobility
in presence of CSPG vs an adhesive protein (such as laminin), and by addition of metalloproteinase cleavage sites to the biomaterial in order to facilitate
biodegradation.
To test the biocompatibility of Novamatrix, we also evaluated the glial response and infiltration by immunohistochemistry for GFAP. As RGDs motifs
are present, in theory these could promote migration and infiltration of resident
cells. However, we reported no infiltration of glial cells nor spreading on top
of the biomaterial in single MSCs-grafted OSCs, where glial cells are found on
the edge of the transplant. The same analysis of GFAP positive cells on single
NSCs-transplanted OSCs has been instead harder because of the murine’s antibody crossreactivity with human epitopes, which therefore stains the GFAP
positive cells of both the species. These data suggest that the presence of Novamatrix in the brain is not causing any inflammatory response (as already
reported for alginate in former lab data), as no excessive glial scar is formed
around the biomaterial, and that the scaffold could help in increasing cell survival by protecting transplanted cells from the host environment.
These preliminary studies suggest that OSCs of the entorhinal hippocampal circuit are suitable for the study of the cotransplantation of hNSCs and hMSCs
with biomaterials, and that the matrix deposition on top of the lesion (axotomy) is feasible, since both cell lines survived up to 1 week after transplanta-
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tion. However, we failed in the achievement of migration and tissue integration.
Novamatrix could potentially be a good candidate biomaterial for brain tissue
regeneration approaches, allowing protection of the grafted cells from the host
environment, likely increasing cell viability and survival, but this will require
further studies to be confirmed.
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Part IV

Conclusions and Future
perspectives
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Chapter 1

Conclusions
In my Ph.D. thesis work we evaluated the possibility to encapsulate human neural and mesenchymal stem cells (hNSCs and hMSCs) in alginate-based biomaterials with the broad aim to use them for CNS regeneration. We tested several
hydrogel biomaterials, functionalized or not with laminin or its RGDs-binding
motif. We reported hNSCs survival at day 0 and day 1 post-encapsulation,
demonstrating that the alginate-based 3D culture is able to support initial cell
survival. However, to sustain longer cell viability (day 5), we showed that covalent binding of adhesive molecules to the biomaterial is necessary, and that,
in our hands, the commercially available, alginate-based biomaterial (known
as Novamatrix) elicits the best performance, with respect to the other tested
conditions. The culture of human neural stem cells encapsulated in soft (0.5%
w/v), RGD-coupled biomaterial (Novamatrix) presents the highest viability,
proliferation rate and metabolic activity, with also the formation of some cellular clusters. When encapsulating MSC, we instead observed that this cell line
is more responsive, and easily survived to the encapsulation with respect to
NSCs, even in absence of biorecognition molecules. This is probably due to the
secretion of its own matrix’s components (a hypothesis which has to be further
studied).
We then investigated the possibility of coculturing these two cell lines (hMSCs
and hNSCs) in the view of exploiting their beneficial effects in CNS injury. We
defined the coculture conditions, demonstrating that MSCs are able to survive
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in the NSC-self-renewal medium in absence of serum, with no impact on their
cell survival, cell cycle and stemness retention (CD44+ and Cd73+). With the
goal of identifying the best conditions for MSCs and promoting their well-being,
we investigated whether we could create a “compartmentalized” structure that
would at least partially retain serum. By adding an alginate outer layer to our
scaffolds, we were able to retain the BSA (used as a "proxy" for serum) inside
the biomaterial, creating a promising approach for coculture. We also showed
that mesenchymal stem cells survival was not affected by the presence of this
extra layer, supporting the hypothesis that the use of “compartmentalized” coculture systems with low serum content would likely be exploitable for MSCs
culture.
Given the different behavior of MSCs and NSCs upon encapsulation, in which
the latter still showed suboptimal survival, we tried to recapitulate the literature reported beneficial effects of MSCs on NSCs, in our system. Apart from
confirming the better performance of Novamatrix, we were not able to find any
improvement in cell survival or proliferation in the coculture system, with respect to the standard 3D-culture. This can be either due to the need of cell-cell
interaction to observe an increase in cell proliferation, or the absence of an MSCs
preconditioning (e.g hypoxia) which has been reported to increase and enrich
the mesenchymal secretome.
In the last part of this work, we started on a different approach that would
get us closer to an in vivo transplantation model, by the use of an ex vivo
entorhino-hippocampal organotypic brain slice model, where we tested our 3D
coculture model. Our preliminary study demonstrates the suitability of the
EHC OSCs model to study the cotransplantation of hNSCs and hMSCs with
biomaterials using the cell:matrix deposition on top of the lesion. Both cells line
survived up to 1 week after transplantation, although with different levels, as
previously reported during the cell encapsulation studies. However, we do not
observe any migration of the grafted cells or tissue integration. GFAP staining
suggests that no infiltration of glial cells nor spreading on top of the biomaterial occurred, implying that Novamatrix could potentially be a good candidate
biomaterial for brain tissue regeneration approaches since is not causing an inflammatory response (as already reported for alginate in former lab data) and
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no excessive glial scar is formed around the biomaterial. Taken together, these
findings advise for a further and deeper investigation of this hydrogel, and these
cells line cotransplantation for the treatment of injury-affected central nervous
system.
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Chapter 2

Future perspectives
In this study, we report the setup of a three-dimensional, RGD-coupled alginatebased culture system for the encapsulation of hNSCs and hMSCs and their coculture.
The requirement for an in vitro extracellular three dimensional (3D) microenvironment has become more and more evident also in the perspective of culturing
cells for functional studies, ex vivo expansion and delivery of cells for therapeutic purposes. Indeed, tissues are made of highly complex 3D structures which
are usually absent in conventional 2D culture conditions, making it hard to
translate in vitro research to in vivo therapies. The traditional two-dimensional
culture systems are also reported to give rise to heterogenous neuronal differentiation, usually showing low efficiency. In our cultures, we did not consider the
possibility to achieve neuronal differentiation of our cultured hNSCs. Therefore it could be interesting to investigate the possibility to use our 3D setup
to achieve neuronal differentiation, particularly toward a specific subtype which
could be used in the treatment of other CNS injuries rather than TBI and stroke
(for which the best neuronal subtype to be implanted has yet to be identified).
Moreover, the use of 3D culture methods, providing mechanical and physical
stimuli to the cells (usually lacking in currently employed in vitro 2D system),
can potentially reduce the amount of expensive factors needed.
We tested the modification of alginate with laminin and RGD domain, but there
are many other ECM molecule and adhesive motives which could be investigated
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such as hyaluronic acid, vitronectin and fibronectin, as well as blended materials
(e.g Novamatrix with collagen). The obtained data about MSCs encapsulation
represent them as a reactive and easy to adapt cell line, which can easily survive in all the tested conditions. This brought us to speculate that this capacity
might reside in the secretion of their own extracellular matrix inside the scaffolds. The assessment of this hypothesis and the comparison with hNSCs is
worth further investigations. Moreover, the enzymatic removal of specific ECM
components could reveal those more important to enhance cell survival, which
could be further used for biomaterial modification.
In the second part of the study, we explored the possibility to use our system for the coculture of hMSCs and hNSCs without finding signs of enhanced
survival and proliferation of the neural line. The set-up of new experiments
with longer coculture period, and in which RT-qPCR analysis are performed
over time, would shed light on the events occurring during coculture. We also
tested a really simple coculture system in which encapsulated NSCs are cultured on an MSCs-monolayer exploiting the use of a transwell system. It would
be interesting to increase the time NSCs are exposed to MSCs secretome, and
implement a 3D coculture system in which both cell lines are encapsulated together, possibly employing the layered system we set up. This can be achieved
by mixing beads containing each cell line separately, mixing them together in
the same beads or using a coaxial microfluidic-extrusion device which allows
the formation of layered beads composed by an MSC core (supplemented with
FBS) and an external layer of NSCs. Regarding serum compartmentalization,
we proved that the addition of an external layer to our alginate beads could
allow its retention inside the biomaterial. This system could potentially be enhanced, further sustaining serum retention for days, by modifying the scaffold
to decrease its release. For example it could be worth investigating the use of
heparin-functionalized alginate scaffolds, which is used for retention and controlled release of proteins and growth factors, due to its ability to bind many
proteins (because of the inherent electronegative charge). Moreover, given that
MSCs’ potential can be influenced by many intrinsic factors such tissue source
of MSCs, age of the donor and number of passages in culture, we would also like
to compare the results obtained with adipose-derived MSCs with those obtained
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from bone marrow tissue which are considered the gold standard mesenchymal
stem cells.
In the third and last part, we explored the suitability and feasibility of using
injured brain OSCs and the co-deposition of hMSCs and hNSCs in Novamatrix
hydrogels for the study of cellular transplantation and their effects. Our next
objective is to investigate the reasons why we did not achieve cell migration
nor tissue integration. We plan to test by time lapse analysis the behavior of
both cell lines in presence of chondroitin sulfate (inhibitory molecule), to see if
it impairs their migration ability, and concurrently assess their presence in the
injured OSCs. Cells integration and survival can then potentially be further
increased by loading the scaffold with growth factors which could enhance their
activity, and modifying the hydrogel in order to turn it into a biodegradable
biomaterial by the addition of metalloproteinase cleavage sites. Given the role
of MSCs in the regulation of microglia phenotype, and the presence of these
resident cells in the OSCs, the characterization of the microglial phenotype in
case of single cell line transplantation with respect to cotransplantation, as well
as in the presence of the biomaterial alone, will in the future be performed.
This will also clarify the biocompatibility of the biomaterial before effectively
moving in vivo. Indeed, all these experiments are performed in the view of
coinjecting hNSCs, hMSCs and Novamatrix (or more broadly alginate-RGD) in
a brain injury mouse models (such as TBI or focal cerebral ischemia models), to
assess possible improvements. During this in vivo studies, functional tests will
be used to monitor improvements in behavioral and neurological function after
cell transplant, as well as molecular analyses for the assessment of microglia
phenotype and state of astrocyte activation, which are known to be detrimental
for regeneration. Finally, once this challenging approach will be implemented,
it could be further improved by adding molecules or pharmaceutical treatments.
There is still a lot of work to do, and implementation to create, before
our system can be passed into clinical trials and applied in clinics, but we are
hopeful that the synergistic efforts of basic research among the disciplines of
biology, medicine and engineering, will lead to the development of a treatment
which in the future will allow us to treat CNS injuries.
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Appendix
Published papers containing results not present in the
thesis

Vertically-Aligned Functionalized Silicon Micropillars for 3D Culture
of Human Pluripotent Stem Cell-Derived Cortical Progenitors
Alessandro Cutarelli, Simone Ghio, Jacopo Zasso, Alessandra Speccher, Giorgina
Scarduelli, Michela Roccuzzo, Michele Crivellari, Nicola Maria Pugno, Simona
Casarosa, Maurizio Boscardin and Luciano Conti
Cells 2020, 9(1), 88;
DOI: 10.3390/cells9010088
In this study, we generated vertical-aligned silicon micropillars, which were
coated with laminin, for the culture of human iPSCs-derived cortical progenitors
and mouse neural stem cells. I contributed with the preparation of mNSCs
cultures and the assessment of their viability after seeding on the micropillar
structures. Moreover, I took part in the preparation of samples for the SEM
analysis.

Collaborations

University of Colorado at Boulder
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Thanks to the award of a scholarship to spend a period in a non-European
country, I had the possibility to set up a collaboration with the lab of Prof.
Kristi Anseth at the University of Colorado, where I spent 3 months. During
this collaboration I worked with human bone marrow derived MSCs (not available in our University), performing experiments about their encapsulation and
behaviour in PEG biomaterials, as well as their culture in absence of serum. In
the context of comparing the protein-retention capacity of PEG with respect to
alginate (in the view of of achieving serum compartmentalization), the kinetics
of BSA release from PEG discs have also been evaluated.

IBEC (Institute for Bioengineering of Catalonia)
In this collaboration I had the chance to spend 3 months in the lab of Prof. Del
Rio at the University of Barcelona, performing studies on the transplantation
of hNSCs and hMSCs on ex vivo brain organotypic slice cultures (OSCs) of
the entorhinal-hippocampal connection (EHC). During this period, I acquired
hands-on experience on performing EHC OSCs, axotomy and cell transplantation on the injured site, bringing our project one step forward the in vivo
experiment.

Oral presentations

2018
“Tissue engineering approaches for brain injury applications”. A. Speccher,
F. Agostinacchio, W. Bonani, A. Messina, M.E. Castellini, Y. Bozzi, A. Motta,
S. Casarosa. 64∘ convegno Gruppo Embriologico Italiano - L’Aquila (Italy)
11-14 June 2018.
“Tissue engineering approaches for brain injury applications”. A. Speccher,
F. Agostinacchio, W. Bonani, A. Messina, M.E. Castellini, Y. Bozzi, A. Motta,
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S. Casarosa. Comprehensive Summer School On Tissue Engineering from biology to materials and products validation - Trento (Italy) 18-23 June 2018.
“Tissue engineering approaches for brain injury applications”. A. Speccher,
F. Agostinacchio, W. Bonani, M.E. Castellini, A. Motta, S. Casarosa. Annual
“Ph.D. Work in Progress“ – Povo (Italy) 3-5 October 2018.

2019
“Mesenchymal And Neural Stem Cells Coculture For TERM Applications
In CNS” A. Speccher, F. Agostinacchio, W. Bonani, M.E. Castellini, A. Motta,
S. Casarosa. TERMIS European Chapter Meeting 2019 - Rhodes (Greece) 27
May – 31 May 2019.
“Challenges for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications in
brain injuries”. A. Speccher, F. Agostinacchio, W. Bonani, M.E. Castellini, A.
Motta, S. Casarosa. Annual “Ph.D. Work in Progress“ – Trento (Italy) 7-9
October 2019.
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